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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF
WATER

Dear Reader:

The following document is a product of the Environmental
Protection Agency Office of Research and Development's (ORO)
Wetlands Research Program developed at-the request of our office
in response to the need for more information on cumulative impact
assessment. The proposed methodology was designed to assist
wetland regulators in assessing the cumulative effect of
individual wetland i~pacts within the landscape. Other potential
applications of the approach incl~de prioritizing areas for
restoration and protection as part of nonppint source abatement
efforts implementing the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization -
Amendments gUidance, supporting the development of state Wetland
Conservation Plans and wetland water quality standards, including
designating uses and identifying outstanding National Resource
Waters, prioritizing acquisition and restoration efforts for
other water quality or habitat benefits, and conducting regional
risk assessments and watershed planning efforts such as Advance
Identifications or special Area Management Plans.

The synoptic approach allows wetland managers to produce
statewide maps that rank portions of the landscape according to a
set of landscape variables, or synoptic indices. These maps and
indices should enable permit reviewers to consider the landscape
condition of the area in which a particular permit is proposed,
and, in so doing, allow them to better consider the cumulative
impact of a proposed activity.

The synoptic approach was specifically designed for
situations in which time, resources, and information are limited.
It is practical within this context because an assessment is
prepared for an entire state or region, and not on a case-by-case
basis. In addition, the approach is intended to augment the best
professional jUdgement used daily by wetland managers and
regulator-so It is not intended to provide a precise,
quantitative assessment of the cumulative effects within a
particular area. Rather, it provides a mechanism to compare
potential cumulative impacts between areas.

The report describes the steps of conducting a synoptic
assessment, and illustrates the use of synoptic information
through four case studies. In the Pearl River, Louisiana case
study, the potential use of the synoptic approach for assessing
cumulative impacts under the Clean Water Act Section 404
regulatory program is illustrated. In the Illinois case study,
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subwatersheds are ranked for restoration according to their
potential for water quality improvement. In the Washington State
case studies, the approach is used for regional comparisons to
support the development of a State Wetland Conservation Plan and
to demonstrate the feasibility of introducing the concepts of
value and future risk into the synoptic assessments.

The report does not provide a specific, detailed procedure
for choosing the synoptic indices, nor does it supply a
scientifically tested list of landscape indicators with
confidence limits. This is not possible, given the strong
dependency of the synoptic indices and landscape indicators on
the specific management goals and the actual environmental
conditions of the assessment.

ORO has issued this report as a proposed, rather than
operational methodology to allow testing of the approach in
Regional and state applications. We ask anyone conducting a
synoptic assessment to provide the Wetlands Research Program or
our office with feedback so that EPA can evaluate the suitability
of the method and refine the approach.

Sincerely,

Wetlands Division
Office of Wetlands, Oceans

and Watersheds
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DISCLAIMER

The research described in this report has been funded
by the U.S. Envirorunental Protection Agency. This
dorument has been prepared at the EPA Environmental
Research Laharatory inCorvallis,Oregon, throughCon
tract No. 68-C8"()()06 to ManTech Environmental
Technology, Inc, and Contract No. 2B0245N1SA to
Word Design. Thisdocument has been subjected to the
Agency's peer and administrative review process and
approved for publication. Mention of trade names or
commercial products does not constitute endorsement
or recommendation for use.

Two earlier reports (Abbruzzese et aL 199Oa, 1990b)
were produced during the development of the synoptic
approach. Although these reports are useful in illus
trating applications of the approach, the procedures
contained in this document supersede those earlier ver
sions and should be used in conducting a synoptic
assessment. As the approach is further tested and
evaluated, it may become necessary to update this
method again. A mail-in farmis provided in the backof
the report for those wanting future updates ar related
products.
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PREFACE

A 1987 study conducted by the Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA) found that problems considered by
experts to pose the most serious threat to the environ
ment were not those ·targeted most aggressively by
Congress or EPA (EPA 1987). A follow-up study by
EPA'sScienceAdvisoryBoard suggested ways in which
EPA could reduce environmental risk, including a rec
ommendation that EPA develop melhods to improve
our ability to assess and compare environmental risks
(SAB 1990).

Given this challenge, the Wetlands Research Program
(WRP) within EPA's Office of Research and Develop
ment has proposed. a hierarchical, risk-based. approach
to wetland assessment that would allow evaluation at
three different scales (Leibowitz et at. 1992): a site
specific scale, at which the function of individual
wetlands is assessed; an intraregional scale, at which
relative comparisonsare madebehveen wetlands within
the same watershed (or similar landscapesubunit); and
an interregional scale,atwhich relativecomparisonsare
made between landscape subunits by considering the

aggregate characleristicsof wetlands within those sub
units. WRP's Wetland Function Project and
Characterization and Restoration Project are primarily
responsible for developing the site-specific and
intraregional approaches, respectively. The Landscape
Function Project is developing a method for making
assessments at the interregional scale. The latter,
known as the synoptic approach, is the subject of this
document.

WRP originally developed the synoptic approach so
that regulators could include information on cumula
tive impacts of wetland loss during review of permits
for proposed discharges under Section 404 of the Oean
Water Act However, the approach also fits into the
larger framework of risk assessment by providing man
agers a broad view of wetlands within a landscape
context, and it can be used to assign priority to wetland
protection or replacement efforts as part of a compre
hensive wetland management program. Because the
sYnoptic approach has not been tested in real manage
ment applications, it should be viewed as a proposed,
rather than operational, methodology.
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GLOSSARY

Active pool
The materials (including biota) or energy within
a landscape that are actively being transferred
between component ecosystems as opposed to
materials or energy that are cycled or stored
within an individual ecosystem.

Barrier·
An ecosystem that inhibits material movement
by excluding imports.

Best professional judgement
Making decisions based on personal experience
when better information is unavailable. Best
professional judgement is often used in day-to
day management decisions.

Capacity
The maximum amount of a particular material
that an ecosystem can remove from the active
pool were thernaterial not limiting; also referred
teas"assimilativecapacity." Couldbeused more
specifically, e.g., decomposition capadty. Also
refers to one of the components of the function
index.

Combination rule
A rule that specifies how two or more compo
nents of a synoptic index will be mathematically
or lOgically combined.

Conduit
An ecosystem that assists thernovementofrnate
rials through different parts of the landscape by
transferring imports between ecosystems v.ri.lh
out altering the amount of material.

Conversion
Transformation of an ecosystem into a different
ecosystem type or land use <e.g., conversion of a
wetland for ronstruction ofa mall). Causes com
plete functional loss of the original ecosystem
functions.

Creation
Building a wetland on an upland site, i.e., in a
location where wetlands did not previously exist
(compare with restoration).

xiv Synoptic Approach

Cumulative effects
The sum of all environmental effects resulting
from cumulative impacts.

Cumulative impacts
The sum of all individual impacts occurring over
limeand space, including those of the foreseeable
future.

Degradation
Partial runctionalloss caused by impacts that act
onanecosystemwithoutcausing conversion<e.g.,
reductions in productivity because of inputs of
pesticides through nonpoint source pollution).

Disturba11£e
The action that causes ecosystem s!ress; includes
actions cau<>ed. bynaturalagents (e.g., hurricanes)
and human impacts.

Drainage area
See 'Watershed."

Ecological function
An aggregate behavior that arises from one or
more physical, chemical, or biological processes.

Effect
A phySical, chemical, or biological change in an
ecosystem that results from an 4npact. The effect
can be an immediate ronsequence of the impact
(direct effect) or it can be removed in time and
space (mOOect effect).

Excess capacity
The difference belweena sinkecosystem'scapae
ity <the maximum amount of a material that the
ecosystem can remove if the material is not limit
ing) and the actual arnoW1t of material removed.
Excess capadty represents additional material
that could be removed and is a form of redun
dancy that buffers an ecosystem from impacts.

Existing data
Data that were previously collected, usually for
purposes unrelated to the currentobjective. Exist
ing data must be used when time or money
preclude the collection of new data. Alsorelerred
to as "available data."



Forcing functions
Materials and energy that drive an ecosystem.
These materials and energy originate outside the
ecosystem bOtUldary~ but over the long run drive
most ecosystem processes. In thebroadestsense,
forcing functions can benaturaloranthropogenic
in origin. Also referred to as "dIiving factors."

Function
Oneaf the four synopticindices;refers to the total
amount of some function provided by one or
moreecosysterns withinalandscape witholltcon
sideralion of benefits. Capacity and input are
components of function.

Functional loss
One of the four synoptic indices; refers to the
complete orpartial loss ofone ormore ecological
functions as a result of impacts.

Fragmentation
The break-up of an extensive ecosystem into a
number of smaller patches.

Halritat function
Ecological processes that, when taken together,
provide support (food, shelter, breeding sites,
etc.) for different species.

Home range
The area around an organism's home typically
used for f€€ding.

HydrologU; function
Ecological processes that, when taken together,
sornehowmoderatehydrologYie.g.,reduceflood
peaks, recharge aquifers, etc.

Impact
A human-generated action or activity that either
bydesign or byoversightalters the characteristics
of one or more ecosystems.

Index
See "Synoptic Index."

Indicator
See "Landscape Indicator:'

Input
The total amount of material imported into sink
ecosystems from one or more sources. Also re
ferred to as ''landscape input." Can also refer to
one of the components of the flmction index.

Landscape ecologJJ
The study of interactions betv.reen ecosystems.

Landscape indicator
Theactualdata ormeasurements used to estimate
a synoptic index; in the synoptic approach, a
landscape indicator is usually a first-order ap
proximation based on existing data.

Landscape subunit
The basic subdivision of a landscape for which
synoptic indices are calrulated; a synoptic assess
ment provides a comparison of landscape
subunits. Landscape subunits could be defined
environmentally (e.g_, watershedsorecoregions),
politically(e.g.,countiesorconservationdistricts),
or by other criteria.

Landscape
"A heterogeneous land area composed of a clus
ter of interacting ecosystems that is repeated. in
similar Conn throughout" (Forman and Godron
1986). A landscape is nonnally defined by geo
morphology or climate. The study boundary for
a synoptic assessment need not include the entire
landscape.

Landscape unit .
The specific landscape or portion of a landscape
for which a synoptic assessment is conducted.
The landscape unit can be larger than the study
unit because it can contain forting functions that
are outside of the study unit.

Metapopulation
Thecornbinedpopulationofallecosystem patches
that are connected by movement of individuals.
The metapopulation contributes to the redun
dancy of a landscape.

Patch
An irregularly shaped ecosystem embedded
within a larger "matrix" ecosystem.

Patch distam:e
The distance behveen two patches or, more gen
erally, the average distance betweenpatchesinan
area.

Process
A basic physical, chemical, or biologicalrransfor
mation within an ecosystern which,in aggregate,
defines ecosystem ftu1ctions.

Project-specific applicatio1l
The use of a synoptic assessment to provide a
landscape context for a subunit that has b€'en
preselected based on independent criteria (com
pare with regional comparison).
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Redundancy
The ability of an ecosystem to perform functions
in more than one way, or an excess capacity or
structure beyond what is normally needed. Re
dundancybuffers an ecosystem from impacts.

Regional comparison
The use of a synoptic assessment to determine
which subunits within a region best meet some
spedfic criteria (compare with project-sped.fic
application).

Replacement potential
One of the four synoptic indices; refers to the
degree to which a wetland and its valued func
tions can be replaced by creation or restoration.
Specificallyrefers to the landscape characteristic;
as opposed. to on-site characteristics that conlrol
replacement.

Resilience
The ability of an ecosystem to return to
predisturbance levels of function.

Resistance
The ability of an ecosystem to resist loss of func
tion as a result of a dishubance.

Response
The long-term physical, chemical,and biological
changes that result indirectly from stress.

Restoration
Building a wetland on a non-upland site in a
location where a wetland previously existed
(compare with creation).

Risk assessmettl:
An evaluation of environmental risks associated
with human actions.

Section 404
The portion of the Oean Water Act that specifies
that a permit must be obtained to discharge
dredged orfillmaterialsinto watersof the United
States.

Sink ecosystem
An ecosystem that causes a net decrease in the
totalamolU1tofamaterialbeing transferred within
the landscape; this occurs if exports are less than
imports (compare with source ecosystem). The
statusofanecosystemas a sourceorsink depends
upon the particular material.
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Source ecosystem
An ecosystem that causes a net increase in the
total.amountofa material being transferred within
the landscape; this occurs if exports are greater
thanirnports(comparevvithsinkecosystem). The
statusofan ecosystemas a sourceorsinkdepends
upon the particular material.

Stress
Theimmediatephysical, chemical, and biological
changes that result from a disturbance.

Stressor
Same as a disturbance.

Structure
The collection ofan ecosystem's physical, chemi
cal, and biological characteristics. Structure is
built from energy and raw materials.

Study unit
The actual geographic boundary of a synoptic
assessment. May be based on political (e.g., a
state) or environmental. (e.g., a geological prov
ince) criteria.

Synoptic approach
A five step approach to assessing rumulative
impacts or environmental risk, as described in
this document, thatprovidesa broad overviewof
environmental and landscape factors.

Synoptic assessment
The process of following the five steps of the
synoptic approach in order to produce a set of
maps,data, and reports thatcan beused toassess
cumulative impacts or environmental. risk.

Synoptic index
A landscape variable that is used in a synoptic
assessment as a basis for comparing landscape
subunits. There are four general synoptic indices
(function, value,functionalloss,and replacement
potential); in an actual assessment, a specific in
dex would be defined for one or more of the
general indices.

Systems ecology
The study of ecological systems (ecosystems),
including their response to stress.

Travel distance
The maximum distance an organism can travel in
order to reach suitable habitat. An organism
cannot tr,,!-vel to a different patch if the patch
distance is greater than the travel distance.
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Value
One of the four synoptic indices; refers to the
benefits obtained by individuals or society from
an ecological fWlction. Could include benefits
receivedindirectlyJe., when the funetion acts on
something of value (e.g., flood reduction is valu
able because it reduces loss of life and loss of
valued property).

Water quality function
Ecological processes that, when taken together,
improve waterquality;e.g.,reducepollutantcon
centrations, contribute to nutrient cycling, etc.

Watershed
A natural drainage unit defined by topographic
highpoints within which the only input of water

isprecipitation. Used analogously with drainage
area, although the latter is more properlydefined
relative to some specific point; e.g., the drainage
area for some particular point on a river includes
all the area that collects precipitation that is ulti
mately routed through that point on the river.

Wetland
Any ecosystem characterized by the presence of
water; unique soils compared with adjacent up
lands; the presence of vegel:ation adapted to wet
conditions; and the absence of flood-intolerant
vegetation (Mitsch and Gosselink 1986). In a
more limited sense, used to specifically refer to
those wetlands that are induded under Section
404 of the Clean Water Act ("jurisdictional wet
lands").
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Chapter 1

Introduction

T his rCJXlrt provides resource managers and
technical staff with an approach for evaluating
the rurnulative environmental effects of indi

vidual human impacts on the environment, particularly
with respect to wetlands. This document is intended 10
give the reader a general understanding of cumulative
impacts and to describe how a synoptic assessment is
produced. Although specifically designed for usc in
wetland permit evaluation under the Clean Water Act
(CWAt this method can be applied to cumulative im
pact assessment in generaJl. A second objective of this
report is to encourage resource managers responsible
(or wetland protection to consider and view wetlands
within a landscape context.

The synoptic approach, so named because it provides a
broad overview of the environment, was developed

I specifically for cases in which time, resources, and infor
. mation are limited. The method is not intended to

provide a precise, quantilative assessment of cumula~
live impacts within an area, nor can it be used to assess
the cumulative effects of specific impacls. Rather, it
provides a rela live rating ofcumutalive impacts between
areas. The approach is intended to be easily applied so
.it can augment the best professional judgment used
'daily by wetland managers and regulators.

'nus report is divided into two sections. Section 1
describes the method and illustrates ils use. It defines
cumulative impacts, reviews the regulatory basis for
cumulative impact assessment,and introduces the Wet
land Research Program's (WRP's) synoptic approach
(Chapter 1). It also provides the ecological basis for the
synoptic indices (Chapter 2), describes in detail how to
conduct a synoptic assessment (Ompter 3), iIlustrales
the method's use and several possible applications
through four case studies (Chapter 4), and contains a
sununary that discusses future directions (Chapter 5).
Section 2 contains detailed background material for
readers interested in additional information. Hincludes
a discussion of environmental stress (Chapter 6) and a
review of wetland functions and the effects of impacts
on these functions (Chapter 7).
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Cumulative Impacts
Trad i tionally, impact assessment hasevaluated the likely
effects of a single action on the environment. There has
been concern, however, that numerous activities con
sidered insignificant by themselves could, when taken
together, cause significant degradation and damage to

I Because of its general nature, the synoptic approach is not
limited 10 legally defined (j.e" ~jurisdictional") wetlands. We
therefore define wetlands in fhe broadest sense, as those
ecosystems that arc char.:Jcterizoo by: the presence of waler;
unique soils, campa=::! to adjacent uplands; the presence of
vegetation adapted to wet conditions; and an absence of flood
intolerant vegelation (Mitsch and Gos~1ink 1986).

Introduct;on 3
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Figure 1.1. "A Short History ofAmerica, ~ bV the cartoon ist R. Crumb, graphically illustrates cumu lative impacts over time. Although
none ofthe individual impacts would have been expected to significantly damage Ihe environment. the cumulative result is a major
loss of environmental functions (from CoEvolution Quarterly No. 23, Fall 1979,0 R. Crumb 1992).

the environment (Kahn 1966; Odum 1982). Ananalogy
provided by Ehrlich and Ehrlich (1981) illustrates this
concept. If a single rivet pops out of a jet's wing. no
serious threat exists, bea:l.use no one rivet contributes
significanlly to the plane's airworthiness. But if enough
rivets are lost, the integrity of the plane's structure
gradually weakens until a failure occurs. In this anal
ogy, the cumulative effect of the individually minor
impacts would be catastrophic. In the same manner, a
conventional impact analysis might conclude that a
single discharge into a we!land would nol amount to
significant impact and would therefore be acceptable.
However, an assessment that ignores the combined
cUed of these cumulative impacts could seriously un
derestimate theextentofenvironmental damage (Figure
1.1>. thereby frustrating policy and management goals
(Irwin and Rocies 1992).

A major difference between traditional impact assess
ment and cumulative impact assessment is that the
formcr is perfonned with respect to the proposed distur
bance. Cumulative impact assessment is perfOlmed
with respect to valued environmental func/ions
(Bcanlands and Duinker 1983; Preston and Bedford
1988). Cumulative impact assessment must therefore
take a holistic view of the environment. An excellent
overview of cumulative impacts and wetlands is given
in a special volume edited by Bedford and Preston
(1988a) that includes a review of regula lory issues
and the status of scientific understanding of cumula
tive impacts with respect to hydrology, wCltcrquality,
Clnd wildlife. This volume is highly recommended for
readers interested in a morc in-depth treatment of the
subject.
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Regulatory Mandate
Regulations prepared by the Council on Environmental
Quality under the National Environmental Policy Act
require envirorunental impact statements to "anticipate
a cumulatively significant impact on the environment
from Federal action" 2 (38 eFR Sect. 1500.6). A cumula
tive impact is defined as:

"... the impact on the environment which
results from the incremental impact of the
action when added to other past, prescnt,
and reasonably foreseeable future actions re
gardless of what agency (Federal or
non-Federa\) or person undcrtakcs sllch other
actions. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively signifi
cant actions taking place over a period of
time," (40 eFR Sect. 1508.7)

,---~---- --~~

Under CWA Section 404, pennits must be obtained to
discharge dredged or fill ITIa.tcrial into waters of the
United States, which include most wetlands. The ONA
Section 404(b)(1) guidelines contain the criteria that are
used in evaluating a permit [or a proposed discharge.
These regulations, promulgated by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) in conjunction with the Anny
Corps of Engineers, call for consideration ofcumulative
impacts (40 eFR 230.11):

"[11 Cumulative impacts are the changes in
an aquatkccosystcm that are attributable 10
the collective ef[ect ofa !lumberof individual
discharges of drcclged or fill material. Al
though the impact of a particular discharge
may constitute a minor change in itself, the

2 "Federal action" has b~n in!l'rpl'l'l~-.,j to include any aclion
regulated by the kJeral govl'mn1l'nl.
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cumulative effect of numerous such piece
meal changes can result in a major
impairment of !.he water resources and inter
fere \'Ii!.h the productivity and water quality
of existing aquatic ecosystems.

Iil Cumulative effectsattributable to the dis
chargeofdredged or fill rnalerial in watersof
the United States should be predicted to the
extent reasonable and practical. The pennit
ting authority shall collect information and
solidt information from other sources about
the cumulative impacts on the aquatic ec0

system lhisinfonnationshallbedocumented
and considered during the decision-making
pro:e:ssconceminglheevaluationofindividual
pennit applications, the issuance of a Gen
eral Pennit, and monitoringand enforcement
of existing pennHs."

Regulatory Context
If a proposed discharge involves a major or controver
sial action, permit evaluation requires extensive
information and may include collection of field data
and even an Environmental Impact Statement (Hirsch
1988). However, most of the permit requests received.
each year are for minor, routine actions. Because of the
large number of requests and the limited amount of
time and staff, a simpler envirorunental assessment
must be conducted, based. upon existing information.

There area number of methods for evaluatingcumula~
tive impacts (Appendix A); however, none of these are
practical within the regulatory constraints of Section
404. Although the concept of cumulative impacts is
intuitive enough to have influenced the guidelines
for permit evaluation, the lack of an easily applied
method makes it difficult to consider cumulative
impactsas partofroutine pennitdecisions <Prestonand
Bedford 1988). Therefore, regulators must often rely on
best professional judgment in order to comply \'lith the
404(b)(1) guidelines. A major goal of EPA's Wetlands
Research Program has been to provide permit review
ers with an easily applied technical approach for
assessing cumulative impacts.

Ourcurrent understanding of the environmentand our
lack of data make it impossible to provide a precise,
quantitative evaluation of the effects that cumulative
wetland losses will have in a specific region or to
predicthow additional wetland losses will add 10 those
effects. However, our understanding of ecological pro
cesses in general,and wetlands in parl.lcular, should be
sufficient for us to make qualitative comparisons of
these effects bet ween diffcrcnl areas. For example, we
may not be able to say that the cumulative Joss of 100
hectares of wetland within a particular area caused a

6 Synoptic Approach

10% reduction in water quality; however, we should be
able to say that a l00hectare lossof wetland in area"A"
will more likely cause a reduction in water quality than
a similar loss in area "B". The synoptic approach is a
response to Hirsch's (I988) call for "simple protocols,
analytical procedures, or logic llows, and somedo'sand
don'ts or rules of thumb" that can augment the site
specific pennit review process and improve in best
professional judgment (Figure 1.2). Managers can use
this approach toevalualecumulativeimpacts until more
rigorous research provides bcUer alternatives.

The Synoptic Approach
The synoptic approach is an inexpensive, rapid assess
ment method that can assist managersand regulators in
evaluating cumulative impacts within the regulatory
conshaints of tight schedules and budgets. Although
research on the loss of wetland function is far from
complete, the synoptic approach can support develop
ment of the best possible management strategies based.
on current knowledge.

Using the synoptic apProach, wetland managrs will be
able to produce regional or statewidemaps that rank
portions of the landscape according to synoptic indices.
These maps and indices will enable permit reviewers to
consider the landscape condition of the area in which a
particular permit is prop:>sed. compared with other
areas within their jurisdiction. By providing the envi~

ronmental context in which wetlands occur, the maps
also will allow wetland managers to examine wetland
issues more comprehensively_ Further, because the
assessment is prepared at the same time for an entire
state or region and not on a permit-by·permit basis,
using this method will save time and money.

The synoptic approach consists of five steps (Table 1.1).
Two major steps are definition of synoptic indices and
selection of landscape indicators. The synoptic indices
represent the actual functions and values within the
particular environmental setting of interest. The land
scape indicators are the actual data used. to represent
these indices. Choosing indicators often requires mak
ing simplifying assumptions because of limited
infonnation, time, and money. For example, agricul
tural area as measured from a land-use map could be a
landscape indicator for agricultural nonpoint source
nutrient loading, which would be the synoptic index for
that particular management concern. The synoptic
index and landscape indicator are defined separately to

3ThI' end product of a synoptic assessment need not be a set of
maps, but could consist solely of tabular data sumrmnes.
However, we believe that presentation as rn.aps is more
appropriate for the intended usc, and gives a "big picture"
overvicw that tilbles cannot provide.



Table 1.1. Maior steps in conducting a synoptic
assessment.

Figufo 1.2. Improving best professional judgment (BPJI. -a"
represents the hypothesized accuracy of BPJ under current
conditions; most professionals probal:ily give correct answers
more than 50% of the time. and the most experienced
professionals may be fairly accurate. However. the least
experienced professionals may do worse than the nip of a coin,
i.e., their answers may be wrong more often. than right. A
precise. quantitative assessment would greatly improve the
accuracy of BPJ C·c·) and reduce variability. However, such an
assessment could be impractical within a regulatory context.
The synoptic approach is a compromise thatcan be im plemented
within regulatory constraints and yet still improve the accuracy
of BPJ C-b-).

'"
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Prepare Synoptic Reports

Define Goals and Criteria

Define Synoptic Indices

Select Landscape Indicators

Conduct Assessment

5<>

ACClJr8CY lpo<centl

,.,

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

Step 5.

keep them distinct, SO we remember that agricultural
area is not the management concern; it isonly useful to
the extent to which it represents nonpoint source
nutrient loading.

The synoptic approach is flexible enough to cover a
broad spectrum of management objectives and con
straints. The specific synoptic indices and landscape
indicators used in an application depend on theparticu
lar goals and constraints of the assessment. They also
depend on the actual environmental setting. However,
this handbook does not provide asped.{i£, detailed procedure
[orchoosing thesynoptic indices, nordoes it supplyascientifi
cally-tested list of landSCf1pe indiCl1tors having kTWWn
confidena limits. This is not possible, given our current
state of knowledge and the strong dependency of the
synoptic indices and landscape indicators on the par
ticulars of the assessment. Instead, the approach relies
on the assessment team to make decisiIms, since they are
best qualified to knaw their particular needs and con
straints. The synoptic approach provides the user
with an ecologically-based framework in which local
infonnation and best professional judgment can be
combined to address cumulative impacts and other
landscape issues.

The synoptic approach is not a fixed procedure that
always uses the same data sources and provides a
standard end product. Rather, a synopticassessment is
a creative process that requires the manager to weigh
the need for precision-asdetermined by management
objectives-against theconslraints: limited time, money,
and infonnation. An initial synoptic assessment could
be conducted using the best available infonnation
and then updated as better data become available.

Introduction 7
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Chapter 2

Ecological
Basis for the

Synoptic
Indices

T he synoptic approach provides a framework for
making comparisons between landscape sub
units] so cumulative impacts can be considered

in management decisions. Comparisons are made by
evaluatingone or more landscape variables, or sy"optic
indices. for each subunit. Defining the proper synoptic
indices for a particular assessment is a critical step and
depends on the environmental setting and the specific
goals of the assessment In this chapter, we provide an
overview and rationale for the synoptic indices, draw
ingonconceplS from threedisciplines: systemsecology,
or the study of ecological systems (ecosystems), includ
ing their response to suess; lalldscape ecology, which
examines the interactions between ecosystems;and risk
assessmellt, which evaluates environmental risks
associated with human actions.

Rationale for a Landscape Approach
'The purpose of a cumulative impact assessment is to
evaluate the cumulativeenvironmen tal response to vari
ous impacts. Because no standard usage exists for the
tenTI, we define impactas a human-generated action
or activity that either by design or by oversight alters
the characteristics of one or more ecosystems; cumu
lative impw::ts are the sum of all individual impacts
Decuning over time and space, induding those of the
foreseeable future. We define effects as the physical,
chemical, and biological changes that result from an
impact, including direct and indirect changes that can
be removed in time and space. Cumulative effects,
then, are the sum of all these changes resulting from
cumulative impacts.

In conducting a cumulative impact assessment, we are
particularly concerned wiLh the loss of valued func
tions. Theseecologicaljunctionsareaggregatebehaviors
that arise from the many physical, chemical, and bio
logical processes that takeplacein the environment. For
example, whether a wetland reduces flood peaks de
pends on the processes that determine the wetland's
_hydrologic budget, e.g., precipitation, evapotranspira·
tion, surface and groundwater inflows and outflows,
and tidal input (Mitsch and Gosselink 1986).

Because an impact can affect more than one ecosystem
and because an ecosystem can be affected by activities
outside its boundaries, an assessment of cumulative
impacts cannot be limited to a single ecosystem. AJso,
many ecological functions valued by society depend on
interactions between ecosystems; they are more prop
erly viewed as landscape functions. rather than
ecosystem functions. For example. the water quality of
a river is not determined by anyone ecosystem but by

1 Examples of poSSible subunits arc counties, watersheds, and
ecorcgions; selection of subunits as pan of a synoptiC assessment
is discussed in Cha pIer 3.

The Synoptic Indices 9



the aggregate effect and interaction of all ecosystems
within its drainage area. The landscape is an appropri
ate unit for considering cumulative impacts, especially
since landscape factors partially delermine an
ecosystem's response to cumulative impacts. For ex
ample, the survival oforganisms following disturbance
can depend on landscape characteristics such as coni
dorquality (Henein and Merriam 1990) and the degree
of habitat fragmentalion (Merriam and Wegner 1992;
Stacey and Taper 1992).

Synoptic indices allow us to evaluate overall wetland
condition for a particular landscape subunit through
comparison with other subunits. Because the approach
is not intended to provide a detailed landscape asse;s.
ment, we must simplify and generalize our view of the
landscape to ensure that relevant factors are induded.
The synoptic indices are therefore based on a simple
model that describes ecosystem functions within the
landscape and includes the effect of impacts on these
functions. Because the focus of an assessment is valued
ecological functions, concepts of risk assessment are
also incorporated.

Landscape Model of Ecosystem
Function
Forman and Godron (1986) have defined a landscape as
"a heterogeneous land area composed of a cluster of
interacting ecosystems that is repealed in similar form
throughout:' Wetlands, forests, lakes, and streams are
examplesofsuchecosystems. Interact:ionsoccurthrough
transfers ofenergyand material- including nutrients,
mineraJs, and organisms - between ecosystems. A
landscape can be viewed as a portion of the environ
ment composed of ecosystems within which materials
and energyare transferred as a result of various ecologi
cal processes. To further simplify this view, we will
consider these ecosystems only as they affect the
transfer of materials within and through the landscape.

At any time, a landscape contains a pool of materials 2

and energy being transferred between component ec0

systems (as opposed to being cycled or stored within
individual ecosystems). This dynamic stale can be
described by the aggregate flow of these materials
within and through the landscape; it also includes the
processes that drive or are controlled by these flows.
Landscape functions result from these interactions, asin
the earlier discussion of the effect of drainage area on
river water quality. Ecosystemscontribute to landscape
functions by affecting (1) the quantity of transferred
material, i.e., either increasing or decreasing the active
IX>OI; (2) the quality of the material. i.e., transforming
it into different forms; or (3l the timing of material
transfers, e.g., introducing a lcmporallag in transfers or
altering lransfer ratcs.

10 Synoptic Approach

From the simplest perspective, each component ecosys
tem can be considered to function as either a source or a
sink for a given material. An ecosystem is a source if it
causes a net increase in the total amount of material
being transferred within lhe landscape (i.e., exports
from the ecosystem are greater than imports into itl;it is
considered a sink if it causes a net reduction in the
material flux 3. We define these terms in the broadest
sense, without regard to the specific processes respon
sible for the functions. Forexample, an ecosystemcould
function as a sink through biochemical conversion, fil
tration (e.g., removal ofsuspended materials from water
as it passes through clays), or trapping (e.g., settling oul
of particulates from water). In the case of biological
materials, an ecosystem would be a sink if emigration
were less than immigration, which could occur if the
death rate exceeded the birth rate (MacArthur and
·Wilson 1967; Pulliam 1988).

Because our definition of a sink is independent of
causative processes, an ecosystem that induces a net
transfer of malerials to on-site storage would also be
considered a sink since this would lead loa net reduc
tion in the pool of materials. Conversely, an ecosystem
that removes material from storage and returns it to
the pool acts as a source. For example, a riparian
forest acts as a sink where stream velocities are low
and sediment storage increases through deposition;
however, it acts as a source if high current velodties
cause bank erosion, thereby removing sediment from
slorage (Pinay et aL 1992).

A landscape model that describes an ecosystem as ei
ther a source or a sink can easily account for the effect
ecosystems can have on the quantity of tJansferred
materials. When the statusof the ecosystemas source or
sink is dynamic, the model can also account for qualita
tive and timingeffecls. For example, an ecosystem that
converts nitrate to molecular nitrogen through denj
trification (a qualitative effect) would be described as a
sink for nitrate and a source for molecular nitrogen. An
ecosystem that stores waterbelowground d uringspring
runoff functions as a sink at that lime of year, then as a
source during summerand fall, when it slowly releases
the water from storage.

The ability and degree to which an ecosystem functions
as a source or a sink is controlled by on-site conditions,
such as local hydrology and geomorphology, soil and
vegetative characteristics, nutrient availability, and
JX>pulation densities. However, an ecosystem with the
polentiallo reduce material flows could not function as
a sink if the particular material was unavailable. In

2 We define materials broadly to include biotic and abiotic
materials.
J An ecosystem could be neilher J source nora sink ifexports art'
equal to imports. Such an C'Cosyslcm would be neutral with
respect to changes in the magnitude uf iii ndSGl IX' nows. However,
such an ecosystem could still affect the distribution of J'TlJlerials;
sCl:!Chapter6.



other words, an ecosystem can reduce the pool ofactive
landscape materials only if it is connected lo at least one
source. Thus the ability of an ecosystem to function as a
sink depends on two factors: the assimilative capacity,
which is the amount of material the ecosystem could
remove, assuming it was available; and latldscape in~

put, which is the amount of material imported into the
ecosystem from source ecosystems4. While capacity is
controlled by characteristics within the ecosystem, land
scape input is determined by interactions between
ecosystems and depends on (I) the magnitude of the
various sources, (2) where these sources are locaLed
relative to the target ecosystem, (3) the transport mecha
nism of the partirular material (e.g., passive diffusion,
wind-borne dispersion, gravity flow, or migratory move
ment in animals), and (4) the occurrence of any sinks
along the transfer pathway.

Phosphorus retention by a wetland is one example of
how capacity and landscape input control sink func
tions. A wetland'scapadtytoretain phosphorusdepends
on factors such as plant uptake; the concentrations of
minerals that precipitate phosphorus (e.g., ferric iron
and aluminum); soil pH, which affects phosphorus
solubility; and adsorptlon to soil ronstituents such as
clays and organic matter (Mitsch and Gosselink 1986).
The landscape input of phosphorus into the wetland
depends on the types of neighboring ecosystems, land
use practices outside the weUand (e.g., fertilizer
application rates), and landscape characteristics that
control sedimentation rates into the wetland, such as
slope.

According to the model we have been dcsaibing. the
landsc<1JX? is a collection of source and sink ecosystems
embedded within a matrix o(neutral ecosystems. Al
though this is somewhat simplistic and ignores achlal
processes, si mph fying the overwhelmingcomplexi ty of
a real landscape is necessary if overall function is to
become understandable. This model allows us (0 visu
alize ti:le landscape as a dynamic network of interacting
ecosystems, each of which can affect the quantity, qual
ity, and timing of the materials transferred within the
landscape. It also provides a framework that allows us
to consider the effect of impacts on landscape funcLion.

Effectof Impacts on Landscape Function
It is important to differentiate between an activity (the
impact) and the ecological response to it (the effect),
because many environmental regulations target activi
ties (e.g., discharge of dredge and fill materials under
CWA Section 404). Numerous ecosystem characteris
tics could be altered by an impact. Lugo (1978)
developed a generic model that described five ways
in which an ecosystem could be stressed. We further
aggregate these to define three general types of im
pact based on the type of characteristic being altered
(Figure 2.1):

4As defined here, the capacity is the net amount of material that
can be removed, after accounting lOr removal ofon-sile material.
If gross capacity is preferred, landscape input would have to
include on-sile production.

FigUfO 2.1 Generic model of ecosystem impacts. An impacl can affcct eXlernal driving faClors (forcing functions) before they cross
lhe ecosyslem boundary, e_g., hydrologic diversion (OIl; an impact can affect ecosyslem processes. e.g., discharge of industrial
pollulanls that alter productivity (bJ; and an impacl can alter ecosystem structure. e.g,. harveSling wildlife lhrough hunling (c).
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• Changes in forcing functions- Ecosyslcmsare ulti
mately driven by material and energy flows that
originate outside their boundaries. These driving
factors are referred to as forcing functions. For ex
ample, sunlight is the ultimate forcing function for
most ecosystems, and hydrologic input (in the foml
of surface water,groundwater, or tides) isan impor
tant driving factor for weLlands. Forcing functions
can be diverted or reduced in magnitude, or the
timing can be changed. New forcing functions to
which the system is not adapted can be introduced,
or the magnitude of an existing factor can be
increased beyond its natural range.

• Changes in ecosystem process - Processes such as
production or respiration can be stimulated or de
pressed, and material or energy distribution within
the ecosystem can be altered.

• Changes in structure -Structure, built from energy
and raw materials, is the collection ofan ecosystem's
physical,chemical,and biologicalcharacteristics. Bio
logical examples of ecosystem structure inelude the
various organisms, their complex behaviors, trophic
relationships between organisms, seed banks that
maintain biodiversity, and even dead matter. Physi
cal structure inel udes concen trations ofrawmaterials,
such as lake water. Examples of structural impacts
include harvesting of organisms by hunting or farm
ing, introduction of domestic species not naturally
present, reductions in water level through drainage,
and destruction of soil structure by compaction.

In general, ecosystems affected by stress exhibit the
following properties (Odum 1985); (l) internal material
cycling is reduced, (2) the community reverts to earlier
successional stages, (3) efficiency of resource use
declines, and (4) parasitism increases. In stressed eco
systems, native speciescan be replaced byopportunistic
species; this is especially significant in wetlands, where
invasion by weedy species such as purple loosestrife
can alterconununily structure (Wilcox 1989).

Not only docs the environment respond to individual
impacts, it also responds to them cumulatively. Ex
amples of cumulative impacts and cumulative effeds
appear in Table 2.1. Bormann (987) described seven
stages of ecosystem stTcss, ranging from insignificant
effects at low levels of pollution to complete ecosystem
collapse under continued, S('vere pollution (Table 2.2).
Although based on air pollution, these seven stages
could represent a general model ofecosystem response
to cumulative impacts. From a landscape perspective,
the ultimate consequence of these changes is a loss of
ecosystem function. lhis translates into a change in the
ability of an ecosystem to act as a source or a sink either
quantitatively (an increase or a decrease in the existing
level of function) or qualitatively (e.g., a change from
source to sink or vice versa).

The boundaries for cumulative impacts and cumula
tive effects need notcoindde. Some cumulative effects
could occur outside a cumulative impact boundary;
conversely, cumulative effects within an area could
partially result from impacts occurring outside the
boundary. If the objective is to detennine the cumula
tive effects within a specific area, a larger boundary
must be defined that includes impacts to external
forcing functions.

Synoptic Indices
Based on these principles, we define foursynopticindi
res for assessing cumulative impacts and relative risk
function, value, functional loss, and replacement poten
tial. These indices are landscape-level measures, so
each is evaluated for an entire landscape subunit, rather
than for an individual componentecosystem. AI though
the indices are generic and could be applied to any
ecosystem type, we discuss each as it applies specifically
to wetlands. The hierarchical evaluation of these indi
ces as part of a risk assessment can be found in
Leibowitz et al. (992).

Table 2.1. Typology of cumulative impacts and cumulative effects (after Beanlands et al. 19861.

CumUlative Impact

Time-erowded Penurbations

Space-erowded Perturbations

Cumulative Effect

Synergisms

Indirect Effects

Nibbling
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Description

Disturbances thaI are so frequent in time that the ecosystem docs not have (he chance to
recover between disturbances

Disturbances that are so dose in space (hat their effects overlap

Description

Interaction 01 different types of disturbance to produce a response that is qualitatively and
quantitatively different than the separate etlects combined

Effects that are produced through a complex pathway and that are removed in time and{
or distance from the initial disturbance

Simple additive effects that result from cumulative impacts



Table 2.2. Model of ecosystem response to incceasing stress {adapted from Bormann 19871.

SU'lI:>11 Level

Insignilicant

Low levels

Levels inimical to some species

Increased stress

Severe levels

Continued severe stress

Ecosyslem AI!3pensc

Insignificant

Relatively unaffected; ecosystem may function as a sink

Changes in competitive ability of sensitive species; selection of resistanl genotypes; linle
effect on biotic regulation

Resistant species substitute for sensitive ones; some niches opened for lack of
substitutes; biotic regulation may be disrupted, bUI may return as system becomes
wholly populaled by resistant species

Large plants, trees, shrubs of all species die off; ecosyslem converted to open-small
shrubs, weedy herb system; biotic regulation severely diminished; increased runoff,
erosion, nUlrient loss

Ecosystem collapse;completely degraded ecosystem; ecosystem seeks lower level of
stability with much less conlrol over energy now and linle biotic regulation

Function
Wetlands are capable of performing various functions
as a result of physical, chemical, and biological pro
cesses. Thesefunctionscan bedividedinfo three general
categories:

• Habitat functions- Providingsupport for wetland
dependent species, including food, shelter, and
breeding sites;

• Wafer quality functions - Water quality improve
ment, nulrient cycling and supply; and

• Hydrologicfunctions-Floodattenuationandmod-
eration of hydrologic flow.

The function index refers to the total amount of a
particular function a wetland provides within a land
scape subunitwithout consideration ofbenefits. The index
is the rate at which material or energy is added. to or
removed from the active landscape pool. In the case of
a sink function, the index is separated into two compo
nents s: capacity,whichis the maximum net amount of
material that could be·removed by a subunit's wet
lands if the supply of material were unlimited; and
landscape input, or the total amount of the material
imported into wetlands from contributing sources.

Value

Environmental reguIationssuch as the Oean Water Act
consider both ecosystem functions and their impact on
public welfare (Preston and Bedford 1988; Wesbnan
1985); thus we identified valued ecological functions as
the target ofa cumulative impactassessment. Wetlands
can be valued for the tangible benefits they provide,
such asdean wateror hunting,or for intangible benefits
such as aesthetics. However, values are highly subjec
tive, and a wetland characteristic valued by one
individual could be perceived as a liability to another.

Even when the wetland provides a service that benefits
the individual (such as improved water quality>, the
service could be undervalued because of poor informa
tion or conflicting goals.

Whether a particular ecological function is considered
valuable is nota technical issue, but must bedetermined
by the policy maker initiating the synoptic assessment.
Such a decision might be based on law or on agency
mandate. For example, by enacting the Endangered
Species Act Congress has determined that endangered
species are valuable; similarly, an agency mandated
with protection of drinking water would value func
tions that improve water quality. Policy makers could
determine values through public input, inreragencycon
sensus or both. Gosselink and Lee discuss policy
considerations and the importance of goaI-setting as
part of a cumulative impact assessment (Gosselink and
Lee 1989; Lee and Gosselink 1988). A framework for
including the effectsofcumulative impactsonprogram
matic decisions is given in Irwin and ROOes (1992).

Once itis decided. that a particular functionisimportant,
the value index can be used to determine the relative
value of that function within each landscape subunit.
This ranking depends on two factors. first, value is
related to overall level of function, although this need
not be a linear relationship <e.g., there could be dimin
ishing returns at higher functional levels). Second, a
function may be considered valuable nof because of its
inherent value, but because it acts upon something else
valued by society. In such instances, (he overall value
also depends on lheoccurrence of this valued object. For
example, flood reduction has no inherent value; it is

5 These two sub-components 'He simLl~r to the terms
"effectiveness" and "opportunityN used in the Wetland
Ev~luation Technique (Adamus 1983). However, the synoptic
tenns and their meaning are derived from the preViously
described landscape model.
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valued because it reduces property damage and human
injuries and deaths. Dams are not necessarily buill
where the largest floods occur, but where floods threaten
human populations, valuable property, or both. Valued
objects can also include plants and animals; the valueof
wetlands for habitat could increase with the numbcrof
rare and endangered species supported by that habitat.
This index can also include future values byconsidering
the fulure benefits of these functions. Finally, we note
that this index does not represent economic value, since
it does not consider market factors, etc. Instead, it
provides an estimate of the value provided by a func
tion within a landscape subunit, relative to other
subunits.

Functional Loss

Functiollal loss represents the cumulative effects on a
particular valued function that have occurred within a
subunit. Functional loss caused by changes in forcing
functions, processes, and struclure should all beconsid
ered. The indexshould includecomplete loss offunction
frOfficOlrversioN, where the ecosystemis changed into a
different ecosystem or land use (e.g., filling ina wetland
to build a home),and partial loss through degradation,
where the impact does not change the ecosystem type
but alters function (e.g., reduced production through
pesticide contamination). Fulure loss should also be
considered as called for by Council on Environmental
Quality regulations (40 CFR Sect. 1508.7).

Functional loss depends on the characteristics of the
impact, including the. type of impact, its magnitude,
timing. and duration; and ecosystem resistance, or the
relative sensitivity of the ecosystem to the impact, based
on its robustness .and overall health (see Chapter 6).

Replacement Potential

Replacement potential refers to the ability to replace a
wetland and its valued functions. In this case, we are
referring to functional replacement carried out by people;
however, nalural recovery could also be considered.
Although not a component of a cumulative impact
assessment perse, replacement potential is included as a
synoptic index because it is a consideration within the
404 permit process and is also an important component
of risk assessment (Leibowitzetal.1992). The ability to
offset the loss of valued functions and reduce ecological
risk is greater if replacement potential is high; con
versely, protection is more critical for risk reduction if
replacement potential is low.
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Replacement potential depends on many factors spe
cificto thepartirular wetland, suchas the typeof wetland,
the function to be reslored, and, in the case of restora
tion, the kind of impact that altered the original wetland
(Kentula et al. 1992; Kusler and Kentula 1990). In a
synoptic assessment, however, we are more concerned
with the landscape faclors that contribute to replace
ment potential. Because it is more difficult to replace a
wetland if critical driving factors have been disrupted,
this index depends on the overall environmental condi
tionofthesubunit. For example, it would bediffirult to
restore a swamp within a historical flood plain ifa levee
had beenconstructed on the river. If restoration did take
place, the wetland probably would not be sustainable
because natural overbank flooding, which was a driv
ing factor for the original swamp, would be disrupted.

Synoptic Index Evaluation
In conducting a synoptic assessment, it is necessary to
refine the general synoptic indices into a specific set of
indices that are most relevant to management concerns
within a particular landscape setting. For example, in
an application concerned wi th nonpoint source nib-o
gen p:>l1ution withinanagrirultural region, the specific
indices for capacity and landscape input might be the
maximum denitrification rate and the nitrate loading
rate, respectively. However, quantifying the specific
indices accurately for large landscape subunits would
be difficult if not impossible. In order to evaluate the
indices, the synoptic approach uses landscape indica
tors ofactual functions, values, and effects. The indicators
are first-order approximations that represent some par
ticular index, given certain assumptions (see discussion
in Chapter 3, Step 35). Por example, data on agricul
tural nonpoint source nitrate loadings might not be
available, in which case agricultural area could be used
as a first-order landscape indicator.

In addition, we often take a risk-based approach to
estimate specific indices. For example, we may not be
able to quantify the actual loss of hydrologic function
due to cumulative impacts, but we could assume that
the risk of actual loss is greater in areas with high
function and high rumulative impacts, compared with
areas having low function and low impacts. Such an
approach will undoubtedly make errors in assigning a

. relative ranking \0 each landscape subunit. However, a
synoptic assessment need not provide a perfect evalu
ation of cumulative effects. The goal is to provide
infonnation thai will improve permit evaluation and
management decisions overall.



'r. T he process of producing a synoptic assesment
involves five steps (Table 3.1). Although pre
sented and discussed sequentially, it might be

necessary in an actual application to follow these steps
iteratively. Wesuggcst that information resulting from
this process not be viewed as the ultimate end product,
but that synoptic assessments be updated periodically
to reOect changing objectivesand environmental condi
tionsor to incorporate better data. Further, it maynot be
possible to achieve the desired management objectives
in a one- or two-year period. By producing an initial
assessment and improving it over time, an agency can
obtain the desired results over the long run while gain
ing useful short·run results. A synoptic assessment
should be an iterative process.

Preparation of a synoptic assessment requires the ef·
forts of a team of individuals having different

/ backgrounds and responsibilities (in an actual assess
ment, these roles need nol literally be performed
separately by three individuals):

• The manager, who is in charge of the resource man
agement program and who makes the decision to
conduct a synoptic assessment, is the individual
with primary responsibility for defining the overall
goals of the assessment

• The resource specialist, who is the ultimate user of
the final maps (e.g., a pennit reviewer) and who is
familiar with the area's wetland resources and their
ecological functions, has the primary responsibility
for defining the ecological relationships relevant to
the particular management objectives.

• The technicaIanalyst, whoassemblcs the data, makes
measurements, calculates the index values, and then
maps them, should be familiar with database man·
agemenl and geographic information systems (GIS)
or computerized mapping.
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Conducting a
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Step 1: Define Goals and Criteria
The purpose of this step is to identify explicitly the
assessment objectives, intended use, required accuracy
level, and the constraints within which the assessment
will be conducted. Ohen the objectives call for more
acroraey and detail than constraints allow. This step
may require repetition until an acceptable combination
ofobjecti ves, accuracy, and resource alloca tion is agreed
upon.

Step 1.1- Define Assessment Objectives
The general objectives of the assessment depend on the
overall mission and goals of the particular agency or
organization conducting it. If the manager works with
in a Department of Enviroruncntal Quality, the focus
could be wetland waler quality functions. A manager
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Table 3.'. Steps in conducting a synoptic assessmenL

Slops

1. Define Goals and Criteria

2. Define Synoptic Indices

3. Select Landscape Indicalors

<II. Conduct Assessmenl

5. Prepare Synoptic Reports

Procoduros

1.1 Define Assessment Objectives

1.2 Define Intended Use
1.3 Assess Accuracy Needs

1.<11 Identify Assessmenl ConslrainlS

2.1 Identify Weiland Types

2.2 Describe Natural Setting

2.3 Derine Landscape Boundary

2.4 Derine Wetland Funclions

2.5 Define Wetland Values
2.6 Identify Significantlmpacls

2.7 Select Landscape Subunits

2.8 Derine Combination Rules

3.1 Survey Data and Existing Methods

3.2 Assess Data Adequacy

3.3 Evaluate Costs or Belter Data

3.<11 Compare and Select Indicators
3.5 Describe Indicator Assumprions

3.6 Finalize Subunir Selection

3.7 Conduct Pre·Analysis Review

<11.1 Plan Quality Assurance/Quality Conlrol

4.2 Perform Map Measurements
4.3 Analyze Data

4.<11 Produce Maps

4.5 Assess Accuracy

4.6 Conduct Posl·Analysis Review

5.1 Prepare User's Guide
5.2 Prepare Assessment Documenlation

for the Fish and Game Division might be partirolarly
interested in wetland habitat functions. A manager ofa
wetland protection program, however, might be inter
ested in not just one particular function but in several
functions or in wetland restoration. The management
objectives could be very specific, e.g., detennination of
wetIanddegradation caused by superfund sites, protec
tion of wetland habitat for sport fish, protection of
floodplain wetlands, etc.

During this step, lhe boundary for the study unit needs
10 be defined explicitly. This would typically be either
a political boundary, based on lheagency's jurisdiction
(a stale or mulli-rounty region) or a natural boundary,
e.g., a natural watershed or geomorphological prov
ince. The study area could be of special interest 10
management (one for which a special area management
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plan is being developed). It may be necessary to get
input from other agencies or interesled parties before
finalizing the boundary.

Step 1.2 - Define Intended Use

The manager should define how assessment results will
be applied. The assessment could be used to support
very specific decisions, e.g., 10 support cumulative im
pact assessment as part ofSection 404 penni! review, or
it could be used for general planning. e.g., to help
idenlify areas sensitive 10 future impacts as pari
of a Slate Wetland Conservation Plan. The particular
use affects the level ofaccuracy required and the degree
of review the final prooucts must undergo. In addition,
an assessment used as part of a regulatory program
might need to meet specific legal tests or require public



comment or interagency consensus. The manager
should also detennine whether the assessment is to
be purely technical or whether political consider·
ations need to be included.

Step 1.3 - Assess Accuracy Needs
The overall management objectivcsand intended use of
the information determine the level of uncertainty the
manager is willing to accept in decisions that make usc
of a synoptic assessment. EPA guidelines on data
quality assurance refer to the process of selecting the
level of accuracy needed as'defining the data quality
objectives. This process includes five steps (EPA 1989):

• Define the decision;

• Describe the information needed for the decision;

• Define the use of environmental data;

• Define the consequences of an incorrect decision
attributable to inadequate environmental data; and

• Estimate available resources.

The previous sectionscovered Ihe first three stepsof this
process. Since any analysis has a level of uncertainty,
and thus the chance oferroneous conclusions, the man
ager must consider the repercussions of incorrect
decisions based on the level of uncertainty. If it could
lead 10 litigation, for example, an assessment devel
oped for regulatory applications might requirea high
confidence level. If the assessment is being con
ducted for broad-scale planning using best
professional judgment, results might be sufficient as
long as they are "more right than wrong." In other
words, resullS need not be completely accurate; rather,
the data must beadequate for the stated purposes of the
assessment. The manager, in consultation with other
team members, must define the levelofacroracy needed
for an assessment so the benefitsoutweigh the liabili ties.
Estimating available resources is discussed in the
following section.

Step 1.4 -Identify Assessment Constraints
The managermust estimate theamountoftime, money,
and personnel hours thatcan heconunitted to the project.
Regardless of the objectives and needs for accuracy, the
effort 'Will be limited by available resources.

As an example of possible assessment costs, the Louisi
ana and Washington pilot projects that are discussed in
Chapler 4each took a year and a hal( for completion and
required a half-time seniorscientistand both a full-time
and half-time technical analyst(Le., two full-timeequiva
lents per year for each project). Much of the technical
analysts' time was spent collecting data from various

agencies, conducting quality control checks, perform
ing map calculations, digitizing, and creating various
databases. OthercosLs induded approximatcly$20,OOO
for suppliesand materials (excludingdata, which mostly
were obtained from cooperating agencies), plus access
to a GIS. AILhough the purpose of the pilots was
methods and development, and not an actual appl.ica
tion, costs for a similar slatewide analysis should be
comparable. At the opposite extreme, an application
requiring high precision and field verification could
easily require several years of effort and cost hundreds
of thousands ofdollars for data collection, analysis, and
labor. ·Project costs depend on study area extent and
whether adequate data already exist (Steps 3.1-33).

The team should also consider other constraints Ihat
influence the outcome of an assessment, such as legal
requirements, agency mandates, institutional con
straints,and the need for publiccommentorinteragency
coordination.

If the resources available for an assessment are much
less than what is decmed necessary based on best pro
fessional judgment (Steps 1.1·1.3), then management
can change the objectives (e.g., assess a smaller area or
accept less accurate results), relax the constraints (find a
source of extra funding), or conclude that the assess
ment is not feasible at that time.

Step 2: Define Synoptic Indices
Once the objectives ha ve beendeterrnined, the resource
specialist must define a specific set of synoptic indices
that will meet the objectives and intended use of the
assessment. This involves replacing the four generic
indices (function, value, functional loss, and replace
ment potential) with a set of indices specific 10 the
objectives.

Defining the specific indices and the factors they in
clude requires an understanding of the interactions
belween wetlandsand regional landscapes. Tosumma
rize this understanding, the resource specialist can
provide a landscape description that includes wetland
types, functions and related societal values, natural
factors sustaining the wetlands and major impacts
(Table 3.2).

The resource specialist can consult with regional ex
perts for assistance in _determining these interacLions,
for example:
• University or state Soil Conservation Service (SCS)

soil scientists arc familiar with regional factors affecL
ingdenitrificationcapacity and adsorption potential
(e.g., percent of organic matter);
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Table 3.2. Examples of landscape descriptions that can be used in selecting indices.

Category

Management Objective

Wetland Type

Natural Setting

landscape Boundary

Significant Impacts

Specific Indices

landscape Subunits

Calegory

Management Objective

Wetland Type

Natural Setting

landscape Boundary

Significant Impacts

Specific Indices

landscape Subunits

Exampllll

Develop risk assessment guidance for county planners to protect sparse wetland
populalions of central Washington lor waterfowl and Olher wildlife habitat.

Palustrine {emergent. scrub·scrub and forested} on floodplains; saline (scrub·scrub) in
playas and wind created depressions {Canning and Stevens 19891.

Basin. characterized by loess deposits and deep dry channels cut inlo basalt. surrounded
by mountain ranges which provide hydrologic inputs; arid climate (23-64 cm average
annual precipitationl; streams predominantly influent. many go dry in dry years {Omernik
and Gallant 19881-

Columbia Basin in Central Washinglon.

Water withdrawal for irrigation; altered water quality and stream morphology from
grazing; high nUlrient and suspended sediments from agriculture and mining.

Habitat support. low stream flow and hydrologic modification (waterwithdrawall; non
point source pollution.

Subwatersheds and county boundaries.

E:xample 2

Include cumulative impacts as part of 404 permit review in Southern California.

Intertidal salt marshes.

Mediterranean climate. accretion and erosion of sediments, warm ocean current from
Mexico, tidaillushing. Natural perturbations include storm events and catastrophic
sedimentation; drought; lagoon closure (Zedler 19821..

Southern California coast inclUding intertidal sfopes in river valleys. from Point
Conception to the international border with Mexico.

Urban development (dredge and fill disposall; reduced circulation from anthropogenic
sedimentation; altered watershed hydrology (Zedler 1982J.

Cumulative wetland loss. suspended sediment loading. peak discharge, hydrologic
modification.

Coastal watersheds.

• Hydrologists with univer.;ities or the state office of
the US. Geological Survey (USCS) can provide in
sight into the hydrologic factors that [onn wetlands,
and can also provide information on hydrologic
modifications that may affect wetland functions;

• Biologists with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), stateagencies,or theNature Conservancy!
Natural Heritage Program can provide expertise on
wetland habitat and wetland-dependent species;and

• Biologists with the SCS and other agencies will be
familiar with wetlands in agricultural settings, as
well as with opportunities for restoration.

Other valuable resources are USFWS "Community Pro
file" reports. Each of these reports provides a wealth of
information on a regional wetland type and often in~

cludes discussions ofgeological!climaticsetting. nahnal
forcing functions, ecological function.s, ecosystem
structure, and degradation by human impacts.
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Step Z.l-ldentify Wetland Types
The first step in developing synoptic indices is to com
pile a list of the major wetland types found in the
assessment area, e.g., specific wetland communities.
This list am be limited to a particular type of wetland if
management objectives are narrow, or it can include all
of the area's wetlands if objectives are broad. The
identification of these wetland types can be based on
popular classifications (e.g., marsh, Ixlg. or pothole), a
functional classification (e.g., Novitzki 1979; O'Brien
and Motts 1980), or themoredelailed systemdeveloped
by USFWS (Cowardin et al. 1979). The choice of classi
fication should malch the assessment objectives and
constraints. For example, if protection of wetlands for
flood control is the primary objective, the analyst could
focus on palustrine or floodplain weLiands as defined
by the Cowardin system or fJO<Xiplain/river lower per
ennial wetlands as defined by a' hydrogeomorphic
classification(personal conuTlunication, M. Brinson, East
Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina). If,



however, the obfective is protection of wetlands for
environmental education, then unique or rare wetlands
near urban areas could be classified using a popular
system or one defined by the State Heritage Program.
Where the objective is to assess cumulative impacts, it
will be important to select a classification that is broad
and synthetic.

Selection of a particular wetland classification scheme
also depends u~n the availability of information. For
example, if National Wetland Inventory (N'VoII) maps
are available for the region, the Cowardin classification
is a logical choice. At the minimum, the classification
should include or be cross-referenced with information
on geomorphic setting and source of water because
both are important components of the natural setting
(Step 2.2) and are useful for identifying significant
impacts (Step 2.6)_

Step 2.2 - Describe Natural Setting

The analyst should understand the landscape driving
factors or forcing functions rcsfXInsible for the forrna~

tion and maintenance of wetlands because this
in forma tion is important for defining landscape bound
aries (Step 23) and for evaluating the significance of
impacts (Step 2.6). The natural factors include natural
stresses, such as drought, and structural components,
such as soil and.seed banks (see Glapter 6). The classi
fication used to identify wetland types (Step 2.1) should
provide relevant information. Abroad-scaleordetailed
description of natural factors can~ developed around
a series of questions such as those listed in Table 33.

Step 2,3 - Define Landscape Boundary

In Chapter 2 we noted that the boundaries for cumula
tive impacts and cumulative effects need not be the
same; the cumulative effects occurring within a given

area could result partially from impacts lhat take place
outside the boundary. The resource sIX"Cialist must
define the landscape ooundary to include the appropri
ate natural setting (Step 22) and impacts (Step 2.6) that
could be operating outside the study area. Even if the
actual analysis ignores this larger boundary, the bound
ary must be defined so the resource specialist can
determine the degree to which the assessment might be
ignoring imporLant fadors.

Because hydrology is the single mos,t imIXJrtant deter
minant of wetland type and function, the landscape
boundary should include at least the entire drainage
area in which the study is located. For example, an
assessment of the state of Louisiana cannot stop at the
state boundary but must consider hydrologic input
from upstreamscgmentsof the Mississippi, Red, Sabine,
Ouachita, and Pearl rivers. The landscape boundary
for groundwater discharge wetlands might include
recharge areas hundreds of miles outside the study
area; likewise, the boundary for coastal wetlands will
probably include estuarine, nearshore, and even off
shore waters. These hydrologic boundariesalsodelimit
many water quality processes, such as transport of
nutrients, sediments, and pollutants.

Defining the boundary for habitat processes is more
problematic than for the other functions. Biotic factors
operate on scales defined by the ranges of wetland
dependent species. Given the diversity of species, no
single spatial unit can encompass all species' ranges
for a particular study area. Many times, ecoregions
provide useful landscape units for habitat support
(Omemik 1987); researchby Inkleyand Anderson (1982)
and Larsen et al. (1986) demonstrates a correspondence
betweenecoregionsand wildlife and fish corrununities,
respectively. If habitat of wide-ranging migrat9ry spe
des isan important elementof theassessment, a broader
landscape boundary must be defined.

Table 3.3. Examples oftechnical questions that could be used to describe the natural factors detennining wetland
function.

Technical Que3tion9

Describing natural wetland
sening related to forcing
functions, ecosystem processes,
and s(rucw're:

What are the geological processes responsible for the wetlands'formation, e.g.,
deposition of marine or riverine sediments, glacialion7

What are the physiographic characteristics associated with the wetlands. e.g.. large
depressions. river valleys. karst topography7

What are the hydrologic influences, e.g.. tidal. riverine or lacustrine energy, or
groundwater influence7

What are the climatic influences. e.g .• timing, type and amount of precipitation, length of
growing season7

What are the chemical characteristics and fluxes 01 the wetlands, e.g., salinity. organic
COnlent, nutrient and mineral availabjlity7

What are the natural perturbations that wetlands arc either adapted to or dependent on,
e,g .. lire dependent species, periodic inundation. seasonal drought?
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Step 2.4 - Define Wetland Functions

The resource specialist next defines the particular wet
land functions to be addressed. Depending on
management objectives, the functions of interest could
be either specific or broad. Because it is impossible to
assess all functions, even when the objectives are gen
eral, the specialist must determine a subset of functions
that best represents the broader class. For example,
consideration of hydrologic function in regions where
small, non-tidal wetlands prevail might include wet
land influence on peak flow but not on storm surges,
which occur mainly in larger, tidal wetlands.

Habitat functions can be defined by detennining the
various species (induding birds, fish, and manunals)
that are dependent on or utilize the weUand communi
ties identified in Step 2.1. For hydrologic and water
quality functions, wetlands often function as sinks.
Therefore it is useful to consider the hydrologic and
water quality sources that are found within the particu
lar landscape setting. since the source is a component of
sink functions (Chapter 2). Natural and anthropogenic
sources should both be included_ Chapter 7 provides a
detailed discussion of wetland functions that have been
reported in the literature and can serve as a source of
candidate functions that should be considered dUring
this step.

Step 2.5 - Define Wetland Values

As discussed in Chapter2, whether a function is valued
isa policydecision rather than a technical consideration..
These valued functions could be a given, based on the
objectives. However, the manager might choose to map
the relative magnitude of many functions first, then use
this infonnation to detennine which wetland functions
are most valuable. If so, the manager has deferred the
valuation until after analysis. In either instance, the
value may also depend on the co-occurrence of the
function and "valued objects" such as property.

To define a synoptic index for value, the team must
detennine who ultimately benefits from the various
wetland functions and whether other valued objects are
involved (see discussion on value, Chapter 2). For
example, they might decide that the value of flood
protection is low if it occurs mostly in uninhabited
regions or that the value of water quality improvement
is very high if it occurs in areas that supply drinking
water to large urban centers.

Functions and values are kept distinct by defining them
in separate steps. TILis allows the team to consider
whether important ecological functions, based on tech
nical information, are being undervalued in tcrms of
social perceptions.
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Step 2.6 - Identify Significant Impacts

In this step, the resource specialist dctermines the most
significant impacts on the functions of interest. If the
proportion of recent wetland conversion within a par
ticular region is high, it may be the dominant cause of
functional loss, in which case othcr factors may be
assigned lower priority. In this case, the index for
funclionalloss would be loss of wetland area.

if conversion in thc region is insignificant or if the
specialist thinks conversion is not the dominant causeof
functional loss, then the impacts most likely to cause
wetland degradation must be identified. Tables3.4 and
3.5 are examples of how best professional judgment
could be organized to guide this process. Table 3.4
contains a list of impacts assodated with agriculture
along vvith the type ofdegradation each is expected to
produce. Similar tables for other major classes of
wetland impacts (resource extraction, urbanization,
and water management> appear in Appendix B. Us
ing Table 3.4 or a modification, the specialist can
identify significant types of degradation that would
result from commonly occurring impacts. Then the
specialist could use Table 3.5 to determine which
hydrologic functions would most likely be affected
by these impacts (similar tables for water quality and
habitat functions appear in Appendix C). The tables
can be used in reverse order to determine which
impacts would most likely degrade a given function.

As an example, in a state where livestock ranching is a
major agricultural activity, possible impacts include
fertilizers, harvesting. pesticides, species introduction,
trampling. and water consumption (Table 3.4). Based
on familiarity vvith the region, the specialist might de
cide that harvesting and trampling are the two most
common impacts. Both have a high likelihood of
causing degradation through changes in behavior or
habits of wetland animals resulting from habitat al
teration, and both have a medium likelihood ofcausing
denudation (Table 3.4). If the overall function of
interest is hydrology, Table 3.5 indicates that func
tional loss from changes in animal behavior is not
likely.

These tables represent hypotheses about the mecha
nistic linkages between impacts, degradation, and
functions; they are an example of how best profes
sional judgment could be used to guide the selection
process. The resource specialist should consult regional
experts to ascertain whether these relationships hold
true in the specific study area.

Step 2.7- Select Landscape Subunits

At this time the resource sp<.'cialistdcfines [he landscape
subunits that will be the basis for making relative com
parisons and reporting results, For now, !.he decision



Table 3.4. Typical relationships expected between agricultural impacts and wetland degradation based on best
professional judgment. Letter indicates degree of expected association and not the intensity or duration of impact
(H =high, M =medium, L=lowl.

Impllct Acidification Allarcd Animal8ehavlor Compaction Conlamination{ToxicilY Denudation

Channelization3 H
Drainage3.4 l H l M
Fertilizerst-5 l M M
Fi1l2.,3 l H H l H
Harvesting or Buming'-5 M H'''' M'
Impoundment' H M
IrrigationlFloodi ngJ l M M
Pesticides1-5 H M
Species Introduction l-5 H
TillageJ l l H
Trampling'-5 H l M
Veh icleslBoatsJPlanes1-<1 M M l l
Water Consumption1-5 M

Impllc:t Dehydration EUlrophicalionJEnrichmenl Erosion Inundation Light Reduction

Channelization3 M M M l
DrainageJ •4 H M M M
Fertilizers1.S H l
Fi1l2.,3 H M l H
Harvesting and Burning\.5 M'
Impoundmentl M l H M
IrrigationIFJooding3 M M H M
Pesticides'>!;
Species Introduction 1·5 l l
TillageJ M H
TramplingH l l
VehicleslBoatsJPlan es'-I M l
Water ConsumptionH H M

,..,... Salln\r.llion Sedimentation Surface RunoffTiming Thelffial Walffiing

ChannelizationJ l l H
Drainagli!·4 l M H
Fertilizers1·5 M
FiII2.,3 l H M
Harvesting and Burningt.s M' M'
Impoundment' M M H
JrrigalionlFloodingJ H M M
Pesticides l.5

Species Introduction'·5
TillageJ l H M
Trampling"S
Veh ic1esiBoatslPlanes'-I
Water Consumption"S M H
, Aquaculture (e.g., crClnberries. rice, crayfish)
2 Crops _ No Till
J Crops _ Till
4 Forestry
5 Livestock.

M

H'
l

l
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Table 3.5. Effect of wetland degradation on hydrologic functions and degree of expected association based on
best professional judgment IH =high. M =medium. l =lowl_

Type of Peak Flow Stonn Surgo Water Conservation Groundwater Hydrologic Input
o...gradlttlon Roduction Reduction EKchange

Acidification
Animal Behavior
Compaction L L M M
Conlamination!Toxicity
Denudation M M M H M
Dehydration H H H H H
Eutroph icalionlEn richmenl L L
Erosion M
Habitat Fragmentation M
Inundation H H H H H
Light Reduction L L
Salinization
Sedimentation M L M M
Surface Runoff H H H H H
Thermal Wanning L L

should be based on management objectives and ec0

logical considerations; data availability will be
considered in Step 3. For assessments at the state or
regional level, the USGS cataloging unit or a similar
state unit might be most appropriate because it func
tions as a natural drainage area. Ecoregion suburtits
(see the previous section) or finer-resolution subunits,
e.g., soil-vegetation associations, may also be useful.
Selection of landscape subunits might also be based on
IXllitical aiteria, e.g., county boundaries.

Step 2.8 - Define Combination Rules

A specific synoptic index is typically a mathematical
expression that includes several factors. Factors that
maybe combined inanindexindudecomIXlnents ofan

--index (for example, capacity and landscape input could
be comIXlnents of function, and degradation and con
version could becomIXlnentsof funcHonalloss) orother
indices (e.g.,an index of value would indude function).
Although a separate index: couId be defined for each of
these factors (e.g., separate indices of ~nctional loss
through stormwater runoff and agricultural conver
sion), it is often desirable to mathematically combine
them into a single index, in which case a set ofcombina
tion rules needs to be defined. These combination rules
must address the follo\Ving questions:

• Will the factors be combined by addition, multiplica
tion, or some other operation?

• Will the data be normalized, that is, adjusted to a
common ordinal scale, prior (0 combination? If so,
by what procedure?

e Will all factors be considered to contribute equally,or
should weighting factors be applied to some?
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e Will the same combination rules apply to all wetland
typesand across the entire range ofcondi lions within
the study area?

Dedsions concerning combination rules are diffirult
and often subfective, but deserve careful attention to
reduce error. Mathematical relationships between fac
tors may be available from the literature or regional
models. It is often necessary, however, to asswne that
factorshave equal weight (Le.,areadded withoutweight
ing factors) or that there is a first-order proIXlr:tionality
betweenfactors, .i.e., that the factors are multiplicatively
combined. At the minimum, the resource specialist
should explicitly describe the combination rules and
any assumptions as part of the review (Step 3.7) and
documentation (Step 5.2). Combination rules are fur
ther discussed in Hopkins (1977), O'Banion (1980).
Skutch. and Aowerdew (1976), Smith and Theberge
(1987), and USFWS (1981).

Step 3: Select landscape Indicators
landscape indicators are the actual measures u::ed to
estimate the synoptic indices; eilhera single indicatoror
combination of indicatorscan be used. Selecting indica
tors requires balance between accuracy and cost. Major
considerations are discussed below.

Selection of landscape indicators, which depends on
data availability, should not begin until goals are de
fined (Step 1) and the relevant environmental variables
are identified (Step2). In order to'evaluate the adequacy
of an assessment (Step 45). it is important (0 keep the
goals and environmental variables distinct from the
trade-offs thatoceur because ofdata limitations. Ifdata
availability isconsidcrcd too earlyon, real-world limita
tions begin to dominale the process before the goals and



environmental variables are articulated. Goal setting,
defining synoptic indices, and selecting landscape indi
cators should occur iteratively and not simultaneously.

Step 3. 1- SUlVey Data and Existing Methods

Contact various federal and state agencies having juris
diction over the study area to determine what kind of
environmental data are available; for smaller study
areas, include county agencies. Other sources could be
university experts and state and university libraries.
The survey should include both mapped and tabular
information available for the entire assessment area.
(Examples of data that can be used for the various
synoptic indices appear in Appendix D; sources for the
data appear in Appendix E). As part of the survey, the
technical analyst should also note the following types of
information, which will be necessary for assessing data
adequacy (Step 3.2):

• The purpose of the database and !.he type ofinfonna
tion it contains;

• The methods used in collecting. measuring, and
analyzing the data;

• Examplesof how the data have been used,especially
if reported as case studies;

• Known problems or limitations;

• Data format, e.g., hard copyorcomputercompatible;

•. Availability of documentation, both for data collec-
tion and quality assurance procedures and, if
appropriate, file fonnats forcomputerizeddatabases;

• Procedure needed to acquire data, including cost.

The survey need not be limited to databases. Various
existing methods and techniques can also be used to
estimate indices. For example, the USGS collects dis
charge data at various sampling locations on many
streams and rivers. Annual water resources data re
ports for each state provide summaries of these data;
they are also entered into the WATSTORE database (see
Appendix E). Unfortunately, monitoring stations are
not typically at the locations needed for the synoptic
assessment, e.g., at the lowest downstream point of the
subunit. The technical analyst would have to select an
indicator appropriate for estimating discharge at that
location.

One possibiIityis to use regression equations published
by most state USGS offices for estimating discharge
using watershed characteristics. Forexample, variables
for regression equations developed for eastem Missis- .
sippi include watershed area, channel slope, and
mainstem channel length (Landers and Wilson 1991).
Altematively, mathematical models can estimate many
variables; e.g., SCS's TR.-55 (SCS 1986) and the USDA
Agricultural Research Service's AGNPS model (Young
ct al. 1987) estimate peak discharge and agricultural
nonpoint source poJIution, resp:x:tivdy, from factors

such as topography, precipitation, land usc, and soils.
The technical analyst can delerrnine whether appropri
ate methods arc available through a literature review,
by confening with regional experts, or both.

Step 3.2 - Assess Data Adequacy

Adequacy of existing data depends on several factors,
including the degTee to which an indicator based on the
data represents !.he index and the quality of the data
relative to the management objectives (Table 3.6). The
following example illustrates the difference between
these factors: For a synoptic index of peak discharge,
two possible indicators are runoff volume as calculated.
by the "curve number" technique (SCS 1986) and dis
charge estimates produced by the USGS regression
methods, discussed. above. For the former, the physical
quantity beingestimated (volume) is different from the
variable of interest (peak rate of discharge or volume!

. time). There is a relationship between runoff and peak
discharge, but the two variables are not identical. How
ever, the estimateof nmoffcould be accurate ifbased on
highquality data. Conveooy,an indicator based on the
USGS regression represents the same physical quantity
defined by the index, yet it could be unacceptable if
calculated using poor quality data. Both of lhese issues
must be taken into aCCOlmt. If an indicator lhat is
physically different from Ire index is being considered,
the resource specialist or technical analyst must deter
mine whether the indicator represents a reasonable
first-order approximation to the actual index and
whether the useof that indicator is contingent upon any
unreasonable assumptions (Step 35).

Potential indicator data should be evaluated according
to a setofcriteria (e.g., Table 3.6). The technical analyst
must also consider extIa effort required to translate the
data into the format needed for the assessment. For
example, data found in reports might require entry inlo
a database. It is especially important to consider the
extra effort required for processing mapped data. Do
not assume that more detail is better until you consider
the additional cost. For example, the use of 1:250,0::::0
scale STATSGO soil maps, if available, may be much
more appropriate for statewide synoptic assessments
than 1:20,0::::0 scale county soil survey maps because
greater effort would be required to analyze the more
detailed maps.

Step 3.3:.... Evafuate Costs of Better Data

The technical analyst should assess the time and cost of
obtaining better data. Identifying the types of data
needed and the associated costs for produdng results
of various confidence levelsis useful. Forexample, how
much would the highest quality, most up-to-dateinfor
mation cost? What would be the gain in accuracy if the
budget were increased by$10,0::::00r if two extra months
were available for the assessment? These consider
ations would allow cxisti ng infonna tion 10 becompared.
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Table 3.6. Example of objectives and related questions for defining landscape indicators for synoptic indices.

Objectivos

Determine how well the indicator
represents the index:

Assess the quality of existing data;

Determine level of confidence in
the data:

Technic~t Questions

Do compllrable data exist for the entire study area or are there gaps Ihat would limit
intraregional comparison?

Do standardized data exist for Ihe appropriate time period, e.g., the past ten years, the
entire year, or by season?

Are data at the appropriate spatial scale or are there major scale differences between dala
sources?

Are the classification systems used ror wetlands and other landscape variables
compatible? For example. the USFWS National Wetland Inventory maps, SCS soils maps
and USGS Land UselLand Cover maps classify wellands according 10 different criteria.

What is the source of the data, e.g" agency or university?

Can the originator (person or agency responsible lor data collection) be contacted?

When, where and how often were the data collected7

What methods were used for the data collection?

Was the data collection associated with a Quality Assurance program? If so, what
information is available on the precision, accuracy, representativeness. comparability and
completeness of the data?

Are there assumptions, limitations or caveats to consider in using (he database?
What are the time, personnel and COSt constraints of obtaining betrer data?

What are Ihe common assumptions between indicators and indices?

What evidence would violate these assumptions?

How should the weighing of variables be adjusted to compensate?

.Step 3.4 - Compare and Select Indicators

Given the adequacy of available data (Step 32) and the
cost of obtaining better information (Step 3.3t the re
source specialist and technical analyst can select a suite
of indicators that best balances the level of accuracy
needed to satisfymanagementobjec:tives(Step13)within

. existing constraints (Step 1.4). These choices are an
optimal solution, given the existing opporhtnities and
constraints.

Step 3.5 - Descnbe Indicator Assumptions

Once indicators have been selected, the resource spe
cialist and the technical analyst should carefully
determine which assumptions must hold if the indica
tor is to represent the synoptic index adequately (in this
case, "adequately" is defined relative to the need for
accuracy, as slated in Step 1.3). It is important for these
assumptions to be slated explicitly, so they can be revis
ited later in the assessment to detennine whether the
assumptions were violated (Step 4.5). This informa
tion will also be included as part of the assessment
documentation (Step 5.2). Examples of assumptions
that can affect the outcome of an analysis are:

• The USGS regression estimates for peak discharge
are often developed using data from watersheds
that are not heavily urbanized, channelized, or
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dammed (e.g., Landers and Wilson 1991); in other
words, theseregressionsare meant to represent "pris
tine" conditions. Use of regressions developed in
this manner would include the implicit asswnption
that none of the watersheds has undergone Signifi
cant hydrologic modification.

• Use of area as an indicator for wetland function
assumes that function or capacity per unit area is
similar for all wetlands or, if it varies, that wetlands
having different unit area responses are similarly
distributed between landscape subunits. The use
of area as an indicator of a sink function further
assumes that all wetlands receive import from a
source or, if not, that the spatial relationship between
wetlands and sources is similar between landscape
subunits.

• The useofhydricsoil area as an indicatorothistorical
wetland area assumes that (a) wetland soil retains its
hydric cha~ac(eristicsafter drainage or conversion,
(b) hydric soils are properly mapped, and (c) more
permanently flooded wetlands, which could ap
pear on SCS maps as water and not hydric soils, are
either insignificant in an area or are distributed in
such a way that bias is uniform across all subunits.



Step 3.6 - Finalize Subunit Selection
After selecting the final indicators, the resource analyst
should reconsider subunits in light of the type of data
available. For example, at first the analyst may select
watersheds for subunits in Step 2.7 but later find that
mostdata were based on county units. Theanalyst must
then decide whether to prorate the countydata to water
shed units (see Appendix F) or to use counties as
landscapesubunits. 'This will depend on overall project
goals and on whether the assumptions necessary for
prorating hold true.

Step 3.7- Conduct Pre-Analysis Review
Before conducting the assessment, the analyst should
ask management and technical experts to review the
overall management objectives, the synoptic indices
that were defined, and the selected landscape indica
tors. The experts should, in particular, consider the
appropriateness of the indiCators with respect to objec
tives and constraints, and also review indicator
assumptions{orany evidenceof violations. Ifviolations
are found, data may need to be adjusted or discarded,
and alternate indicators considered.

Step 4: Conduct Assessment
Once landscape indicators have been defined and as~

sumptions have been explicitly identified, maps and
data can beob~edhom the appropriate sources. The
technical analyst can begin the processof producing the
synoptic maps.

Step 4. 1 - Plan Quality Assurance/Quality
Control
Data for a synoptic assessmept typically come from
multiple sources (e.g., state and federal agencies, uni
versities, and non-profit organizations) and come in a
varietyof formats, includi ng mapped data, tabular data
from reports, and computerized databases. Because
reliability of the final product depends on quality con
trol of data processing, a set of protocols should be
developed fordetenniningand maintainingdata qual~

ity. The technical analyst should begin this step even
before data are received, using information obtained
during the data survey phase (Step 3.1).

Protocols should be developed for designing the data
base and for screening, archiving, and documenting the
data. Forexample, protocolsdeveloped for data screen
ing should identify questionable data based on an
understanding of expected values and obvious outli
ers: A value of 100 centimeters per year for average
precipitation would be questionable for a state in the

arid southwest, and a peak discharge of only 100
cubic meters per second would obviously be too low
ror a major river. Percentages should add up to 100,
and areas for component land uses should add up to
(alai area. Protocols should also be developed for any
variables to be measured, e.g., map measuremenls,
and should include criteria for assessing: accuracy,
precision, comple teness, represcn tati veness, and com
parability (EPA 1989).

In addition to the initial information collected during
the data survey (Step 3.1), data documentation should
include descriptions of the prolocols, database design,
and archiving formats. This information should be
included as part of the assessment documentation
(Step S.2).

Step 4.2 - Perform Map Measurements
Much of the information used in a synoptic assessment
is derived from maps. Examples or information and
sources include: wetland area and number of wetland
types from NWI maps, hydric soil area from county soil
surveys, elevations and stream channel lengths from
USGS topographic maps, and non-wetland land use
from USGS Land Use/Land Cover {LULO maps.

Two types of measurementsare often made from maps:
areaand length. If the mapis in digital fonnat, a GIS can
be used to generate these measurements. If a GIS is not
available, the features can be planimetered orestimated
using a aot grid. These three techniques are discussed
in Appendix G.

If data reported for one type of spatial unit are to be
prorated to another type of unit, joint areas must be
calculated to serveas weighting factors. For example, if
populaliondata reported bycounty need to beadjusted
to watershedsubunits, the percentof the countylying in
a particular watershed must be determined from an
overlay of !he two different areas (see Appendix Fl.

Error or bias can be introduced in map measurement
through inadequate technician training, differences in
accuracy between analysts, and defects or improper
calibration of equipmenl If maps are digitized for
analysis in a GIS, compare hard copies of the digitized
maps to the originals for accuracy. Also perfonn a
quality control check for all map measurements by
having a different analyst repeat 5% to 10% of the
measurements to establish an error level. A discrep

. ancy of more than 5% between analysts might be
considered unacceptable. If the target is not met, a
more comprehensive check is necessary.

The technical analyst must keep in mind the difference
between accuracy of map measurement and overall mnp
accuracy. A mapcan be measured veryaccuralely, but
still have unacceptable overall accuracy if the map
itself contains errors. For example, a map produced
through photo-interpretation of aerial photography
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might cOntain significant classification errors if the
photo-interpreter is inexperienced. A good discussion
of data quality and errors in mapping is found in
Burrough (1986).

Step 4.3 - Analyze Data

A number of calculations could be required to produce
an index value for each landscape subunit from the
various data sources. Conunon analyses might include:

• CalculatitlgChannel Slape- USGS discharge regres~

sions often include channel slope as a variable. This
slope is defined as the difference between the eleva
tion of points located at 85% and 10% of the
mainstream channel length. TIlis difference is di
vided by the channel distance between the two points,
i.e., 75% of the channel length (Appendix H).

• ProraUngAreas-Asdiscussed in Step4.3,data must
be prorated if an indicator is to be calculated for one
type of unit based on data reported for a different
type of subunit. Many types of data are typical.ly
reported by county, e.g., population statistics, agri
cuH:uraldata,soHcharacteristicsdata,andendangered
species statistics; if the synoptic subunits are not
counties, these data must be prorated using the
weightings generated in Step 4.2.

• 305b Water Quality Summaries - Under Section
305b of the Oean Water Act, states are required to
report the extent to which their waters are meeting
water quality standards. These 305b reports list, by
sl:ream segment or. type of water body, whether a
sampled segment fully supports, partially supJXlrts,
or does not support (non-supporting) the "desig
nated use" of that segment(forexample, astreamcan
be designated as swirrunable or fishable). If the
segment is not fully supporting, the report lists the
categoryofpollutant impacting the waters, e.g_, poi nt
ornonpoint. Thepercentageofassessedstreamsthat
fully support state designated uses could be em
ployed as an indicator of overall water quality_ To
producesuchan indicator, thestreamsegments within
eachsubunitmustbe identified and the relevant data
sununarized for that subunit. Note that the quality of
state 305b reports varies by state. Theanalystshould
also be aware of how the data were collected.

Final index estimates are produced by completing any
other necessary calculations and converting to standard
units, e.g., from English to metric_ However, caution
must be exercised when using regression equations.
For example, the USGS regression equations for Missis
sippi (Landersand Wilson 1991)estimate peakdischarge
in ft3 /sec, using area (mi2), channel length (mil, and
slope (it/mO; using metric units for area, channel
length, and slope would be incorrect, since the regres
sion equation was based on those English units. If
metric units were desired, discharge should first be
calculated in ftl /sec using Ihe English units, and then
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converted to m3/sec. Thisindicatorofhydrologicinput
could then be combined with an indicator ofcapacity to
producean estimate ofhydrologic function. Addilional
examples of index estimation are provided in the case
studies (Chapter4).

After index values are calculated for each subunit, the
subunits can be ranked by numerical values. For
example, inan assessment of SO subunits, the subunit
with the highest value could be given a rank of 1 for that
index, and the subunit with the lowest value ~ven a
rank of 50. Statistical packages such as SAS (SAS
Institute, fnc. 1988)can perfonn these calculations auto
matically. Rankings for each index should be included
as part of the database.

The last step in analyzing the data is to perform a
complete data quality check on the final database. For
any calculations performed by computer, the analyst
should recalculate a sample by hand to assure that the
algoriUuns were progranuned properly and that the
output is accurate.

Step 4.4 - Produce Maps

The final synoptic maps can beproduced by a computer
mapping package, such as a GIS, or manually if re
sourcesare extremely limited or ifno automated system
is available. A GIS is reconunended because it offers
easy storage and manipulation of data and allows in
terim products to be used in later analyses. A GIS also
gives the technical analyst greater flexibility to experi
ment with different display formats.

If a GIS is used, two different databases are typically
required: one of the digital boundaries of the study
area and its subunits and one of the index values that
will be assigned to the subunits. Boundaries for all
U.s. states, counties, and USGS accounting units have
been digitized and are available at low cost in'various
formats (see LULC entry, Appendix E). If digital
boundary data are not available, hand digitization
may be necessary. This could be cost prohibitive if
the study area includes a large number of highly
detailed polygons, but the benefits of producing com
puter-generated maps oHen outweigh the digitizing
costs. In some instances, sufficient accuracy may be
achieved at even lower cost by using electronic
scanners that digitize maps automatically.

The index values and rankings for each subunit must
also be entered into the GIS. The method ofaccomplish
ing this and the amount of effort reqUired will depend
on the particulardatabase-CIScombination. ManyGIS
packages provide rou tines for loading information from
commonly used commerdal databases.

Once the data are in the GIS, map production can begin.
We recommend that the technical analyst produce com
ponent maps for each index if Ihe index represents a
combinalion of data sources. For example, if the
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Figure 3.1 . III ustration or maps usi119 different class inlervills to represent the same data: Cal equal intervals based on the data range;
(bJ intervals ba sed on quaniles; {el intervals increasing at consta nl rate;and (dl intervals based on Ihe rreqUl!ncy distribution (adapted
from Robinson et al. 198<l1.

USGS regressions are being used in Mississippi for
peak discharge, then component maps of area, chan
nellength, and slope should also be produced. 1his
would allow the teclutical analyst and resource special
ist to examine the data and detennine whether the
resulting spatial relationships are reasonable.

One of the most importantdecisions in the rnapproduc
tion phase is how to display the data. At a minimum,
the map should include the index value for each
subunit. However, to promote interpretation, the
data are typically aggregated into classes, or inter
vals. Ideally, class boundaries should reflect aclual
thresholds of function or value, e.g., patch sizes be
low which wildlife use drops precipitously or stream
size above which local urban flooding is known to
occur. Because such technically specific information

is often unavailable, common alternatives are to di
vide the range of numeric values into equal intervals,
orassignanequal numberofsubunits to each interval
based on rankings (e.g_,quartiles). The visual appear
ance of a given set of results can vary greatly,
depending on how intervals are selected (Figure 3.1).
The choice of class intervals is one of the more impor
tantdecisions in the entire process because the synoptic
maps will be the assessment's most visible outcome.
People can easily Teach erroneous conclusions if the
map they are examining contains improperly dis
played data. Perhaps the best way to design the
intervals for map display is to first create a histogram
or frequency curve showing the distribution of the
numerical data (Figure 3.2). This will allow the ana
lyst Yo detect any natural clumpings and also reveal
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common patterns such as nannal or logarithmic dis
.. tributions. Manystandard texts oncartography, such
. as Robinson et a1. (1984), include discussions on dis

play of mapped data.

Once the appropriate intervals have been selected, the
.technical analyst considers options for displaying the
range of values, e.g., color, shading, or hatching. Color,
although more expensive, gives the greatest OJntrast
and flexIbility and should beconsidered if slide presen
tations will be made. Document production is less
expensive if gray shadings are used; however, the ana
lyst should select shades that provide enough contrast
to be distinguished after photocopying.

Step 4.5 - Assess Accuracy
'Throughout the course of the assessment, the technical
analyst and resource specialist should look for evidence
that any of the assumptions staled in Slep 3.5 have been
violated and consider the effects this would have on the
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assessment's accuracy. U the assumptions were vio
lated for some Wlits, it might be possible to adjust the
index values. For example:

• Selection of an indicator for peak discharge could
have been based on the assumption that subunits
were not significantly regulated by dams. U a sub
tmit is found 10 have a large dam or other major
regulation, peak discharge would be significantly
lower than the discharge that would occur naturally.
The index value for that subunit could then be re
assigned 10 the lowest category.

• To calculate wetland loss, the indicator for current
wetland area could have been derived from USGS
LULC maps if digital NWl wetland maps were not
available. In cro.ss<hecking the classification, the
analyst might have found that some areas classified
as seasonally flooded riverine wetlands by NWI are
classified on the LULC maps as deciduous forest, i.e.,
non-wetland. This underestimate of wetland area
would causean overestimateofhistoricwel.land loss.
Thesedata maybe adequate for relative comparisons
of wetland loss if the proJXlrtion of deciduous forest



is similar in all subunits. Even if some subunits are
much more dominated by deciduous forest than
others, the analyst might be able to derive a COrTlX

tion factor toadjust thesubunits, based on the~rcent

of riparian land cover.

IE the indices cannot be adjusted in such a fashion, the
analyst may need to discard the data for the landscape
subunits in which violations occurred. In some cases,
the analyst might detennine that the indicator is unsuit
able for the required level of accuracy.

Throughout the entire assessment process, the tech
nical analyst must consider the quality and accuracy
of data sources to determine the overall quality of the
final products. Unfortunately, no formal process for
weighing the various factors exists. Ultimately, the
technical analyst and resource specialist must use
their own judgment and familiarity with the data to
detennine whether the synoptic results meet the stated
needs (Step 1.3).

Step 4.6 - Conduct Post-Analysis Review
The assessment team should again seek technical ex
perts' review comments following completion of the
data analysis and synthesis. This information willassist
the team.in deriving conclusions and suggesting ways
the results can be used. Because there is no method for
quantitativelyassessing the accuracy of results, this step
and the pre-analysis review (Step 3.7) are essential to
assure that resull:S are adequate for the intended use.

Step 5: Prepare Synoptic Reports
The last step in the assessment is to report how the
information was derived and how it can be used.
Two different documents are appropriate: a report
for the managerand resource specialist (a user'sguide)
and a detailed reporting of procedures to serve as a
record of the complete assessment process (assess
ment documentation). Draft versions of these
documents could also be included as part of the post
analysis review (Step 4.6).

Step 5.1- Prepare User's Guide
Thsreport should focus on the results of theassessment
and how the results can be used to meet the original
objectives. It might include protocols and iIIustra
(ions of how the synoptic maps can be used in 404
pennit reviews and should include any important
caveats and assumptionsas well as theoveraillevelof
accuracy. In particular, the user's guide should make
clear that final numeric values are relative rankings,
and should be treated as such. For example, if a
subunit is ranked lowest of six for habitat functions,
this does not necessarily mean the subunit lacks habi
tat or that its habitat is insignificant. It means it has
lower habitat [unction, relative to the other subunits.
Similarly, a relatively high subunit ranking for wet
land replacement potential does not necessarily mean
all wetland losses in that subunit can beeasily replaced.

The intended audience [or this report includes re
source specialists who are involved indecision-making
orplanning,as well as resource agencies, scientists, and
the public.

Step 5.2 - Prepare Assessment
Documentation
Each synoptic assessment should include, for internal
use or distribution to interested parties, complete
documentation ofhow the assessment was conducted,
including the objectives, constraints, rationale for in·
dex definition and indicator selection, assumptions
related to the indicators, and detailed descriptions of
the procedures used in measuring and analyzing the
data. Any problems encountered should also be
described. The report should carefully document the
sources and quality of the various data sets and de
scribe where and how the data are archived. H also
should include an overall assessment of data quality
and recommendations on how the assessment could
be improved in the future. This document is a de
tailed record of the assessment process, and could be
valuable if procedures are forgotten, challenged (e.g.,
through litigation), or if the assessment is updated.
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Chapter 4

Case Studies

I
i
I.

This chapter presents fOUf case studies as hypo-
.."~\/ -", . thetical examples of how a synoptic assessment

:-~ .... 'r'-'- .:' ./,:q1."~~~>',. could be used. It'iIIusrraLes both project-specific,; :__"~.'::-\ '/\ .,' ' ,..>~;/~.. applications and regional comparisons.
~,.\->.. ~ \ ;~::" ,'; ....,_. .1,/-/ - ..' " The management question fOT project-specific applica-

,\~;:.-::x .. '" . ,': ,/'-: .'; ';"<'i !ions focuses on a specific, preselected subunit, e.g., a
, ,L;"\;---(.~~~ "_// ;;.- ~ watershed or ecoregion. The objective could be to
" ' ....,.~,<~~...L(t~'\ ~-. _i! Si'! detennine whether the subunit meets selected criteria,
~: :'ii:~ :>,,%'i>.'t " ,I ,~.~,,~ ~"'" J.,:k i to develop broad goals for the subunit,or to see whether
~""""'tt . ." , ~~'~.'. ," ...,.~. ',J any "red flags" exist for that subunit relevant to a

.4::;" ,particular management objective. An example would

/~;li) ~,~~~%;~~~-~\ "- :;),' ~o~~a~k~~~e~r:~;~~f~t~;:t::~e~
-it;;!!/' \'~'h-~~~, :~.~:~:..:-) .~,/,' area already at risk whencomNlred to other areas.

+ ,.." "r ,~~~__ "::->:', \l :'"1 r-
:_-.""" f., '",< ,;..,. , \ ,

/.,.: ;/ '~\;:;~~.v"'", For regional comparisons, the management objective istY f ,... ...,~-.\' <;' '; 1\8 todetemtine which subunits wHhin a region best meet
.~7 . V' "r"'~!l / a- specific criteria; for example, subunits could be
N 1..':"'\'., I 'Yw :/ screened for their restoration potential. In this case
~ ~:., '~~,:' ~ ~_'~: themanagementobjectiveisgiven,butthegeographic

-,' i ':';1" locations meeting the criteria are unknown.
'~i :W !'

-'l~t\~::' ;",' ,i' ~~~~d~~:~~~~~~aS:il~::e~o~o1:~=ul~
f from a synoptic assessment could be used to support a
': ;-:' /' ,:\ specific management objective, (2) give examples of the

j kind of information that could be used as landscape
i~," indicators, and (3) identify and discuss technical issues.

The first case study is purposely kept simple; complex~
ity is added in later examples.

Wepreface thecase studieswithone majorcaveat: these
four examples are based on pilot-studies conducted as
part of the development of the synoptic approach (e.g.,
AbbrozzeseetaL 199Oa,1990b). Wernade no attempt to
focusonrealmanagementproblemsbecausethemelhod
was developmental. Also, one ofourspecificobjectives
was to demonstrate thatasynoptic assessment could be
conducted using infonnation available for most of the
country. Where possible, we used the simplest combi·
nationrtJIes-no normaIi2ationorweighling-because
we were developing the method, not applying it. The
maps and datn presented do not 1Il!CfS5(lrily indude the m~t
appropriate indices or indiaJ/ors for the management issue
being illustrated. This is why we refer to these as hypo
thetial/ examples.

In particular, we did not follow all five steps for con
ductingasynopticassessment(Table3.l);ourexperience
with these pilots led to the final development and
articulation of these five steps. The four examples
presented in this chapterare not true casestudies and do
not document an actual application of the approach.
The reader should keep the hypothetical nature of these
examples in mind.
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Pearl River Basin
The subject of lhe first case study is the Pearl River
Basin, a 22,600 km2 region in southern Mississippi and
Louisiana (Figure 4.1), The focus is a project-specific
management goal: the use of a synoptic assessment in
404 penni! review. Functional loss and landscape input
are introduced in this example. We illustrate differ
ences between landscape and subunit boundaries by
discussing the dependence ofhydrologlc function on
cumulative area.

Management Goal

The goal of this hypothetical application is to provide
404 pennit reviewers with information about cumula
tive impacts within the Pearl River Basin for inclusion
in the review process. Two management scenarios will
be considered: wetland loss from conversion and the
effects of that loss on hydrologic function.

Wetland Types 1

Bottomland hardwood forests are the dominant type of
inland wetland within the basin. Freshwater, brackish,
and saline marshes are found within the coastal area.

Landscape Boundary and Subunits
The Pearl River Basin forms a natural watershed bound
ary. Oimate patterns produced by the Gulf of Mexico
aresignificant forcing functions for the southern coastal
area. Thebasin'sfive USGScatalogingunits (Figure4.1)
were used as subunits; they range in size from 3,160 to
6.450 km2 (Seaber et al. 1984).

Natural Setting

The prevailing climate of the study area is humid
subtropical with rain occurring throughout the year
(Trewartha 1957). The 131)..150 cm of annual precipi
tation is the only source of runoff in the basin;
discharge from the Pearl enters the Gulf of Mexico.
Naturally occurring environmental disturbances in
clude hurricanes, tornados, and flooding.

The Pearl River is bordered by the Pascagoula,
Tombigbee, and Biloxi river basins to the east, by the
Gulf of Mexico to the south, and by the Mississippi
River Basin 10 the west and north. The Pearl River Basin
has low relief, with peak elevations of about 120 m
occurring in headwater areas. VaUeys are steep and
narrow at the head, but they grade to level and wide
in lower reaches (USDA 1983); streams meander con
siderably in the lower vaUey. Loess or silt soils,
fonned under forest vegetation, dominate the drain
age except in the coastal area (USDA 1983). Many of
the soils are subject to erosion when disturbed.
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Southern mixed forest originally dominated thedrain
age, with cordgrass prairie vegelalion in the coastal
area and oak-savanna in the northwest edge (Kuchler
1985). Current vegetation patterns reflect land use:
oak-hickory-pine forests occur with a mixture of pas
ture and hay cropping in the upland areas, and
oak-gum-eypress forests mixed with agricultural land
dominate the valley (USGS 1967).

Wetland Functions
Hydrologic, water quality, and habilat functions areall
important in the basin. Among the hydrologic func
tions, the polential role of wetlands in attenuating peak
flow is the focus of the synoptic indices. This role is
particularly noteworthy because floodplains are popu
lated and several major cities lie within the basin.

The basin's wetland forests, marshes, and lakes provide
habitat for many species of plants and animals. Mink,
muskrat, and beaver inhabit riparian and wetland ar
eas. Wild turkey, whitetail deer, and raccoon use both
wetland and upland areas. Migrating ducks and geese
feed and rest in the region. Common fish species in
clude largemouth bass, crappie, bluegill, and various
species of catfish (Lowe and Cooley 1981).

Significant Impacts
Conversion of wetlands for agriculture has been a
majoreconomicactivityin the basin. Pasture and hay
area is about twice thal ofcroplands; soybeans are the
dominant crop. Agricultural activities contribute to
nonpoint source pollution in the fonn of suspended
sediments, nitrogen, and phosphorous (Gosselink et
al. 1990a). Softwood forestry has also been important
to the economy. Bottomland hardwood forests have
been converted to loblolly pine in conjunction with
"bedding," i.e., mounding soil in areas subject to
flooding to provide a drier environment for pine.

Sand and grav~1 mining occurs 'Within current and
former river channels of the lower basin; this contrib
utes to channel instability and water lurbidity.
Although the basin has not been eXlensively modi
fied hydrologically compared to neighboring river
basins in the Gulf Coastal Plain, at least 290 km of
streams have been channelized, and the river is im
pounded above Jackson, below Bogalusa, and west of
Picayune (USFWS 1981).

lInfonnationon wetland types. naturalseUing. wetland functions,
and significant impacts was notusuallYllscd bcGIll~ the original
objective of the assessmenls was methods development. We
include this information as part of the four case studies to
illustrate the kind of infonnafion that could be incorporatoo info
an actual assessment.

,
,

i -



Louisiana

Mississippi

Gulf of Mexico

Figura 4.1. The Pearl River Basin in south-central Mississippi and southeastern Louisiana and the live subunits. Subunits arc USGS
cataloging units.
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Synoptic Indices
For the first scenario, we define the percentage of his
torical wetland area that has been Converted as our
specific index of functional loss:

%LOSS=[(AREA H -AREAcll AREA HI x 100
Equation 4. 1

Indices would also be needed for loss of bottomland
hardwood function due to impacts of fanning, timber
harvest, and sand and gravel mining. The analyst
could include indices for water quality and habitat
function as well as future risk. The latter is included
in regula LOry definitions of cumulaLive impacts; see
Chapter 1. lllustrations of these indices appear in later
case studies.

where LOSSu is the index for loss of hydrologic func
tion..!.. 9.;;Q is t1\e pe~k discharge for a SO-year flood, and
%Ll..l.:t:i isdefined m Equation4.1. Thisisa simple index
and does not account for wetland influence attributable
to position wi~ a ~bunit or to hydT01~gic regime.
Such factors can influence greatly the cumulative wet
land capacity to moderate peak. flows. Also, note that
we do ':lot nonnalize or weight ~ther variable; we
asswne mstead a first-order proportionality.

In a real application for cumulative impacts, the re
source specialist conducting the assessment could
decide to focus specifically on impacts to bottomland
hardwood forests and could include degradation.

where %LOSS is the percentage of lOst wetland area,
AREAHis the historical wetland area,and AREAc is the
current wetland area.

In the second man.agement scena~o, we are specifi
cally concerned with the cumulatIVe effect this loss
may have had on the hydrologic function of wet
lands. We assume that loss of hydrologic function
will b:: greatest in areas with high hydrologic input
and high rates of wetland loss. We use peak dis
charge for a 50-year flood event as an estimate of
hydrolo~cinp,ut because flood co~trol along the main
~el IS an unportant hydrologic function of Pearl
Riverwetlands. Our lossofhydrologic function index is
therefore defined as follows:

,LOSS H = Q 50 x %LOSS

......... Equation 4.2

Landscape Indicators

Table 4.1 sununarize'S the landscape indicators used for
the componentsof the synoptic indices defined in Equa
tions 4.1 and 4.2. The use of the indicators for LOSS is
based on several assumptions: (1) USGS land-use class
ification of wetlands and SCS classification of hydric
soils agree with generally accepted criteria, (2) 1:250,000
scale maps represent current wetland area adequately,
(3) Hydric soils can be used to estimate historical wet
land extent, and (4) Hydrologic loss is proportional to
the loss of wetland area regardless of where in the
subunit the loss occurred.

These assumptions are violated in certain instances.
Some of the areas adjoining lakes and estuaries are
defined as wetlands by USGS, but are classified as open
water by SCS. Inaddition, coastal wetlands lost to open
water through subsidence are not accounted for using
this method. These sources of error result in an inaccu
rate depiction of net wetland gain. On the other hand,
some areas conunonly considered wetlands are not
classified as such by USGS maps; in particular, season
ally flooded riverine wetlands are sometimes classi fied
as deciduous forests. In addition, 1:250,000 USGS
maps omit small wetland patches. These sources of
error would result in an underestimate of current
wetland area, causinganoveresti mate of historic loss.
However, this indicator of loss should be adequate for
relative comparisons as long as dassification errors are
consistent between subunits.

Table 4.1. Landscape indicators for the Pearl River Basin case study_

Index Component

AREAH(historic wetland areal

AREAc (current wetland area)

050 (peak discharge for 50·yr flood)

A (watershed drainage areal

L (mainstem channel length)

S (channel slope)
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Jlldicator

Ar~a of hydric soils, estimated wilh dot grid from county and parish soil surveys; hydric
SOils identified rrom SCS (1987)

Area of weIland land cover, estimated with dot grid from 1:250,000 USGS LULC maps

Estimated from USGS regression equations (Lenders and Wilson 1991 I based on
watershed drainage area fAI. mainstem channel lenglh fU, and channci slope (5)

Defined for USGS cataloging units in Seaber el aL f19841

Measured with planimeter from 1:250.000 USGS topography maps

CalCUlated as the slope between points that are 10% and 85% of the mainstem channel
length fLanders and Wilson 1991); mainstem channel length as above, and elevation
estimated from USGS 1:250,000 topography maps



Other indicators of loss could be used. These might
include percent change in bottomland forest types if
data from forest surveys (e.g., McWilliams and Rosson
1990) are considered adequate for the assessmenl
subunits.

For LOSSH, the use ofQ 30 (the 50-year flood event) asan
indicator requires using USGS regression equations
(Landers and Wilson 1991). This adds the assumption
that watershed hydrology has not been significantly
altered. The Pearl River Basin does cOntain a major
structural modification, the Ross Barnett Dam near
Jackson. However, this dam functions primarily as a
reservoir and would have minimal impact on larger
floods (personal cOlTUTlunication, P. TUrnipseed, USGS,
Jackson, Miss.). We therefore chose a SO-year flood
event in order to minimize this effect. Use of the USGS
regression method also assumes that the area is unaf
fected by tides, which would decrease the rate of
discharge butincr~aseflood stage. Use of the regression
method further assumes that channelization has no
significant effecton discharge or that the effect is similar
between subunits. An alternative would have been to
use a hydrologic model such as TR-ss (SCS 1986) to
calculate peak discharge, which would take into
account darruning and channelization.

Measurements of watershed drainage area, mainstern
channel length, and channel slope are 'required to
calculatedischarge for the Pearl Riversubunits. How
ever, it is important to differentiate between drainage
area and subunit (cataloging unit) area because dis
charge is a cumulative phenomenon. Subunit 1 is a
closed hydrologic unit and receives no water input
except rain. The discharge from Subunit 1 is therefore
dependent on the area of Subunit 1 only. However,
Subunit 2 is not a closed watershed; besides local
precipitation, it receives downstream import from Sub
unit 1. The combined area ofSubunil51 and 2 is used to
calculate di.sc:harge for Subunit 2. Similarly, the dis
charge for Subunit 4 is dependent on the area of the
entire Pearl River Basin (Appendix H).

Mainstem channel length is also cumulative; it is
defined as the length of the main channel from the
point of discharge to the drainage divide. The chan
nellength used to calculate discharge for Subunit 4 is
the combined lengths of Subunits 1, 2, 3, and 4; the
length of Subunit 5 would nof be included in this par
ticular calculation because it is not part of the main
channel (see Appendix H). In situations where a politi
cal boundary defines the study area, the analysis must
similarlyconsider landscape factors outsideof the study
area fOr such a Olmulativc phenomenon; this is further
discussed in the Louisiana case study and AppendiX H.

Map Interpretation
The relative ranking of cataloging units in the Pearl
River Basin for cumulative wetland loss is shown in
Figure 4.2. Subunit 3 has the highest relative wetland

loss, followed by Subunits 2, 5, 1, and 4. If a permit
were being reviewed for a project in Subunit 4, lhis
particular analysis would indicate thaI cumulative
impacts are of lesser concern. The permiL decision
would be based solely on sHe-specific evaluation. If
the proposed discharge were located within Subunit
3, however, the high level of wetland loss would raise
an additional issue to be considered along with other
information. The assumption is that lhe cumulative
loss of wetland area within a subunit reduces valued
wetland functions such as flood control.

lE a site assessment indicated that local impacts would
be significant, this plus !.he cumulative impacts could
provide sufficient rcason for modifying or denying the
penniL Regardless of the local impact, additional com
pensatory mitigation might be required for the project
because this subunit had already experienced a high
rate of wetland loss.

Given that the basin is a flood-prone area, the resource
manager might be most concerned with loss of hydro
logic function. The subunit experiencing the greatest
wetland lossneed not have experienced the greatest loss
of hydrologic function, since that subunit could have a
smaller flood potential. The second scenario incorpo
rates hydrologic input as a weighting factor to focus on
this particular function. Consider a permit request for
gravel mining along the main channel in Subunit 2
(Figure 4.3). The reviewer might determine that addi
tional wetland alteration would exacerbate flooding,
since this subunit has a high relative ranking for loss of
hydroIoglcfunction. Thisinfonnationcouldstrengthen
the basis fOT negotiating on-site mitigation aimed spe
dfically at redudng the risk of increased flooding as a
condition of the permit. At a minimum, the reviewer
could use this information to require the applicant to
demonstrate that increased flooding is not a relevant
consideration in the particular permit decision.

In this example, both Q50 and %LOSS had values that
varied by a factor of three (2,151 to 6,417m3/s for Q:;o
and 32 to 96% for %LOSS). Both would contribute
similarly to the range of LOSSH. For a landscape where
the mainslem varied from small streams to major rivers,
Q50 could vary by orders of magnitude and dominate
the trends in LOSSH. In such a case, weighting factors
could be used to give the wetland-dependent variable
%LOSS greater weight, or both variables could be nor
malized.

State of Louisiana
The Louisiana case study provides a second example of
a project-specific application; in this instance, we use
synoptic results to help define restoration goals and to
determine whether any "red nags" exist for a restora
tion project. Todo this, weintroducercstorationpotential
and wetland funclion as synoptic indices. We also
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Figure 42. Functional loss for the Pearl River Basin. Within each subunit, the upper villue is the subunit number and the lower,
parenthetical value is the rank. The variables included in the equation for %lOSS represent the landscape indicators. nol the
components of the synoptic index (Equation 4.1 l.
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2 Subunit LOSS
H Ran k

( 4 ) 1 327,284 3

2 425,872 4

3 484,067 5

3 4 203,380 2
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Figure 4.3 loss of hydrologic function lor the Pearl River Basin. Within each subunit, the upper value is the subunit number
and the lower, parenthetical value is the rank. The variables included in the equation for LOSSHrepresent the landscape indicators.
not the components of the synoptic index {Equation <l.2l.
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discuss difficu Ities associated with determining hydro
logic input when a study area is defined by political.
rather than hydrologic, boundaries.

Management Goal
The management goal is to produce synoptic maps that
can be used to identify limitations and set specific goals
for restoration projects being proposed fo~ compensa
tory mitigation. Thesustainabilityofa restored weiland
is dependent on landscape condition as well as on site
characleristics and wetland type (Leibowitz et al. 1992).
A synoptic assessment can provide landscape infor
mation that allows subunits to be evaluated rapidly
for potential environmental problems, and itcan help
identify landscape functions that would benefit from
restoration.

Wetland Types
Louisiana encompasses many wetlands; more than
12,000 km2 of inland wetlands (freshwaler marshes
and bottomland hardwood swamps) and 12,000 km2
of coastal wetlands (swamps and freshwater, brack
ish, and saline marshes) exist within the state (LDEQ
1988). Approximately 25% of the coastal wetlands in
the contiguous United States are found in Louisiana
(Alexander et al. 1986).

Landscape Boundary and Subunits
The state is bordered by Arkansas to the north, the
Sabine River and Texas (0 the west, the Mississippi
River and the state of Mississippi (0 the northeast, the
Pearl River to the southeast, and the Gulf of Mexico 10
the south. Because the Mississippi Riverdrainsa major
ity of the United States, the state'shydrologic boundary
includes much of the nation.

Water Management Units defined by the Louisiana
DeparbnentofEnvironmenlalQualityare used for land.·
scape subunits. These are modifications of the USGS
cataloging units for the state; 124 subunits are included
(Figure 4.4).

Natural Setting
Principal factors that influence the state's climate are
subtropical latitude, proximity 10 the Gulf of Mexico,
and northerly continental fronts (Gosselink 1984). As
much as 160 an of precipitation falls aItrlually (Conner
and Day 1987). Hurricanes and tropical storms occur
between July and December and are natural environ
mental disturbances that cause coastal erosion (Boyd
and Penland 1981;OtabreckandPalmisano 1973). With
a maximum elevation of 160 meters in the northwest
hills, the state has little topographic relief; the landscape
gently slopes from the north to the southern coast.
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The most important factor that has shaped Louisiana's
landscape is the combined Mississippi River system,
which drains two-thirds of the continental United
States. As a result of coastal deposilion the river's
sediment supply has formed a broad plain ofoverlap
ping deltas (Coleman 1988). Sediment deposition
through overbank flooding and erosional cutting by
the river has similarly buill the Mississippi alluvial
valley. Sedimentation by the river and its shifting
between deposition sites over thousands of years are
critical processes for the construction and mainte
nance of the state's coastal and alluvial (bottomland
hardwoods) wetlands.

Wetland Functions
The hydrologic, water quality, and habitat functions
of Louisiana wetlands are important for the entire
stale. These wetlands constitute one of the nation's
most productiveenvironmentsand they provide habi
tat for hundreds of bird and mammal species. Two
migratory bird routes cross the state and provide
wintering grounds for a quarterof the nation's puddle
ducks and more than half of the geese found in the
Mississippi Ayway. Coastal marshes support a vari
ety of furbearers, including nutria, coyote, muskrat,
racoon, mink, red and gray fox, otter, bo1::x:at, opossum,
skunk, and beaver; this resource is valued at$25 million
annually. Commercial and sport fisheries important to
the state's economy are also wetland dependent: com
merciallandings of fish and shellfish ranked first in the
nation in 1984.

Significant Impacts
Human alteration of the Mississippi River system has
been extensive and includes three major impacts: (l) a
51% reduction in the river's suspended sediment levels
between 1953 and 1962, primarily through construction
of upstream locks and dams (Kesel 1989); (2) construc
tion of a control structure that limits flow down the
Atchafalaya River to 30% of total discharge, which
prevents the system from switching to this distribulary;
and (3) the construction of a flood-eontrollevee along
Ihe lower Mississippi, which prevents overbank flood
ing. Direct impacts to Louisiana wetlands include
conversion of coastal marsh to open water through
construction of oil and gas canals and pipelines and
conversion of bottomland hardwoods by logging and
agricultural drainage.

Synoptic Indices
Two management scenarios are presenled here. The
first examines wetland restoration from the perspective
of landscape replacement potential, i.e., the abili ty of the
landscape to conlributc to wetland maintenance. The
resulling indices can be used to evaluate the feasibility
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or sustainability of planned restoration projects. For
this particular application, we chose three separate fac
tors relevant to the stale's inland wetlands: soils,
hydrologic integrity, and water quality.

The first index for replacement jXltential considers the
proportion of non-weLiand hydric soils, e.g., soils in
fonner wetlands converted to agricultural land. Re
placement potential should be greater for hydric soils
because they retain certain wetland characteristics and
are located where natural factors favor wetland fonna
tion. Thus non-wetland hydric soilsare good candidates
for restoration. The specific index is given as

REPlACE s = (AREA H - AREAw) I AREA H

." Equation 4.3 ,.

where REPLACEs is the replacement potential with
respect to soil conditions, AREAHis the area of hydric
soils, and AREAw is the area of current wetlands. Note
that this is similar to the index used for loss of wetland
area (%LOSS) in the Pearl River case study (Equation
4.1): the more wetlands that have been converted, the
greater the number of jXltential restoration sites.

Since hydrology is critical to wetlands, we assume that
long·term replacement of wetland functions will be
more difficult in an area where natural hydrology has
been altered; thus we include an index based on the
degree of hydrologic integrity:

function (FUNCfIONHYJ combines wetland capacity
(CAPACITYHYDl with hydrologic input:

FUNCTION HYD = CAPACITY HV1)x7Q 10

Equation 4.6

The variable for hydrologic input, 7Ql9' isdefined as the
lowest 7-day mean discharge for a 1G-year recurrence
interval; in other words, this represents a IO-yeardrought.
The contribution of wetlands to maintaining base flow
is assumed to be more critical in areas where 7Ql0
values are low.

The next index isa measure of relative wetland function
with respect to water quality. The index combines
wetland capacity (the ability of wetlands to promote
landscape function through processing of pollutants)
with pollutant input (the opportunity for wetlands to
contribute to landscape function):

"'FUNqION wii·.= cAPACITY vil;i(.INPllT wci ,--
. .. 'Equation 4.T'

where FUNcnONwQ is an index of pollution reduc
tionactuallyoccurring,CAPACITYwQis the capacityof
the wetland to remove or otherwise transfonn pollut
ants, and lNPUTwQ is the pollutant loading rate.

The index for habitat function, FUNcnON 8' is a
measure of function relative to wetland-depen~nt spe
cies. Thisfunctionisnotdepelldentonlandscapeinputs
and is defined as the density of wetlands within a·
subunit

where FUNCIlONHAB is the habitat function, AREA w
is current wetland area, and A is subunit area.

Landscape Indicators
Table 4.2 contains a sununary of the indicators for the
Louisiana case study. Below we discuss some of the
assumptions and issues related to these data.

In the first scenario, the indicators for the three replace
ment potential indices are based on the following
assumptions: (1) Soils mapped as hydric are wetland
substrate and exist in landscapes with adequate and
appropriately timed sources of water that can sustain
wetland processes; (2) The major hydrologic impacts
that affect the sustainability of wetlands are damming
and channelization; both have similar overall effects on
replacement potential, and both are adequately esti
mated by dot counts; and (3) Water quality data from
state 30Sb reports represent an accurate and unbiased
sample of natural water quality as it pertains to wetland
stress. Because the indicators for replacement potential

where REPLACEH is the replacement potential with
respect to hydrologic integrity, WATE.RNis the amount
of naturally occurring waters, and WAlERM is the
amount of hydrologically modified waters.

Finally, restoration can be more difficult in an area that
is stressed by pollutant exposure; thus we include an
index that represents overall water quality:

"':'REPlACEwo"kWAT~R UI.~A+ER u + WAT.ER':~f':"
:--c' . ". ...:'..":. Equation 4.5 ,"

where REPLACEwQ is the replacement p:>tential with
respect to water quality, WATERu is the amount of
unp:>lluted waters, and WATERp is the amount of
polluted waters.

These indices do not account for several factors impor
tant to estimating replacement potential, such as
presence of hazardous substances, local climate, and
land usage. If data on these or other important factors
are available, specific indices could be developed for
them.

To help detenninc restoration goals, the second sce
nario provides indicesof wetland function for hydrology,
water quality, and habitat. The index for hydrologic

. ..':: ,..\' .. ,·.,i···· ' .
. '., ··i:FgNl?lO~:HAB'''7AREAwtA''

." :...:.....', , : .

,.'.:' Eq~~~iim 4;.~ .
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Table 4.2. Landscape indicators for the Louisiana case study.

Ind",x Compon",nt

AREA H{hydric soil are.. }

Indicator

Area of hydric soils, estimated with dot grid from parish soil surveys; hydric soils
identified from SCS {19B7}

AREA w (current wetland area} Area 01 wetland land cover, estimated by GIS from digital 1:250,000 USGS LULC maps

WATER N (naturally occurring waters} Numbe; of dots on hydrologically unmodified waters from 1:250,000 USGS topographic
maps i -,,

WATER M(hydrologically modified)

WATER u {unpolluted waters}

WATER p{polluted waters)

CAPACITY HVO (hydrologic capacity)

7Q 10 (7-day low discharge for
10·yr drought)

Number of dots on dammed or channelized waters from 1:250,000 USGS topographic
maps

Length of streams listed as ~fully supporting~designated uses in J05b report (LDEQ
1988)

Length of streams listed as ·partially supporting~ or -non·supporting- designated uses in
J05b reports (LDEQ 19881

Area of wetland cover, estimated by GIS from digital 1:250,000 USGS LUlC maps

Estimated using several different methods, based on lee (1985a); see lext

I,

CAPACITY we {water qualitycapaciryJ Area of wetland cover, estimated by GIS from digital 1:250,000 USGS lUlC maps

INPUT we (loading rate of pollutants) Defined as the percent of polluted waters: WATERp/IWATERp + WATERu); indicators as
abOve

A (watershed areal Wat~rshed area, estimated by GIS from digital 1:250,000 USGS LULC maps

with respect to soil include those used earlier for %LOSS
(compare Equation 4.1 with Equation 43 and Table 4.1
-with Table 4.2), the earlier assumptions also hold for
REPLACEs·
For wetland functions, the 7-day low flow was esti
mated using several ·methods based on Lee 0985a);
these are discussed in moredelail below. Assmnptions
{or functional indicators are as follows: (l) Wetlands
contribute to basefIow and this conbibution is more
significant in areas with smaller lo-year low flows, i.e.,
those more susceptible to drought; (2) The proportion
of streams classified as not fully supporting desig
nated uses such as "public water supply" or "fish and
wildlife propagation" is indicative of pollutant load
ings; and (3) Wetland function for hydrology, water
quality, and habitat is dependent on wetland area as
mapped by USGS lanQ.-use maps. Since the indicator
for landscape input of pollutants is the complement
of the indicator used for water quality replacement
potential (See Table 4.2 and Equation 4.4), those
assumptions also hold.

In this case study we introduce a technical problem
related to study area boundaries. Because regulatory
jurisdiction is rarely defined by environmental crite
ria, the boundary for a study will typically not be a
natural watershed as it was for the Pearl River Basin.
In cases where portions ofa subunit are outside of the
study area, the analyst must consider hydrologic in
put from upstream tributaries. Louisiana is such a
case because most of the flow for the Mississippi and
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Red rivers is derived from import into the state. The
USGS regression equations providea relatively simple,
standardized technique forestimatingdischarge; how
ever, these equations are not appropriate-for rivers
with large watersheds, which are typically.excluded
from statistical analyses. Even for smaller water
sheds, it can be difficult to obtain appropriate and
comparable data for areas that lie outside of a state
boundary.

Given these limitations,we used several differentmeth
ods for estimating 7QIQ based on a USGS report (Lee
1985a). For subunits having a gage station on the
mainstem channel near the bottom of the subunit, we
used actual 7Ql0 values if they were defined; 37 of the
124 subunits met the criterion. Values {or two addi·
tionalsubunits were derived fromgraphsof7Q1o versus
the drainage area of those two subunits (Lee 19&5a).

For subunits without suitable gage stations, regres
sion equations basedon watershed area, predpila tion,
and channel slope were used if total watershed area
was not more than 1,360 km2 and if the watershed
was not within a region of the state for which 7QlO
was undefinable (Lee 1985a). The latter included the
entire coast, which is subject to tidal influence, and
portions of the Atchafalaya Basin, where chatUlels
have been modified by man and are interconnected.
Ten additional subunits met these criteria, and low
flow values were calculated using the regressions.
Watershed area for these subunits was obtained by
GIS from 1:250,000 USGS LULC maps; note that for

i

i
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subunits where a portion of the watershed is outside
the study area (e.g., a portion of the watershed fOf.

Subunit 705 is in MississippD, the area of this qulside
portion must also be estimated. Precipilation was
calculated by digitizing precipitation contours and
prorating them to watershed units (Appendix 8;
channel slope was calculated in the same manner as
in the Pearl River example.

Two additional subunits were located in a region of
the state dominated by low flow values of zero; thus
a zero value was assigned to these units. Low flow for
the remaining 72 subunits - more than half of the
state's subunits - is undefined, either because the
subunit was located in an undefined portion of the
state or because the subunit area was greater than
1,360 km2. This dearly illustrates the difficulty in
attempting to define discharge for study subunits.

Map Interpretation

Assume that a wetland restoration project has been
proposed forcompen'Xltorymitigation and that lhe site
is to be located ona parcel of land inSubunit805 (Figure
45). To identify potential problems, the pennit re
viewer would firstexamine thesynopticmaps to evaluate
the subunit's relative replacement potential.

The maps for hydrologic integrity (Figure 4.6) and
water quality (Figure 4.7) suggest that hydrology is
relatively unimpaired and that water quality prob
lems are not likely 10 cause stress. However, the
relatively low proportion of non-wetland hydric soils
(Figure 45) raises a red flag; ovetall, this subunit
might not besuitablefor wetland restoration projects.
The pennit reviewer should scrutinize the proposed
site more carefully to determine the likelihood of
successful restoration. This infonnationcould also be
the basis for negotiating a project design that specifi
cally addresses any soil problems, e.g., the applicant
might be required to supply an appropriate substrate
for the site.

lf the decision is made to restore a wetland at the site,
the three wetland function maps (Figures 4.8-4.10)
can be used to help define restoration goals. For
example, a function rated as low might be naturally
unsuited to that area or unnecessary because of low
landscape input, while a function with a high rating is
already at an acceptable level; functions with inter
mediate ratings might benefit most from restoration.
The map for hydrology (Figure 4.8) indicates inter
mediate levels of that function for Subunit 80S, which
suggests that wetlands might help alleviate low flows_
In comparison, the map for water quality (Figure 4.9)
shows low function; water quality improvement
would be unnecessary in this area because pollutant
loadings are low. H<!bitat function also ranks some
what low (Figure 4.10) possibly indicating naturally
low habitat function. Thus the reviewer might

initially focus on hydrologic function (base flow) as a
goal for the site. The infonnation from the synoptic
maps can therefore be used as a screening tool; how
ever, these initial findings should be confirmed with
a site-specific evaluation, especially to assure that the
restored wetland was designed in such a manneras to
reduce low flow. The degree to which wetlands
contribute to base flow is still unresolved (see Chap
ter 7). We do not mean to imply that wetlands do
contribute to base flow in this region. This example
merely illustrates how this infonnation would be
used if that were the case.

Unlike the Pearl River case study, the subunits in this
casestudywere ranked and mapped based on quartiIes.
The Pearl River Basin has only five subunits, and an
ordinal ranking of the units is easily understood. In a
study area with as many units as Louisiana, grouping
by quartiles conveniently depicts the relative rankings.

State of Washington
In the next two case studies, we illustrate how synoptic
assessments can be used for regional comparisons. We
use results for the state of Washington to illustrate how
this kind ofinfonnationcould support thedeveiopment
of a State Wetland ConsetVation Plan_ We also intro
duce value and future risk as synoptic indices and
demonstrate theuse of weighting factors forcombining
components of an index.

Management Goal

The purposeof the assessment is to provide infonnafion
on future risk of valued habitat loss to identify habitat
areas for protectionas partof the development ofaState
Wetland Conservation Plan. In particular, habitat that
supports rare, threatened, or endangered species is the
value of interest in this case.

Wetland Types
Washingtoncontainsadiversityofwetlandtypes. These
can be grouped according to the four regions in which
they are found; the coastal plain, the Puget lowlands,
the mountains, and the Columbia Basin (Winter 1990).

Within the coastal region, estuaries and salt marshes
predominate. Freshwater emergent marshes, bogs,
and freshwater swamps occur in the Puget lowlands.
The primary wetland types in the. northern moun
tains are kettiehole depressions and wet meadows; in
other mountain regions, freshwater emergent and
riparian wetlands are more abundant. Vernal pools,
playas, and wet areas are found along intennittent
streams in the arid east (Canning and Stevens 1989).
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LOUISIANA SUBUNIT INDEX
WATER MANAGEMENT UNITS

I

Figuro 4.4. The Slate of Louisiana and the 124 subunits. Subunits are Water M.magement Units as defined by the Louisiana
Department of Environmental Qualitv_
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Figuro 4.5. Replacement pOlenlial with respect to soils for Louisiana. Darker hatching corresponds to higher replacement potential.
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Figuro 4.6. Replacement potential with respect to hvdrologic integrity for louisiana. Darker hatching corresponds to higher
replacement potential. The variables incruded in the equation for REPtACEHrepresent the landscape indicators, not components
of the synoptic index (Equation 4.4).
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HYDROLOGIC FUNCTION
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WATER QUALITY FUNCTION
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Figure 4.9. Water quality function for Louisiana. Darker hatching corresponds to higher water quality function. The variables
included in Ihe equation for FUNCTIONwo represent the landscape indicators, not components of the synoptil: index (Equation 4.7).
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Figure 4.1 o. Habitat function lor Louisiana. Darker hatching corresponds to higher habitat function. The variables included in the
equation lor FUNCTIONHAB represent the landscape indicators, not components of the synoptic index (Equation 4.8).
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Landscape Boundary and Subunits

Washington is bordered on the north by the Olympic
Mountains and Canada; on the northwest by Puget
Sound; on the west by the Pacific Ocean; on the east by
the Blue Mountains, the northern Rockies, and Idaho;
and on the south by the Columbia River and Oregon.
Subunits were defined using the state's 62 Water Re
source Inventory Areas, which are based on natural
drainages (Figure 4.11).

Natural Setting

Climate and geomorphology are the most important
determinants of wetland location and type in the state.
Washington is divided by the Cascade Range into two
distinct climatic regions: The west has a mild, wet,
maritime climale, and the east has an arid continental
climate. Precipitation ranges from 18 em east of the
Cascades to as much as 640 em for the Olympic Moun
tains (Cummans et al. 1975).

Coastal and northwestern wetlands are influenced by
high precipitation and cooler temperatures. Freezeand
thaw cydes contribute to wetland formation in most of
the alpine and subalpine regions.

In the Puget lowland, wetlands have developed on
underlying gravel, silts, and days deposited by Pleis
tocene gladers (Franklin and Dymess 1984). The large
rivers of the lowlands periodically flood, creating wide
floodplains with numerous riparian wetlands
(Cwnmans et al. 1975).

Northern mountain wetlands were formed by receding
glaciers that created kettlehole depressions, moraines,
and outwash plains (Winter 1990).

Although low precipitation limits wetland density in
eastern Washington,damagingfloodscaused by brief,
intense thunderstorms occur dUring spring snow-

melt. Winds deposit loess soils from Canada in the
Columbia Basinand create blowoutdepressions where
playas and vernal pools form (&::lling 1988).

Wetland Functions

An estimated 359 of 414 wildlife species found in
western Washington use wetland habitats dUring
some season or part of their life cycle (Oakley et al.
1985). Washington wetlands playa major role in
providing nesting and wintering grounds for the
ducks, geese, and swans that use the Pacific Water
fowl Byway. The ponds and potholes of central and
eastern Washington produce one-half million ducks
and geese annually and are essential for other wildlife
in times ofdrought. Coastal weI lands provide critical
habitat for millions of shorebirds, many species of
game, and commercial species of fish and shellfish,
which have an estimated value of$l.l billion annually.

Significant Impacts

Loss of wetlands is the most important problem fac
ingwaterfowl and fur-bearing wildlifeand is a limiting
factor in maintaining wild anadromous fish popula
tions (Canning and Stevens 1989). The variety of
impacts that affects these wetlands corresponds to
the diversity of regional land use. Coastal impacts
include dredging for port development, filling for
road Construction and urban and industrial develop
ment, and drainage for agriculture.

Montane wetlandsare less subject to conversion, bu tare
impacted. by vegetation removal, soil compaction, and
sediment runoff from forestry, grazing. mining. and
recreation.

Forestry and agriculture practices, filling for urban de-
velopment and pollution from increased urban
stormwater runoff impact the Puget lowland wetlands.

Table 4.3. Landscape indicators for the Washington case study.

Index Component

AREA c (current wetland areal

t..AGA (agricultural growth)

A (subunit areal

t.URB (urban growthl

RF AGR (agricultural risk factor)

AF URD (urban risk lactod

RTE Inumber of rare. threatened,
and endangered wetland·
dependent species)

Indicator

Area of wetland land cover. estimated with dot grid from 1:250.000 USGS LUlC maps

The percent annual change in agricultural area between 1972 and 1984, based on
agricultural census data (U.S. Bureau of Census 1974, 1982a); prorated from county to
subunit areas. and set to zero if subunit showed negative growth

Calculated by GIS from digitized subunits

The percent annual change in human population between 1970 and 1980, based on the
U.S. Census IU.S_ Bureau of Census 1972. 1982bl; prorated from county to subun it areas.
and set to zero if subunit showed negative growth

A factor of 87195 is used. based on historical loss 01 national wetlands by agricultural
conversion ITIner 1984)

A faclor of 8/95 is used. based on historical Joss of national wctlands by urban expansion
{TIncr 19841

County RTE data from Washington Department of Wildlile (19901 and Washington
Depanment 01 N'llUral Resources {19901. proratcd to subunit areas IAppendix Fl
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Within the Columbia Basin, primary impacts are veg
etation removal. trampling. nutrient loading from
grazing. and excavation for energy development and
mining (Canning and Stevens 1989).

Synoptic Indices

The first index for this case study is habitat value.
Because the management objective specifically focuses
on rare, threatened, or endangered species, the index is
weighted for subunits where these species occur:

I
..:....'.VALUEHAB::::(AREA-c/AlXRTE .'

_ ' , '~', ~q.u.a:rion 4.9

where VALUE HNI is theindexfor habilatvalue, AREA
is current wetland area, A is the subunit area, and RTE
is the numberof rare, threatened,orendangered species
within that subunit. The proportion of the state's rare,
threatened, or endangered species occurring within the
subunit could also be used as an index. RTEcouId have
been divided by wetland density (AREAc/A) rather
than multiplied; this is discussed further below.

The second index is future risk, which is based on a
weighted estimate of agricultural and urban growth:

·.·.,."RI?K".w..~R·~··~~~£J)+·iKLJ'~~~ffJl:;on..4.)o .

where RISK is the synoptic risk index,MGRand .1.URB
are expected rates of agricuJtural and urban growth,
respectively, and RFAGR and RFURB are risk factors for
weighting the relative importanceof these two impacts.

Finally, the third synoptic index is future loss of valued
habitat with respect to rare, threatened, or endangered
species (L05~). This index combines habitat value
with future risk:

.LOSS>:oVAlUE· xRISK .:.:--. E, HAB .,

Landscape Indicators

Synoptic indicators for the Washington case study ap
pear in Table 43. The use of rare, threatened, and
endangered species assumes that the distribution of
such species is uniform and that census taking is unbi
ased. These assumptions may not be entirely true
because (1) census taking can be biased by more intense
sampling of urban areas or accessible areas, e.g., near
roads, and (2) prorating county rare, threatened, or
endangered species data to subunit areas may be unre
alistic, especially in counties with few species. For the
latter, a betterapproach in a real application would be to
map actual sighting data onlO subunits, but these data
are not always available.
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More importantly, the index for habitat value assumes
that it is dependent on the product of wetland density
with the number of rare, threatened, or endangered
species. This assumes that these species ~nefit from
greater wetland densities;however, the most important
wetlands for these species may be scarce wetlands (Ihose
that occur at low densities), in which case the density
would be used as a divisor.

As an indicatorofexpected agricultural growth, we usc
Ihe change in agricultural area from the most recent
agricultural census data. Once this value was prorated,
we then set any negative subunit values to zero because
a loss of agricultural area would not necessarily equate
to a gain of wetland area. For urban growth, we use
human population as the indicator and calculate the
value in a similar fashion.

The risk factors for weighting agricultural and urban
growth are based on figures of87% and 8% for nation
wide historical loss of wetlands by agricultural
conversion and urban expansion, respectively mner
1984). Since we ignore the remaining5%, the actual risk
factors we use are 87/95 and 8/95 because this makes
the sum of the factors one (Appendix H).

Use of the risk factor assumes that (l) agricultural and
urban growth in the recent past are good indicators of
their future growth, (2) future population growth rates
are a good indicator of wetland loss from urban expan
sion, and (3) historical causes of national wetland loss
will also be the important causes of future wetland loss
in Washington. In addition, prorating county census
data to subunits assumes that agriOllture and popula
tion are unifonnly distributed throughout the area. In
some instances this is violated, especially where the
populationsofcountiesare clustered around largecities
like Seattle. In a real application, data must be adjusted
to account for this.

Map Interpretation

The objective for this assessment is to provide informa
tion on furore risk that can be used to identify habitat
protection areas as partofa StateWetland Conservation
Plan. The component maps of habitat value and future
risk are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 (class intervals
for all Washington maps were selected by visual inspec
tion and do not represent quartiles). Figure4.13 provides
plaTUlers with a quick overview of areas at risk from
combined primary causes o( wetland loss. If necessary
(or planning purposes, risk from agriOlHural conver
sion and urban expansion could be separated into two
maps; this would indicate lhat risk from agricultural
conversion is ubiquitous throughout the state, but popu
lation appears to be more of a threat in the Puget
lowlands and along the coast. Combining habitat value
and future risk, Figure 4.14 maps in darker hatching
areas where future loss of habitat value is predicted 10



WASHINGTON SUBUNIT INDEX
(Water Resource Inventory Areas)

Figure 4.11. The Slate of WashingtOll and the 62 subunits. Subunits are Water Resource Inventory Areas.
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Chapter 6

Ecological
Response to

Stress

T he synoptic approach allows information on
landscape condition (0 be included in decisions
based on available information and limited re

sources. To achieve this, the synoptic indices were
based on a,simple landscape model (Chapter 2). In this
chapter, we discuss additional information related to
Plmulative impacl.S but which is too detailed to be
induded in a synoptic assessment. This information
could still be useful in formulating the synoptic indices.
This chapter also iOb-adures some of the relevant ec0

logical literature for those interested in additional
information.

We begin with several definitions. In Chapler 1, we
introduced the terms "impact" and "effecl" because
they are found in regulations and literature on environ
mental assessment. Within ecological literature,

I however,asecond tenninology ismoreconunonlyused
. with reference to ecological stress; unfortunately, this

second vocabulary is also inconsistently applied. For
example, "stress" has been used to signify both cause
and effect (Odum 1985). Because there appears to be no
standard usage, we will adopt tre following definitions
(Figure 6.1):

• D;sturbana - The action that causes a stress. This
can also be referred to as a stressor.

• Stress - The immediate physical, chemical. and
biological changes that result from the disturbance.

• Response - The long-term physical, chemical, and
biological changes that indirectly result from a dis
turbance.

TIlls terminology is not limited to actions caused by
humans; stresscaused bynatural agents isalso included
here, e.g., damage from hurricanes or fires. We can
redefine .impads as the subset of disturbances caused
by people; ef{eds are a combination of stress (direct
effects) and response (irdired effects), and are similarly
limited to changes resulting from human actions.

Ecosystem Stability
One of the remarkable properties of natu raIecosystems
is theirability to persist over time in spite ofdi sturbance
and a changing environment Disturbance occurs in
many forms and at various spatial and temporal scales
(Figure6.2). Disturbancescanaffectindividua!s,groups
of ind ividuals, populations, ecosystems,and entire land
scapes. A collection of papers discussing the effect of
natural disturbance on various ecological communities
is found in Pickett and White (198Sa). Natural distur
bances such as fire, flooding. and volcanism can be
major factors in landscape development (Forman and
Godron 1986; Pickett and White 1985b).

A significant body of ecological literalure has been
devoted to the sUb}cct of ecosystem stability in an at
tempt to provide a theoretical explanation for this
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• Remnant patches - the 0pjX>site of sjX>t distur
bances - which OC01r when a large disturbance
takes place, reducing the background matrix to a
palch.

Manyorganisms have home ranges, define:d. as the area
around their homes typically used for feeding (Forman
and Godron 1986; Harris 1984). Fragmentation reduces
patch area and therefore reduces the amount of habitat
within the home range. Thiscan lead to local extinction,
especially in the later phases. Fragmentation also in
creases lhecircumferenee-to-area ratio ofpatches, which
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.causes a change in species comjX>sition from interior
species to edge species (Merriam and Wegner 1992).
Although this increases species diversity, the result is a
general shift from native (interior) to opportunistic
(edge) species (Gosselinkand Lee 1989). Fragrnenlation
can also cause a loss of interconnecting corridors and
lower the size of ametapopulation. This effect together
with increased distance between patches reduces the
likelihood that locally extinct populations can be re
established.
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Chapter 7

A Review of
Wetland

Functions and
the Effect of

Wetland
Impacts

I n this chapler we review current research on
three major wetland functions, emphasizing the

, landscape scale. We discuss the effects of weiland
degradation, which results in partial loss of function, as
well as the effects of weiland conversion, which results
in total loss of function. The dosing section addresses
the effects of cwnulative weiland loss on overall land
scape function. "This infonnation can provide a starting
point for defining specific indices of function and func
tionalloss. This chapler can also serve as a resource for
(hose wanting a review of wetland functions or addi
tional information on how these functions are affected
byimpacls.

Wetland Functions
/ Over the past several d~des, new infonnation has

highlighted the functions wetlands perfonn through
various physical, chemical, and biological processes
(Table 7.1). These functions can be divided into three
major categories: hydrologic functions, water quality
functions, and habitat functions.

Hydrologic Functions
Wetlandscan function as hydrologic sinks by removing
water from local surface flow systems; this occurs when
floodwaters are temporarily stored within a wetland,
when runoff infiltIates the wetland. surlace, or when
runoff is converted to water vaPJr through transpira
tion. Wetlands can also act as hydrologic sources,
conserving water and sustaining local moisture. Wet
lands function as sources by serving as conduits for
groundwater discharge or by increasing or conserving
hydrologic inpuls lhrough interception, snow deten
tion,condensation,orreducedevaPJration.1befactors
that detennine whether source or sink functions domi·
nate in a given setting include regional climate, season,
landscape geomorphology,and wetland typeand posi·
tion. Adamuset at. (1991), Carter(l986), Duever (1988),
Kadlec (1987J, LaBaugh (1986), Winler(1988, 1990),000
Winterand Woo (990) review literature on hydrologic
functions of wetlands.

Almost any wetland has the potential to stagger the
arrival of runoff to downstream areas, and in so doing
reduce flood peaks. Many studies have found inverse
correlations between streamflow.and the percentage of
watershed area occupied by wetlands, or variables that
could be related to wellands (Table 72). Most often,
these studies support the hypothesis that wetlands are
important for atlenuating peak flows (e.g., Table 73).
Watersheds wiLh a large proportion of wetlands have
qualitatively different streamflow response 10 precipi·
tation, both in urban settings (Brown 1988) and in vast
peatland watersheds(SchwarlZand Milne-Home 1982).
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Table 7.4. Exampl'es of area-sensitive wetland bird species'.

Minimum Pelch Size (hal Reference

Pied·bliled grebe
Great blue heron
Blad-crowned nigh! heron
American bittern
lJIaat blllern

Canada glXl,e
Blue-winged loal
Green·wlnged leal
Mallard
GadWall
NOrlhern plnlail
Northern IhoYlller
Redhnd
Ruddy dud
American alai

VirginIa rail

Sari
Foraler'.lem
Swallow·liIlled klle
Red-Ihouldered hawk
Black lem

Pilealed woodpeder
Acadian nycalcher

Marahwreo

Northern parula

Pn;llhonol.Bry warbler
Norlhero walerthnJ.h
Loui.lleoe w.alerthrulh

Kenlllckywarbler

Swain.on'. warbler

Swamp .parn;lw

S

A,S

1>201.C

c
D
1<11. C
1121
11, lSI
1-S

c
I-S
C

C

151,C

S,c

11

A
«11,C

AS
A

c
1151

22S.E
20.151
(251, B
(121
165, e
15, IO.2L E
C,'
C
1241, E
20.191, E
1281, E
A,S
«11,A
(121

520.110L E
(54I,E
1241,E

A

200, 124L E
:3OO.12SL E
1421, E
C_ •
C

17,191, E
181, E
1231,E

A

1-S

Brown and Dinsmore 1986
Gibbs and Melvin 1990
Brown and Dlnamore 1986
Brown .nd Dinamore 1986
Gibba and Melvin 1990
Brown end Dinamore 1986
Tyaer 1983

Brown and Dinamore 1986
Brown and Dinsmore 1986
Brown and Dinamore 1986
Brown and Dinamore 1986
Brown end Din,more 1986
Brown and Dinamore 1986
Brown Ind Dlnamore 1986
Brown Ind Dinamorn 1986
Brown and Dlnamorn 1986
Gibbs end Melvin 1990
Brown and Dinamorn 1986
GIbbs and Melvin 1990
Gibbs and Melvin 1990
Brown and D;l\$more 1986

O'Maal3-19S4
Robbin. et a1. 1989
Brown and Oinamore 1986
Gibba Ind Melvin 1990
TYler 19113

Robblnl eili. 1989
Robbinl eill. 1989
Harrll endWeliace 1984
TriQlIel et al. 1990
Blake and KarT 1987
RobbIn. el el. 1989
Blam Ind KarT 1987
Gibbs and Melyln 1990
Brown Ind Dlnamore 1986
Tyaer 19113

Robblne et 011. 1989
Hayden el a!. 1985
Blake and KarT 1987
Rabbii'll el a!. 1989
Robbin. el al. 1989
Robbin. III al.1989
Haydan "I :11. 1985
Harris and Wallace 1984
TriQlIet "I II. 1990
Robbin. "I e1. 1989
Hayden el al. 1985
Blake end KarT 1987
Hlrrill and Wallace 1984

Brown and Dinsmore 1986

1 Does not include non-welland species thai are also area-sensitive and partially supported by wetlands.
Numbers represent palch size at which probability of occurrence is 50% of the ma)l;imum as delermined from a series of habitat
patch inventories; Ihis level has been suggested as appropriale for conservation planning by Robbins et al. (1989). Bracketed
figures are sizes of smallest palches found 10 be occupied; it cannot be assumed that birds bred successfullv in Ihese areas
(Gibbs and Faaborg 19901.

A: The listed species' breeding occurrence appears to be influenced bV wetland patch size.
B: The listed species' breeding occurrence appears to be influenced by IOC<II weiland density.
C: Results not stalistically signiricant given sample size; however, distribution pattern suggests area

dependence.
0: The listed species' breeding occurrence appears to be influenced by proximity to olher wellands.
E: Area includes adjoining undeveloped rorest. .
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Wetland Conversion
A wetland can be so severely stressed that it is com
pletely transfonned intoa different typeofecosystemor
land use; werefer to this process asconver.;ion. Histori
cally, most wetland conversion has been intentional,
e.g., to increase agricultural area. However, conversion
can also be caused inadvertently. For example, severe
long-term sedimentation in a shallowweLland can raise
the wetland substrate aoove the water table, accelerate
invasion by upland species, and. eventually cause suc
cession to upland.

A number of studies have assessed cumulative loss of
'weLland area at various scales. Between the 1780s and
19BOs, losses in the 50 states ranged from 0.1 "lo for
Alaska to 91% for California (Figure 7.1). Historicalloss
of wetland area for the entire United Stales was esti
mated as 30% over lhe last two centuries; if Alaska is
excluded, this amount increases to 53% (Dahl 1990).
During the 19705 and-l980s, a net 1.1 million of the 41.8
million hectares of wetlands in the United States (25%)
were lost through conversion (Dahl et aJ. 1991). Fresh
water wetlands accounted for most of this recent loss,
particularlySoutheastem forested floodplain wetlands.

Table 7.5. Stresses and associated impacts that can degrade wetfands.

Strou

Acidification

Biomass Removal

Compaction or Erosion

Contamination{Toxicity ,

Dehydration

Eutroph icationlEnrichment

Habitat Fragmentation and
Exotic Species Invasion

Inundation

light Reduction

Salinization

Sedimentalion

Thermal Warming

, From heavy metals.

Impact.

Fossil fuel combustion

Agricu Ilural!silvicultu re
Aquatic weed control
Channelization

Agricultu re/silviculture
Mining and construction

AgriculluraVsilvicltural pesticides
Aquatic weed control
Fossil fuel combustion
Hazardous waste sites
Industrial air pollution

Anthropogenic water withdrawals
Global climate change
Subsurface tile drainage

Artificial drainage
Fertilizer application
Fossil ruel combustion
landfills
livestock

Channelizationfditching
Land clearing
Road construction
Grazing

Excavation (deepeningl
Impoundment

Agricultural runoff
Urban stormwater
Sediment resuspension by animals and wind
Ineffective wastewater treatment plants

Domesticfindustriel wastes
Irrigated soil

AgriCUlture
Deposition of dredged or other fill melerial
Disturbance of stream flow regimes

Global climate warming
Impoundments

Mineral elClraction

Defoliation from airborne contaminants
Grazing. herbivory. disease. and fire
Urban development

Disturbance of stream flow regimes
Deposition of dredged or other fill material

Landfills
Mineral extrection
Urban s"lormwater
Wastewater treatment systems
Mosquito control pesticides

Invasion by highly transpiralive plant species
Ditchingfchannelization of nearby streams
Surface ditching. drainage. and outlet widening

Mineral elClraction
Peat eXlraction
Urban stormwater
Wastewater trealment systems

Silvicultura! activities
Urban development
Impoundments
Artificial drainage

Flow blockage by road construction
land use that increases runoff to wetlands

Placement of bridges and other structures
Disturbance of stream flow regimes
Erosion from mining and construction sites
Blooms of algae responding to excess nutrienls

Road salt used for winter ice conlrol
Saltwater intrusion from tidal or groundwater

Erosion from mining and construction sites
Ineffective wastewater treatment plants
Urban stormwater

Power plants and industrial facilities
Vegetation removal
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Table 7.6. Wetlands whose functions may be more sensitive or less resistant to particular types of stress,

Son.llive Function

HVdrologV

Water Quality

Habilat

Type or Sl'''''.

Sedimentation
Vegetation remov(li

Dehvdration

Inundation
Fragmentation

Enrichment and contamination

Organic loading

Acidificalion

Turbidity/shade and
vegetation removal

Dehvdration
Inundation

All degradation types

Weiland Type

PhvsicallV isolated wetlands
Forested wetlands

Permanentlv flooded wetlands
Wetland depressions overtving thin
impermeable strala
Wetlands not p6rmanentlv flooded
Wetlands in flat landscapes

Wetlands that have been previouslv exposed
to large chemical loadings
Physicallv isolaled wetlands with high annual
production
Wetlands wilh cation exchange capacity only
at the substrale surface
Wetlands where submerged planl uptake rather
than microbial metabolism or adsorption is the
major process controlling nutrient or
contaminant cycling
Permanently flooded wetlands
Wetlands not permanently nooded

Wetlands connected to others only by narrow
corridor
Wetlands near a size lhreshold for 8 species
Wetlands with 8 poor seed bank

While agri011tural conversion has been the primary
cause of wetland loss since the 19505, it has become less
dominant. Agricultural conversion, urbanization, and
other fonns ofdevelopment (conversion of wetlands to
non-agricultural, rural land uses) accounted for 87%,
8% and 5% of loss from the 1950s to the 1970s, respec
tivclY (finer 1984), compared With losses of 54%, 5%,
and 41%for these same categoriesduring the1970s and
19805 (Dahl et aI. 1991).

Effects of Cumulative Wetland Loss
on Landscape Functions
Because few studies have examined degradation of
wetland function ona large scale, our understanding of
how conversion and degradation affect wetland func
tions at the landscape level is even more limited. The
following three sections discuss Ihe ~ssible effec~ of
cumulative wetland loss on hydrologlc, water quahty,
and habitat functions. The findings are based upon
studies thatgenerally fall into lhreecategories a..eilx>~tz
et al. 1992): empirical landscape analyses, case stuc;:hes,
and landscape modeling. Adamus (1989) discusses
strengths and limitations of various approaches,

Loss ofHydrologic Functions
In only a limited number of studies have researchers
attempted to measure and compare hydrologic func
tions before and after loss or alteration of wetlands.
Among them are studies of Mississippi River flooding
byBelt (1975), southwestern riparian areas by Burkham
(l976),cliked Horida wetlandsby Hammettet aI. (1978),
and prairie pothole wetlands by Brun et a,l. (1981). ~
thoughnoneoftheseinvestigationscontradictsthenotion
that loss of wetland area causes increased flow peaks,
the limited number of study sites makes it difficult to
distinguish effects of wetland loss from effects of other
land use changes within the watershed and from short
term climate trends,

Nevertheless, results from spatially-based empirical
analyses can be used to explore the effects of weIland
loss. In Minnesota, Johnston et al. (1990a) suggested
and demonstrated the use of simple equations based
on spatial data (such as those found in the references
in Table 7.2) to estimate how past wetland loss may
have affected peak flow for any particular watershed
and to infer changes in discharge Lhat might OC01r
from future wetland losses. The results were then
used to rank watersheds according 10 relative risk.
Andersson and Sivertun (199]) used a simulation
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model to estimate regional impacts to groundwater
rccharge and discharge resulting from decades of
wetland drainage. • .

Computer simulations have also been used to exam
ine wetland and floodplain behavior and, in most
cases, have supported the roleofcumulative wetland
area or other forms of natural storage in attenuating
streamflow peaks. In what was perhaps the first such
study, Dewey and Kropper Engineers (1964) simu·
lated floodplain storage in the Connccticut River.
Their findings indicated that flood stage could in·
crease by 0.3, 1.2, and 2.1 meters as the result of 10%,
20%, and 30% reductions in storage, respectively. Sub
sequently, theCorpsofEngineersconductedsimulations
of the Charles River in Massachuseus, conduding that
downstream flooding can be reduced more cost
effectiveIybypreventingflo<Xlplainencroaclunentsthan
by coru;tructingcontrol structures (Childs 1970). Other
watershed simulations (e.g., Drehereta!. 1989; Roreset
al. 1982; Haan and Johnson 1968; Moore and Larson
1979;Ogawaand Male 1983,1986,1990)havecondition·
ally supported and quantified the cumulative effects of
wetlands as runoff dissipaters. However, reductions in
floodplain storage and channel roughness appeared to
have littleeffecton peak flows in watershed simulations
conducted by Johnson and Senter (197l). Hydrologic
modeling of wetlands and floOOplains is addressed in
reviews by Corps of Engineers (1988), DeVries (1980),
Dreher et aI. (1989). and Duever (1988).

·The effect cumulative wetland loss can have on land
scape hydrology depends on (a) the remaining
percentage of wetlands in the watershed, (b) the posi
tions of other wetlands and storage areas, and
(c) whether the altered wetlands are located at a
hydrologic control point (a place wherechannel stor
age or conveyance influences a much wider area

··because flows are funneled by landforms). With
regard to the role of wetland area~ limited evidence

from Wisconsin and Minnesota watersheds suggests
that loss of wetlands in watersheds having a small
proportion of wetland area will have greater effect
than the same loss in watersheds with a larger pro
portion of wetland area. This is particularly true iflhe
new losses occur disproportionately in areas near
mainslem channels. Where conversion losses occur
mainly in headwater areas, watersheds with a large
proportion of wetland area (perhaps>10%) can partly
compensate for the associated loss of storage (Ogawa
and Male 1983). The influence of wetland position on
prediction of instantaneous streamflow probably in
creases with increasing proportion of wetland area
(e.g., NEEC 1984). The position of wetland area VYithin
a watershed influences the nature of the cumulative
effect. Watersheds where wetland conversions are fo
cused within mainsrem floodplains (Ogawa and Male
1983), or where headwater wetlands are channelized
but wetlands downstream or at a control point are not,
may experience the greatest increase in flood peaks.
This is because the posi tion ofsuchconversions,oreven
activities such as new wetland creation, can synchro
nize the arrival of runoff and lead to higher flood peaks
(McCuen 1979). Finally, no evidence suggests that
maintaining wetland type or size diversity provides
greater support for streamflow·related values.

Loss of Water Quafity Functions

Onlya few published studies{e.g., Beasleyand Granillo
1988; Maderet al. 1989) compare watershed water qual
ity before and after alterations in wetland vegetarion or
changes in a watershed's proportion of weUand area.
AnanalysisofLouisiana's TensasBasinbyChiidersand
Gosselink (I990) found that turbidity, total phosphorus,
and tolal suspended solids weresignificantly related to
water level at three sites. Observing that these trends
were characteristic of deared watersheds, the authors
suggested that stream eruichment in the Tensas could

Table 7.7. Generallv expected effects of various stresses on hydrologic functions of wetlands'.

SedimenlalionlSoil Compaction

. Vegelation Removal

Dehvdration

lnundalion

Fragmenlation

Reduction in storage, infiltration, and groundwi3ter recharge causing an increase in
surface runoff

Reduction in interception, condensation, evapotranspiration, and surface roughness
(runoff resistance), and an increase in runoff velocity and groundwater discharge

Reduction in groundwater exchange (sometimes) and an increase in evapotranspiration
(during earlv vegetational succession); these elrects are especiallv likelv where
dehydration results from channelization or artificial drainage {VVinter 1988}

Usuallv increases infiltration and recharge within the wetland, but may convert nearby
wetlands from recharge to discharge areas or vice·verSll (Born et al. 1979)

Can reduce groundwater recharge and discharge in remaining weI lands !Winter 19BBI

I This is intended as 8 general guide, and effects may differ depending on wetland Iype and Ihe liming, duralion, extenl, and
intensity of the stress.
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Tabfe 7.8. Generally expected effects of various stresses on water quality functions of wetlands'.

Enrichment

Organic loading

Contamination 1

Acidification

Salinization

SedimentalionlSoil Compaction

TurbiditylShade

Vegetation Removal

Thennal Wanning

Dehydration

Inundation

Fragmentation

Increase in denitrification rate, sediment stabilization, and biological uptake and
processing; may depress the lalter if extreme or chronic

Reduces biological uptake/processing, especially at high loadings or if associated with
acidification; increases sedimentation and denitrification rates under moderate loadings;
enhances mobilization of some substances through oxidation effects

Variable effects, depending on the specific contaminant and other faclors; can depress
denitrification, biological uptake/processing, and pholosynthesis

Usually depresses denitrification, biological uptake and processing, and perhaps
photosynthesis; effects on chemical adsorption depend on the chemical, but ecidification
usually results in increased mobility of heavy metals

May depress denitrilic8lion, biological uptake, and photosynthesis and enhance
adsorption of some chemicals; response depends partly on the degree to which lhe
sySiem is adapted to salinity

Depresses biological uptake, processing, and photosynthesis, and may reduce hydrologic
residence time; other effects are variable

Reduces photo.oxidation of some contaminants, and usually depresses denitrification,
photosynthesis, and perhaps biological uptake

Reduces sedimentation, sediment stabilization. photosynthesis, biological uptake!
processing, and perhaps denitrification. Sedimenl removal capacity of early successional
forested wetlands may increase IAust et al. 1991; Cooper et al. 1986}

Increases rates of moSi chemical end biological functions up to e point

Concentralion of inorganic chemicals increases as dehydralion proceeds; complete
drawdown temporarily remobilizes menv substances, especially organics and
phosphorus, but may renew wetland adsorplion capacity for some substances; effects on
other water quality functions are variable le.g., BourbonielTe 1987; Moore 1987).

May increase sedimenlation and decrease biological uptake and processing, and
photosynthesis; effects on other functions are variable

Increasing the distance between wetlands could reduce lhe effectiveness of coupled
funclions important to water quality .

1This is intended as a general guide, and effects may differ depending on wetland type and the timing, duration, extent, and
inlensity of the stress.
ZFrom heavy metals and peSlicides.

have been caused by logging bottomland hardwoOOs.
The number of streams was not large enough to test
whether other factors might have caused these water
quality trends. However, considering this evidence
along with other findings (GosseIink et al. 1990b), the
investigators concluded lhat the water quality func
tion of the Tensas declined as a result of forested
wetland loss. In illinois, Osborne and Wiley (1988)
demonstrated the use of regression equations to esti
mate the risk that a watershed would exceed water
quality limits if forested land were converted to
urban or agricultural uses.

Computer simulations have also been used to estimate
the cumulative effects of wetland loss on downstream
sedimentation and water quality. Examples of such
analyses are simulations by Auble et al. (1988), Bedient
et aI. (1976, 1985), and Marislany and Bartel (1989).
Attempts to model water quality functions of wetlands
are restricted partly by the limited ability of existing
hydrologic models to afCOunl (or biological functions

within wetlands and partly by uncertainly regarding
appropriate routing algorithms in complex situations
such as floodplain and peatland walersheds (Costanza
and Sklar 1985; Mitsch 1983).

Loss ofHabitat Functions

Numerous anecdotal accounts of species loss are associ
ated with cumulative wetland loss (e.g., Bellrose et aI.
1979; Harris 1988; Hunter et al. 1987; Kushlan 1979;
Williams et al. 1989), but apparently only one study
(Burdick et al. 1989) has attempted 10 statisncally link
reductions in regional biodiversity over time v.ith loss
of wetlands. These authors compared trends in the
relative abundance of birds with reductions in bottom
land hardwood areas and examined the relative
abundance of birds in areas with varying amounts of
forest. They found evidence that the declining number
of forest species and the densities of interior species
were related to rumulative loss of forest area. The

. investigators also suggested that reduction in forested
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Table 7.9. Generally expected effects of various stresses on Ilabitat functions of wetlands (from Adamus and
Brandt 1990p.

Enrichmenl and Organic Loading

Contamination 2

Acidification

Salinization

SedimentationlSoH Compaclion

TurbiditylShad~

Vegetation Removal

Thermal Warming

Dehydration

Inundation

fragmentation

Initial enrichment increases production and within-wetland biotic diversity, but prolonged
or extreme enrichment results in increased dominance of a few invasive species,
decreased species richness, diminished wetland structural diversily, decreased
production and, in some regions, succession to upland vegetation

All habilat functions are generally impaired

Results in diminished native biodiversity and production

In freshwater wetlands, usually resulls in diminished species richness (especially of
woody species!. but surviving species may be relatively unique and Ihus contribute
disproportionately to overall regional diversity

Diminishes species richness as a result, of reduced light, smothering, etc.; however,
moderate amounts of sediment can increase production of some woody plants in
floodplains and can increase habitat in deeper depressions by providing additional
shallow substrate for colonization

Variable effects; can diminish habilat suitabilitv by reduced plant biomass, but can benefit
some species by providing sheller from predation and extreme heat

Diminishes habilat space; scattered thinning or dense stands can increase species
richness end spatial heterogeneity; selectively benefits some species bUI detrimental to
many others

Reduces species richness. but surviving species may be relatively unique and thus
contribule disproportionately to regional diversity if warming is local

Temporary dehydration, if infrequent and brief. can reinvigorate nutrient cycling in
wetlands and thus increase primary production; effects of partial drawdowns are variable;
drawdowns can result in invasion by undesirable weed species, such as common reed or
purple loosestrife; permanent dehydration results in conversion to upland habitat

Can increase habilat space for aquatic communities {particularly if the result is an
interspersion of wetland vegetation and open water}. facilitate dispersal of isolated
aquatic populations. increase bank erosion, and dilute contaminanls; contaminants,
suspended sediment, plant material, and nutrients can also be reintroduced from new-Iy
nooded areas

Increasing the distances between wetlands usually reduces regional biodiversity,
allhough invasion by aggressive non-native species can be similarly reduced

1This table is intended as a general guide, and effects may differ depending on wetland type and the timing, duration, extent,
und intensity or the stress.
2From heavy metuls and pesticides.

wetlands might have caused the elimination of the red
wolfand Florida panther in parts of Louisiana and led to
reduction in the number of the black bears, now listed as
a tlueatel\ed species there. Comparing relativelyundis
turbed and diSturbed watersheds inPennsylvania,Brooks
et aI. (1990) and Croonquist and Brooks(l99l> I"eJXlrted
differences in avian, amphibian, and mammalian com
munity structure. They attributed these differences to
multiple impacts associated with development in the
watershed, e.g., channelization, a reduction in natural
land cover types surrounding wetlands, and increased
human visitation. Continental waterfowl declines have
also been blamed on a combination of wetland habitat
loss, contamination, over-harvest, and disease. How
ever, analyses of this sort encounter problems with a
scarcity of consistently collected long-term data and the
presence of major confounding variables (e.g., annual
variation in c1imale, interspecificcompetition, and other
land uses).
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Becausemany vertebrate species require multiple wet
lands or weiland types to meet their feeding and
reproductiveneeds (Cowardin1969;Dzubin1969;Flake
1979; Kanbud and Stewart 1984; Patterson 1976), di
minished diversity of wetland types or increased
wetland isolation (i.e., increased patch distance; see
Cllapter 6) can be detrimental. Similar isolation
effects have been described for communities of wet
land microbes (McCormick et al. 1987) and
invertebrates (e.g., Jeffries 1989),

Habitat loss through wetland fragmentation is an area
of recent interest. Fragmentation increases vulnerabil
ity of wetland species to predation, and causes some
species to expend so much energy traveling (and being
exp:>sed to hazards) that the costs of using the nearest
wetland offset the gains. Data from semipermanent
Iowa wellands (Brown and Dinsmore 1986) suggest
that, at least in that region, a wetland density of 1 to 5



hectares per square kilometer may be required to sup
port a diverseaqualic avifauna. Richnessofaquatic bird
communities in individual Maine wellands was also
correlated with local weUand density, but not with
distance to the nearest wetland (Gibbs and Melvin 1990).
From various studies (e.g., Cowardin et aL 1988;
Frederick 1983), it is apparent that wetland-dependent
bird species characteristically requiring multiple wet
lands dUring a breeding season generally n~ the
wetlands to be located within 05 to 25 kilometers of
each other; the exact travel distance depends on the
species and other factors. Amphibians and wetland
reptiles need wetlands in even closer proximity (Brown
et aI. 1990). If the increased patch dislance is greater
than the usual distance an individual is able to safely
travel, population losses can potentially occur. Fac
tors that could mitigate habitat fragmentation include:

• Suitability of intervening land cover for habitat;

• Suitable type, dimensions, and hydrologic perma
nence of habitat corridors that fonn connections
among wetlands or between wetlands and other
ecosystems crucial to some species;

• Ecological integrity and type of dominant wet·
land;

• Diversity of local wetland types (e.g., as defined by
hydrology, vegetation, water quality and size).

Suppose many wetIand-dependent species in a region
must, forenergetic reasons, forage within 1kmof where
they breed (i.e., wetland patch distances <1 km re
-quired). If a mitigation banking arrangement or
evaluation technique allows for loss of many small (but

proximate) wetlands and protection of fewer large but
more isolated ones, then patch distances will probably
increaseand (Umulati ve effectson popula tions could be
adverse. TIle same could occur if a new regulation
excludingsmall wetlands indirectly resul ted in increased
patch distances among the remaining wetlands. Lossof
wetland area could also have a disproportionate effect
on wildlife if losses are focused on temporary concen
tra tion areas (e.g., migratory stagingareas, corridors, or
nodes within a wildlife dispersal network).

Wetland plant communities may be better able to
resist the effects of fragmentation than wetland ani
mal populations. Field data from more than 400 lakes
surveyed by Rorslett (1991> indicate that the richness
of herbaceous plants was not strongly related to the
pool of aquatic plant species potentially available for
colonization in a region. However, simulations by
Hanson et al. "(1990) predicted that fragmentation
would lead to reduced richness of woody plants in
remaining riparian areas.

It is imlXlrtant to reiterate that travel distance and patch
size are only two factors that affect habitat use. The
ecological integrityorsuitabilityof within-patch habitat
quality is often atleastas imlXlrtant (Kushlan 1979). For
example, the placement of dikes or pathways built on
fill within wetlands can decrease water bird nesting
success because of increased predator access (Peterson
and Cooper 1991). The lXlint is not tha,t a particular
wetland characteristic such as size is "better," but that
wetlands beassessed as whole complexesand that their
distribution patterns, condition, and actual wildlife use
be taken into consideration by resource managers in
wetland regulatory programs.
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Review of Methods for Assessing
Cumulative Impacts
Although nonedealsspedfically with wetlands, a num
ber of methods have been devised for assessing the
effects of cumulative impacls (see reviews by Horak et
al. 1983; Lane and Wallace 1988). Each method was
examined prior to and. during development of the syn
opticapproach. In addition to not addressing wetlands
specifically, their drawbacks include:

• Focus on individual ecosystems rather than land
scape subunits such as watersheds;

• Focus on interactions of impacts rather than on the
influence of wetlands or other ecosystems on land
scape function;

• Incompatibility with use of widely available dala;
and

• Lack of speed and flexibility.

Existing methods can be grouped as follows:

Conceptual Frameworks
These methods provide general narrative procedural
guidance for incorporating cumulative impacts in deci
sion-making. Products are not pre-specified, so they
can differ greatly, ranging from narrative descriptions
ofcumulativeimpacts, toquantitativeassessments. TIley
include reports by Bedford and Preston (1988b) for
EPA; Dames and Moore Inc. (1981) for the AnnyCorps
of Engineers; Horak et al. (1983) for the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service; Lane and Wallace (1988) for the Cana
dian government; and Stull et al. (1987) for the US.
Department oiEnergy.

Descriptive Cau~EffectMethods
These methods are intended to describe mechanistically
(and in some cases, dynamically) the direct and indirect
effects of one or more disturbances. They assume that
cumulative effects to a resource can be estimated by
identifying individual efCects and mathematically rep
resenting the manner in which they interact and
accumulate. In most cases, products are ratings for
particular project altematives or activities that describe
their relative potential for generating cumulative ef
fects; they are organized as now diagrams, matrices, or
networks. Bain et al. (986) developed a matrix method
that was then used by Stull et al. (987). O'Neil and
Witmer (991). and Witmer and ONeil (991) for as
sessing multiple hydropower projects. Otherexamples
include Annour and Williamson (988), Emery n986),
and Patterson and.Whillaru; (984).

Map Overlay Methods
Perhaps closest to the synoptic approach, Lhese meth
ods are intended to identify areas most sensitive or
vulnerable to impacls and areas where consequencesof
impacts are expected to be greatest, or both. Maps are
used as planning tools with the assumption that future
impacts will be of greatest concern where (for example)
sensitivity, value, and past losses have been most se
vere. Map overlay methods employ thematic maps or
databases according to someaggregation scheme to rate
Iandscapesgenerally(e.g., Bastedoetal. 1984;Canterset
al. 1991; McHarg 1%9; Radbruch-Hall et at. 1987) or to
rate water resources specifically (e.g., Aller et at. 1987).
Map overlay methods also (a) assess past impacts by
overlaying mapsof land cover trends and erosionsensi
tivity (Dickert and Tuttle 1985t (b) assess relative
geographic risks by overlaying maps of impacts (e.g.,
Parrish and Langston 1991), or(c) prioritize individual
habitat patches at a landscape level using maps and
biogeographic theory (e.g., Gosselink and Lee 1989;
Gosselink et aJ. 199Ob; Scott et al. 1987). Bailey (988)
discusses methcxlological issues.

Methods Based on Statistical Data Analysis
or Simulation
These methods attempt to quantitatively assess or pre
dict cumulative impacts based on analysis of historical
patterns of impacts by examining permit use (e.g.,
Contant and Ortolano 1985), aitphotos, or field data
(e.g., Gosselinkand Lee 1989; Gosselin!< et aJ. 19900, b).
Products include tabulations, graphs, and interpreta
tions of trends. In some cases, statistical models are
developed to specify landscapeassimilative capacity,or
thresholds of degradation and loss, that if surpassed
result in unacceptable effects (e.g., Osborne and Wiley
1988). Assurrunarized by Adamus(I989t these models
includestatisticalmethodsapplied in Louisiana (Burdick
et al. 1989; Childers and Gosselink 1990; Gosselink and
Lee1989;Gosselinketa1.199Gb)and Minnesota (Johnston
et at. 1988), as well as models used by an Anny Corps
District (Conlant and Ortolano 1985) and forest manag·
ers(Olatoian1988;Coboum1989; Megahan 1992). They
also include landscape simulations of hydrology (e.g.,
Bedientetal. 1985; Dreheret at. 1989; f10reset al. 1982),
water quality (e.g., Ziemer et al. 1991). and wildlife
habitat (e.g., Cowardin et al. 1988; Winn and Barber
1985).
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Table 8.1. Typical relationships expected between resource extraction impacts and wetland degradation based on
best professional judgment. Letter indicates degree of expected association and not the intensity or duration of
impact (H =high. M =medium. L =lowl.

'....... Acldifie~lil)n Altered Animal Bellavior Compaction ConlaminalionfTol\'icily Denudation

BlastinglOriliing J M M l
Burning/Air pollution 2 H H l
Channelization J M H
Drainage 2.3 l H l M
DredginglExcavalion J M M M
Fertilizers 2 l l M
Harvesting H'·J M,-3
Pesticides 2 H M
Solid Waste Disposal 3 H H
Species Introduction 1,2 H
StructuresfPavement J l H H
Trampling 1-3 H l M
VehicleslBoatsIPlanes 1-3 M M l l
Water Consumption 3 M
, FishingfHuntingITrapping
2Forestry
J Mining _ Mineral and Peat

'....... o"hydrutlon EUlrophblion/Enric:hmenl Erosion Inundation Ughl Redudlon

BlastingIDrilling:l L
Burning/Air pollution 2
Channelization :J M
Drainage 2.3 H
DredginglExcavation :J
Fertilizers 2
HClrvesting
Pesticides 2
Solid Waste Disposal:!
Species Introduclion 1,2 L
StrueturesIPavement :3
Trampling 1-3
VehiciesIBoatsJPlanes 1-3
Water Consumption:3 H

I FishingIHuntingITrapping
2 Forestry
:3 Mining _ Mineral and Peat

H
M M
M M
M H M
H

M'

M l

l
M l

M
M

l
M
M
l

l
l
l
l
l

'....... Salil'lltalion Sedimentation Surfaee Runoff Timing ThelTllal WalTlling

BlastinglDrilling:3 l
Burning/Air pollution 2 L
Channelization 3
Drainage 2.3 l
DredginglExcavation:J l
Fertilizers 2 M
Harvesti.ng 1-3
Pesticides 2
Solid Waste Disposal 3 L
Species Introduclion 1,2
StrueturesIPavement 3
Trampling 1-3
VehicleslBoatslPlanes '·3
Water Consumption 3 M

1FishingIHunlinglTrapping
2 Forestry
3Mining - Mineral and Peat
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Table 82. Typical relationships expected between urbanization impacts and wedand degradation based on best
JKofessional judgment. Letter indicates the degree of expected association and not the intensity or duration of
impact (H =high. M =medium, L=lowl.

Imp.ct AeldifJeflllon Altered Animal Bellavior CompilClion ContamlnalionJTol<io;ily Denudalion

BlaslingIDrilling M L L
Burning/Air pollulion H H L
Channelization M H
Drainage L H L M
DrcdginglExcavation M M M
Fertilizers L H M
FiJI L M H
Harvesting H M
Impoundment H M
IndustrylMa nuracturing L L H
Pesticides H M
Sewage Treatment
Solid Wasle Disposal H H
Species Introduction H
Stormwaler Runoff L M
StructuresIPavem ent L H H
Trampling H L M
VehiciesIBoalslPlanes M M L L
Water Consumption M

'....... Dellydralion EUlrophlealion/Enricllmcnt Ero8ion Inundation Ught Redudicn

Blastinw'Drilling L
Burning/Air pollution H
Channelization M M M L
Drainage H M M M
DredginglExcavation M H M M
Fertilizers H L
Fill H M L H
Harvesting M
Impoundmenl M L H M
IndustrylManufacturing L
Pesticides
Sewage Treatment H M
Solid Waste Disposal M L L
Species Introduction L
Stormwater Runoff M L H L
StructureslPavement L H
Trampling M L L
Veh iclesIBoatslPlanes M L
Water Consumplion H M

'....... Salinizallon Sedimenlation Surface RunotfTlmlng Thermal Warming

BlastingIDriliing L L
Burning/Air pollution L H
Channelization H L
Drainage L M H
OredginglExcavalion L H M
Fertilizers M
Fill L H M
Harvesting M M H
Impoundment M M H L
IndustrylMa nufacluring L H
Pesticides
Sewage Treatment L M
Solid Wasle Disposal L M L
Species Introduction
Siormwaler Runoff L M L
Struclures.'Pavemenl M
Trampling
VehicleslBoatsIPlanes
Waler Consumption ·M .H L
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Table B.3. Typical relationships expected between water management impacts and wetland degradation based
on best professional judgment. Letter indicates degree of expected association and not the intens(ty or duration
of impact. (H =high. M =medium, L=lowl.

'...... Acidification Altered Animal Beha...ior Compaction ContaminationfTollicity Denudation

BlaslinglDrilling 1 M l l
Chiilnnelizel\ion 1.2 M H
Drainage I l H l M
DredginglEllcavation 1.2 M M M
Fertilizers 1 l H M
Fill' l M H
HaNesting' H M
Impoundment 1.2 H M
Irrigation/Flooding 1.2 l M M
Pesticides' H M
Saltwater Intrusion z l M l
Water Consumption 2 M
1 Flood Management
ZWater Supply

'...... Dehydration Eutrophication/Enrichment Erosion Inundation Light Reduction

BlastingIDrilling 1 l
Channelization 1.2 M M M l
Drainage 1 H M M M
DredginglExciilvation 1.2 M H M M
Fertilizers 1 H l
Fili l H M l H
HaNesting 1
Impoundment 1.2 M l H M
IrrigationIFlooding 1.2 M M H M
Pesticides 1
Saltwater Intrusion 2
Water Consumption 2 H M
1 Flood Management
2Water Supply

'...... Salinization Sedimentation Surface RunoffTlmlng ThennalWanning

Blastin!VClriUing 1 l l
Channelization 1.2 H l
Drainage 1 l M H
DredginglExcavation 1.2 l H M
Fertilizers 1 M
Fill 1 l H M
Harvesting M' M' H'
Impoundment 1.2 M M H l
IrrigationIFlooding 1,2 H M M
Pesticides I.
Saltwater Intrusion 2 M
Waler Consumplion 2 M H l
1 Flood Management
2 Water Supply
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Table C.1. Effect of wetfand degradation on water quality functions and degree of expected associa~onbased on
best professional judgment (H =high. M =medium. L= lowl.

Sedimunl Sedimefll Ph03pho.u! NIl.ate Removal Delo~irlCil'ion Wale. Qualily,,,,,", Detention Stabilization Delenl!on

Acidification H M H M
Animal Behavior L M L L L M
Compaction H H M M M H
ContaminationIToxicity L L M H H
Denudation M H H H M M
Dehydration H L H H H M
Eutroph iest ionlEn rich ment L L H H M H
Erosion H H M M M H
Habitat Fragmentation L L L L L M
Inundation H L H H H M
Light Reduction L L L L
Salinization L L L M H
Sedimentation H H H M M H
Surface Runoff H L H H H M
Thermal Warming L L M M M

Table C2. Effect,of wetfand degradation on habitat functions and degree of expected association based on best
professional judgement (H =high. M =medium. L =low)., ,,,,,", BIological Pmduellon Biodi.." ... ity 1

Acidification l M
Animal Behavior M H
Compaction M M
ContaminationIToxicity M H
Denudation H H
Dehydration H H
Eu[rophicationlEnrichment H H
Erosion M M
Habitat Fragmentation l H
Inundation H H
Light Reduction H H
Salinization l M
Sedimentation M H
Surface Runoff M H
Thermal Warming H H

1Number of normally uncommon native species per unit area,
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•
Tabfe D.1. Potential sources of mapped' and tabular data for landscape indicators of synoptic indices '.

Mapped Oau R....,lullon ' WeU..1d Hyd""logy Wale, auallty ItobU., ,~, Rep, Pel.'
E>clonl Iflptll Ci.,..c!1f vah", lriput CiPl'C''Y 1111"" flrncbon val"" Ci>tiv. Oilir,

eeAP P X
CESCR P X X
OEM SC X X
DLG SC X X
FEMA Maps P X X
GAP P X X X
LUlC P X X
NATSGO SS X X X
NHBCDS P X X
NWI Maps P X X X X
PNV SS X X X
STATSGO SC X X X X X X X
Slream NIP SC X X X

Tablll.. Oale Rnolutr.... • Wetland Hyd<ology Wate, Quality H.lbrldl ~, ""p. PO!.'
Ex,...,l .~, CI.,..c1tv v..!...e ... Clp.odty V.I ... Ftlnttlon Value ,.... beg•.

AgrCensU$ C X X
BBS se XXXx
cee se xxxx
eeAP se X
CAPL C X X XXX
DrainStat C X X
DWSF se X
EMAP S R X X X X X
FEMA COIla Files C X X
FIA SSX XX
ISS P X X
Marine Fish R X X X
NADP 55 X X
NABS C X X
NAWQA A X X X
NHVCA S X X
NPUD C X X
NRCBR P X
NRI SSX X
NWI Trends A X
NWUDS se X X
Precip 55 X X
Priority P X
ReF sex xx
STOAET P X X
TIGER se x x X
~I P X X
WATSTORE se x x
WBGS 55 X X X
WPF C X x
WWS Be xx x
305b se x x x
'Oala from these sources are believed to be of potential use for applicalions of the synoplic approach. Most sources are
nalional in coverage and publicly available at minimal or no cost. However, listing of Bsource does not necessarily indicate it is
available for all areas 01 the U.S., nor does it imply quality or convenience of use. Mapped data mostly include sources available
in digilal formal An ~X· in the matrix means the data could be appropriate for some of the information needed for that
synoptic component; no single source provides all necessary information. Further information on contacts for these dala
sources and the full database name is given in Append"lx E. For a more complete description of some of these sources, see
Adamus 119921.
'Resolution is the finest resolution al which dala are compiled (not necessarily comprehensively): R (mulli-stale region) < 5
(state) < 55 (substale, e.g., major river basinl < C (county) < SC (subcounly, e.g., watershed or lownl < P (point, e,g., speciric
weiland).
3loss through conversion (Conv.) or degradation (DegrJ.
"Replacement pOlenlial.
SProgram currently under development; data for portions of the .country should become available by 1995.
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APPENDIXE'

Contact Information and Examples
of Variables from National Maps and
Databases

AgrCensus - Census ofAgriculture
Customer Service
Census of Agriculture
Agricu.lhnal Division
Bureau of the Census
US. Department of Commerce
Washington, IX: 20233
(301) 763-4100

Example of derivable variables: "percent change in
numberof cattle (or fertilized cropland, harvested wild
hay, irrigated land, etc.) in Fort County, 1982-1987."

BBS-Br~dmgBtrdSuro~

Coordinator
Breeding Bird Survey
US. Fish and Wildlife Service
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
Laurel, MD 20708
(301) 49lHJ33Q

~preofderiva~evariible: "peocentof~sin
soulhem Missouri in which wetIand-dependent song
bUds declill€d, 1976-1985."

CBC - Christmas Bird Count
Ouistmas Bird Count Database Coordinator
US. FISh and Wildlife Service
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
Laurel, MD 20708
(301) 498-0490

Example of derivable variable; "numbers of egrets in
Mississippi delta counts reporting> 6 wading bird spe
des."

CCAP- Coastwatch OtangeAnalysisProgram
Progmn Manager
Coastwatch Change Analysis Program
Beaufort Fisheries Laboratory
National Marine Fisheries Services
101 Pivers Island Road
Beaufort, NC 28516
(919) 728-3595

I Potential uses of these data as landscape indicators can be
found In AppendiX D. "Derivable variabll!" Is a variable that
could be derived from the map or databaSl' using a GIS or
statistical package, respectively.

-
CESCR - CommercMllylEcologically Signifi-
cant Coastal Resources

For coastal areas, contact regional office of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and request atlases of coastal
waterbird colonies, Coastal EcologicaJ Inventory maps,
and Ecological Ow'aeterization Project maps.

CRPL - Conservation R£seroe Program Lands
CRP Data Coordinator
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
P.O. Box 2415
Washington, OC 20013
(202)72~

Example ofderivable variable: "percent of COW1ty with
highly erodible land idled from cultivation."

DEM - Digital Elevation Model
OEM Data Coordinator
National Cartographic Information Center
US. Geological Survey, Bldg. 3101
NSTL Station, MS 39529
(601) 688-3541

Exampleofderivablevariable: "percentofMuddyCreek
waten;hed with < 2% slope."

DLG-Digital Lme Graphs
Reach File Coordinator
Monitoring Branch <WH553)
Assessment and WaLen;hed Protection Division
US. EPA
401 M Street SW
Washington, OC 20460
(202) 260-7028
Example of derivable variable: "area of instream im
poundments located < 20 kIn upriver of Smithville."

DrainStat - Drainage Statistics

Exampleof variable: "areaofdrainage in Sioux County
in 1960." See reports dted in: Pavelis, GA. (ed.). 1987.
Farm drainage in the United Stafes: History, status, and
prospects. Misc. Pub. No. 1455, USDA Economic Re
search Service, Washington, OC.

DWSF - Drinkmg Water Supply File
Drinking Water Supply Hie Coordinator
Monitoring Branch CWH553)
Assessment and Watershed Protection Division
US. EPA .
401 M Street SW
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 260-7028

.Example of derivable variable: "number of drinking
water intakes located < 15 km downstream from
Marshville."
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EMAP- EnvironmentalMonitoringandAssess
ment Program
EMAP-Wetlands Technical Director
US. EPA Environmenl.al Research Laroratory
200 SW 35th Street
Corvallis, OR 97333
(503) 754-4457

Example of derivable variable: "percent change in per
cent coverofregularly flooded tidal emergentwetlands,
southeastern region." Data are not CUJ'Il?(ltly available,
but will become available beginning in the mid to late
1990s.

FEMA (maps anddatafiles)- FederalEmergency
Management Agency
flood Map Disbibution Center
Federal Emergency Management Agency
6930 San Tomas Road
Baltimore, MD 21227-6227
(BOO) 333-1363

Example of derivable variable: "number of residences
in the Fargo, NO, lOO-yr floodplain."

FlA - Forest Itroentory Analysis
FIA Coordinator
USDA Forest Service
Washington, DC
(202) 205-1343

Example of derivable variable: "percent change, 1967
1982, in > 25-an diameter oak-gum-cypress stands in
southeastemGeorgia." Forspedficdata,contactUSDA
Forest Service experimental stations (Fort Collins, CO;
Ogden, UT; S1. Paul, MN; Broomall, PA; Portland, OR;
Berkeley, CA; Asheville, NC; New Orleans, LA).

GAP - Gap Analysis Projects
GAP Analysis Projects
Idaho Cooperative Fish & Wildlife Res. Unit
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID 83843
(208) 885-6960

Exampleofderivablevariable: "percentofUtah areas in
publicownership thatare inhabited. by uncommonwet
land mammals."

ISS - International Slwrebird Survey
Data Coordinator
International Shorebird Survey
Manomet Bird Observatory
p.o. Box 936
Manomet, MA 02345
(508) 224-6521

Example ofderivable variable: "numbers ofshorebirds
at monitored sHes in Region 4having the largestconcen
trations of migratory shorebirds." .
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LULC - USGS Land Use/Land Cover
Earth Science Information Center
U.s. Geological Survey
5fJl National Center
Reston, VA 22092
(BOO) USA-MAPS
Example of derivable variable: "percent of forested
wetlands and open water in Green County."

Marine Fish - Marine Fisheries
Statistical Coordinator
Commercialand Recreational FisheriesStatisticsOffices
National Marine Fisheries Service
Washington, IX:
(301) 713-2328

Exampleofderivablevariablc: "percentchangeirlcatch
of wetJand-dependent fish species in southeast report
ingregion,1980-85."

NADP - National Atmospheric Deposition
ProgramlNational Trends Network
Data Manager
Natural Resource Ecology laboratory
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
(303) 491-1464
Exampleofderivablevariable: "percentchange in nitro
gen deposition of Coastal Piedmont sites."

NASS - NationalAgricUlture Statistics Service
Database Coordinator
Statistical Methods Branch
Estimates Division
National Agricultural Statistics Service
Washington, IX: 20250
(202) 720-7590

Example ofderivable variable: "percent charlge in soy
bean area in Thomas CoWlty, 1989-1990."

NATSGO - SCS NATSGO Maps
National Cartographic and GIS Center
USDA Soil Conservation Service
P.O. Box 6567
Fort Worth, TX 76115
(817) 334-5559
Example of derivable variable: "percent ofregion hav
ing hydriC soils with> 5% organic matter and slope
<1%."



NAWQA
NAWQA Coordinator
Water Resources Division
US. Geological Survey
Reston, VA 22092
(703) 648-5114

Example of derivable variable: "percent change in ni
trogen loading to the Sacramen(o River estuary." Data
are currently available only for selected areas.

NHBCDS - National HeritagefNature
CrmservancyBiologicalandConservationData
System
Database Coordinator
Biological and Conservation Data System
TIle Nature Conservancy
201 Devonshire Streel- 5th Hoor
Boston, MA 02110
(617)542-1908

NHVCA - National HeritagefNature
Conservancy Vertebrate Characterization
Abstracts
Database Coordinator
Vertebrate Otaracterization Abstracts
The Nature Conservancy
201 Devonshire Street - 5th Floor
Boston, MA 02110
(617)542-1908

Exampleofderivablevariable: "numberofwetland types
~Michigan used by raptors vs. by songbirds."

NPllD - National Pesticide Use Database
Coordinator
National Pesticides Use Database
Resources for the Future
1616PSlreetNW
Washington, OC 20036
(202) 328-5025

Exampleofderivable variable: "areaofcom treated willt
atrazine in Jones County in 1988."

NRCBR - Nest Record and Colonial Bird
Registry
Coordinator
Nest Record Program
Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology
Sapsucker Woods Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
(roT) 254-2473

Example ofderivable variable: "percent success ofcen
tral Iowa nests of wetland-dependent species,
1980-1990."

NRI - National R£source Inventory
Resources Inventory Division
USDA Soil Conservation Service
P.O. Box 2890
Washington, OC 20013
(202) 720-5420
'Example of derivable variable: "percent wetland loss,
1982-87, in areas having> 10% highly erodible land."
Federal lands not included. For data specifically on
substale trends in wetlands, conlact

Dr. Curtis Rather
USDA Forest Service

Fort Collins, CO
(303)498-1660

NWl- National Wetlands Inventory
US, Fish and Wildlife Service
c/o Earth Science Worrnation Center
US. Geological Survey
507 National Cenler
Reston, VA 22092
(BOO) USA-MAPS
Example of derivable variable: "percent of Iowa wet
lands> 5 ha that are seasonally flooded emergent
wetIands." Not available (or all of the US.

NWl Trends - National Wetland Inventory
National Wetlands Inventory
US. Fish and Wildlife Service
9720 Executive Center
Monroe Bldg. - Suite 101
St. Petersburg, FL 33702
(813) 893-3624

Example of derivable variable: "regional wetland loss
between 1950 and 1970."

NWllDS - National Water Use Data System
Coordinator
National Water Use Data System
Water Resources Division
U.s. Geological Su"'ey
Reston, VA 22092
(703) 648-6815

Example of derivable variable: "percenl ofgroundwa
ter wilhdrawals inKansas used forirrigation." Fonnerly
called the State Water Use Data Sys!em.

PNV - Potential Natural Vegetation
GIS Coordinalor '
US. EPA Environmental Research Laooratory
eo",allis, OR 97333
(503) 754-4352

Example of derivable variable: "regions of California
potentially supporting tule wetland vegetation."
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Precip - Precipitation Network
PrecipiLalion Network Data Coordinator
National Weather Service
US. National Climatic Data Center
Federal Building
Asheville, NC 28801-2696
(704) 259-ll682

Priority - Listings ofPriority Wetlands
Contact (a) the regional office of the US. Fish and Wild
lifeService, and (b) theSlateConservationand Outdoor
Recreation Plan (SCORP) Coordinator and. request the
"Regional WetlandsConcepl Plan" (or a particuIarstate
or region. listings also available from other slate and
federal resource agencies and from privateconservation
groups.

RCF - Reach ChDraderistics File
Reach Characteristics file Coordinator
Monitoring Branch CWH553)
Assessment and Watershed ProLection Division
us. EPA
401 M Street SW
Washington, IX: 20460
(202) 261}-7028

Exampleofderivablevariable: "percentofmainstem.Hsh
River channelized, between Adams and ]efferson."

STAISGO - SCS STATSGO Maps
National Cartographic and GIS Center
USDA Soil Conservation Service
P.O. Box 6567
Fort Worn. TX 76115
(817) 334-5559

Example of derivable variable: "percent of watershed
or region having hydric soils with > 5% organic matter
and slope < 1%."

STOREr - EPA STOREr Database
SfORET Coordinator
Monitoring Branch CWH553)
Assessment and Watershed Protection Division
us. EPA
401 M Street SW
Washington, DC 20i60
(202) 260-7028 .

Example of derivable variable: "percent of sampling
stations in Rock Creek watershed that violated nitrate
criteria> 75% of the time, 1968-1988."

Stream NIP - Stream NitratelPlwsphnte
Regional Effects Program
US. EPA Environmental Research Laboratory
Corvallis, OR 97333

Send to above address for maps: Omemik, T.M. 1977.
Nutrient concentrations in streams from nonpoinf
sources.
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TIGER - US. Census
TIGER Database Coordinator
Data User Services Division
Customer Services
Bureau of the Census
Washington, IX: 20233
(301) 763-4100

Exampleofderivable variable: "percentchange in rural
population of Jackson County, 1980-1990."

1RI- Toxic Release Inventory
Coordinator
Toxic Release Inventory
lnfonnation Management Division
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxies (NEGOO8)
us. EPA
401 MStree'SW
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 260-3938

Example of derivable variable: "kgs of cadmium re
leased annually upstream fromEagIe Wildlife Refuge."

WAISTORE - USGS WATSTORE DisCharge
Files
Coordinator
WAlSTORE Database
Water Resources Division
US. Geological Survey
Reston, VA 22092
(703) 648-5659
Example ofderivable variable: "nWllber ofdays annu
allyatwhich discharge in the Black River was < 1ems at
lhe gaging station below Marshton."

WBGS - Waterfowl Breeding Ground Surveys
Database Coordinator
Waterfowl Breeding Ground Surveys
US. FIsh and Wildlife Service
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
Laurel, MD 20708
(301) 498-0404/0401

Exampleofderivable variable: "assessed wetlands hav
ing > 4 nesting duck species."

WPF - Waterfowl Parts Files
Coordinator
Waterfowl Parts Database
US. FIsh and Wildlife Service
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
Laurel, MD 20708
(301)498-0404/0401

Example of derivable variable: "numbers of geese in 5
Arkansas counties with the largest annual harvest of
waterfowl."



WWS -Winter Waterfowl Survey
Dalabasc Coordinator
Winter Waterfowl Surveys
US. Fish and Wildlife Service
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
Laurel, MD 20708
(301) 498-0404/0401

Example of derivable variable: "number of waterfowl
wintering in three areas ofOregon feIXJrting the highest
annual use by waterfowL"

305b -State 305b Reports
Waterbody Database Coordinator
Monitoring Branch (WH553)
Assessment and Watershed Protection Division
us. EPA
410 M Street 5W
Washington, D.C. 20460
(202) 260-7028

Exampleofderivablevanole:"percentofassessedstream
segments in Mitchell County with riparian destruction
listed.asa probablesourceofwaterqualitydegradation."
Available for all Slates, but coverage within slates is
limited.
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Areal Prorating
In conducting a synoptic assessment, data that are re
quired mightbereportedbyspatial units thatdiffer from
those needed for the assessment. For example, JXlpula
ticn data may be reported by county, but muld be
needed by watershed. In such instances, the reported
data are prorated to the needed subunits. The method
for prorating depends on the type of data. Two ex
amplesarediscussed below. A more in-depth treatment
of this problem isgiven in F10werdew and Green (1989).

Aggregate Data
With aggregate data, the value associated with the re
ported unit represents the total number ofobjects found
in that unit. Total number of people, number of rare,
threaLened or endangered species, total income, and
fannareaareexamplesofaggregatedata. The following
equation is used to prorate aggregate data for the re
ported units to the subunits needed for the assessment

iro;~;I~+6¥AL,X~~:~i~J:;oih.
where 10TAL $ is the value for the needed subunit 5,
TOTAL ris the value for reported unit r, AREArr ,is the
joint area of rands (i.e., the intersection of r ~s), and
AREA r is the total area of reported unit r.

Figure F.I shows Subunit 4, which is a watershed from
the Illinois case study,overlaid with COWlty boundaries.
1heareas ofeachCOWltyand the jointcounty-watershed
areas are also shown (areas were detennined by GIS, as
described in Appendix G). Table F.I shows how popu
lation from the three counties was prorated to Subunit 4.

The validity of this approach depends on the assump
tion that the aggregate data are distnbuted uniformly
throughout the reported unit. A possibility for error

exislS in this method when the objects represented by
lhe aggregate data are cluslered, as in population cen
ters, or are isolated, such as a particular endangered
species. If this assumption is violated, it may still be
possible to adjust the data 10 account for bias (see for
example the discussion of '1.andscape Indicators"
within the Washington case study)_ Generally this
error decreases as lhesize of the final subWlit increases,
because random variations and local heterogeneities
are averaged out.

V...mlllJon County
AI-.. " 2297.7D

Cham~rlln County
Az.. " 2544.48

JoInt Az.. '" 401.93

Joint Az.. '" 65.29

.F'J )~ Subunit 4

LS

Joint Az.. '" 22.29

Edg,llrCounty

ArN;km2
Ar•• '" 1613.49

Figur. F.1. Subunit 4 from Illinois case study overlaid with
county boundaries.

.,

Table F.1. Prorating county data to Subunit 4 for the Illinois case study.

County PoptJlBtlon bycounty I Joint ilrea 1 County areal Partial Bum 3
TOTAL, AREA ".•' AREA,

Champaign '68392 65.29 2544.48 4321

Edgar 21725 22.29 1613.49 300

Vermillion 95222 401.93 2297.70 16657

Subunit 4 Total 21278

11980 population from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1982b).
2Area in km2 derived by. GIS; see Appendix G.
JThe population within (he joinl county-subunit area, equal 10 TOTAL,x (AREA ('.,J' AREA~.
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Intensity Data
With intensity data, the reported value is not a total, but
instead is an average inlensity or rate of some process;
the intensity represents the average value at every point
within the bounded area. For example, mean annual
precipitation is the average amount of precipitation
received inayearat each point within thereported uniL,
ininchesorcentimelers. Otherexarnpleswouldinclude
mean elevation, mean insolation (solar energy). average
depth to groundwaler, etc Such data are prorated
according to the following equation:

:\\!~~f:f\:~f~t:0";~~~:~:~~~.;.;'
where INTENSITY$ is the value (or the needed :subunit s,
INTENSIlYris the value (or therecorded UnitT, AREJ\
is the total area of the needed subunit, and AREA,. J is
the joint area of r and s. Note lhat in this caseareaofthe
needed subunit is used as the denominator, rather than
the area of the recorded unit.

Figure F.2 shows Subunit 815, which is a state Water
Management Unit from the Louisiana case study,over
laid with precipitation zones. The precipitation wnes
were derived by taking the average value between
adjacentcontoursofmeanannual precipitation. in indles
(precipitation was required in inches for calculation of
7Q 10 values using USGS regression equations; see Ap
pendixH). TableF2showshowpredpitationdatafrom
the four:zones were prorated to Subunit 815.

JO t AIM '" 355.2

JoIn ArM'" 814.0

Zone 1

Su nit 815

Jofnt .. '" 6«.9

ZOOll 2

JoInt .. '" 629.6

ZOOll 3

Z00ll4

Figure F.2. Subunit 815 from Louisiana case study overlaid
with precipitation zone boundaries.

Teble F.2. Prorating precipitation data to Subunit 815 for the louisiane ease study.

Zone Pl'llCipllalion byzone I JoInt lrel 2 Subunit area 2 Partial.urn J
INTENSITY, AREA luI AREA.

1 51 355.2 2441.5 7.4

2 53 8101l.0 2441.5 17.7

3 65 644.' 2441.5 101l.5

4 57 .296 2441.5 lo1l.7

Subunit 815 Total 64.3

1Mean annual precipilation in inches. derived by averaging the value of adjacent precipitation contours; precipitation contours
digitized from Lee 11985bl.
2 Area in km2 derived by GIS; see AppendiK G.
3The average annual precipitation within the joinl20ne-subunit area. equal (0: INTENSITY r x (AREA (t,!/I AREA .1.
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APPENDIX G

Areal Estimation Techniques
In this appendix we briefly discuss three methods for
estimating mapped areas. We also discuss quality as·
surance and quality control measures 10 be employed
when using the methods.

Dot Grid Method
Figure G.1 shows a map of Subunit 4 from the minois
case study (Chapter 4) overlaid with a dot grid. The
proportion of the subunit area in a particular land use
was calculated by counting the dots falling inio each
land-use category and dividing by the total number of
dots within the subunil.

.. .. .

--land use.,. dot countltotal do~
_ Equation G.t

To arrive at the area of each land use, lhis proportion is
multiplied by subunit area:

a'rea = land use x subunit area
Equation,.G.2._

The results ofestimatingarea using the dot grid method
forSubunit4 appear in Table Gl.

Figure Co2 shows a higher grid density (four times as
many dots) imposed on the same map. Area estimation
results using this dot grid arc given in Table C.2. Al
though results are more accurate when using a denser
grid, the effort in counting 'the dots also increases
(Muehrcke 1978).

Geographic Information System (GIS)

A GIS is a valuable tool in (he construction, manipula
tion,and display ofspatial data. The area estimates here
were generated using the ARC/~ CIS software.
Table G3 shows a partial list of polygon areas by land
use type. The software automatically calculates the
AREA in ft2; SQK}A is a user-defined conversion of
those values into km2. Table G.4 contains land-use
totals arrived at using theARC/~CISpackage for
comparison with TablesG.l and C.2.

Note that 0.2 km2of barren land is included in the GIS
estimate; neither of the dot grid estimates contained this
category because the grid density was too low for sam
pling small, rare JXllygons. If estimating the numberor
area of such polygons is essential, a higher grid density
would need to be used.

,

&..
I ,. .' -.

..
, .

~ ......, ..''~

,

o •..

,
•o-~,-,

D Agrl,ultur.ll.llnd

I~I Urban or Bulh-up Land

• ForMt lllnd D Agri,ullur.ll und • FO....1 und

I~~I Urban or Bullt·up Lend

Figure G.,. Subunil4 from the Illinois case studyoverlaidwilh
dot grid. Polygons represenl differenllond·use classes.

Figure G.2. Subunit 4 rrom the Illinois case study overlaid wilh
denser dot grid. Polygons represent different land use classes.

Table G.,. Area estimates using dot grid method.
-Land Use" represents the Level I land use doss from
Anderson et al. ('976).

Table G.2. Area estimates using denser dot grid.
-Land Use" represents the Leveiliand use dass from
Anderson et al. (1976)_

und U..,Cf••• OoICounl hndU... Aru tl;m'J hnd u... CI... OoICounl lond u... A,e.IIun'1

Agricullural Land 2B 0.903 442.1 Agricultural Land '" 0.945 462.5
Urban or Built-up Land 1 0.032 15.8 Urban or Built-up Land 2 0.016 7.7
ForeSlland 2 0.065 31.6 ForeSlland 5 0.039 19.3
Totals 31 1.000 489.5 Totals 127 1.000 489.5
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Table G.4. Area estimates using GIS package. "Land
Use" represents the Leveiliand-use class from
Anderson at a!. 119761.

Table G.3. Partial listing of land-use areas for polygons
within Subunit 4 of the Illinois case IltUdy (see Figure
G.1). AREA is in ft" and is automatically generated by
ARC/INF()4'; SOKM is a user-defined variable that
converts area to km l • LEVEL2 is the code for the
Anderson at a!. 119761 Levell! land use class.

LEIlEU AIIEA SOKM

12 1035258.0 0.10
11 2153979.0 0.20
41 60510968.0 6.62
17 1429273.0 0.13
21 5074137000.0 471.40
13 873996.8 O.OB
41 11819784.0 1.10
11 29863508.0 ~77

471.4

7.0

'O~

0.2

489.5

Land Uee Clan

AgriC:UltullIl Land

Urban or Built-up Land

Forest Land

Barren lend

Totels

If a planimeter is used, make sure it has been recently
calibrated. Use the scale baron a quality map to deter
mine whether the area registering on the machine
corresJX>nds (0 a geographicarea as represented on the
map. Be sure to enter the proper scaling factor on the
planimeter. As with thedotcount, theaverageof twoor
more readings should be used. Again, another person
should check 10%of theareas measured. Furtherinfor
mation on errors in mapping and geographic analysis
appe<m; in BurroUgh (1986). .

Planimeter

Under certain conditions, a planimeter can be used to
calculate area. A polygon is planimelered by tracing its
perimeter with a pen-like 1001. Ha polygon contains a
smaller polygon, the smaller area must be subtracted
from the~."donut"JXllygon. 1heoverall sizeof the
various polygons within a subunil delennines whether
lhis method is practical. Where polygons are mostly
large, measurements are fairly quick and accurate. As
the average polygon size decreases, however, the effort
increases and accuracy decreases. Figure G3 shows an
electronic planimeter; manual versions are also
available.

Quality Assurance and Quality Control

It is important to check the data to ensure that the areal
measurements meet the requirements ofan assessment
Therefore, various checks must be perfonned depend
ing on which estimation technique is being used.

When using a dot grid, several steps can be taken to
reduce error. First, position the dot grid and tally the
dots at least twice -three times if the dot counts differ
substantially between the first two counts. Second, use
a grease pencil or water-based marker and a tally meter
to eliminate confusion when counting large numbers of
dolS. Third, check to ensure that the proportions of all
land-use types add to one. Finally, have another indi
vidual repeat the process on 10% of the areasmeasured.
When using a GIS package, various data sets are en
tered, manipulated, and displayed. Each step can lead
to errors. Maintain copies of~ raw data sets to verify
how these data are displayed in the end product. If
digitizing is required, certain operating procedures
should be followed. When beginning the digitizing
session, establish the acceptable amount of error al
lowed for the project, then make sure it is not exceeded
bycomparinghard copies of the digitized maps against
the originals for accuracy. "This is done by overlaying
the original and the digitized maps on a light table. If
boundaries do not match, the polygon data in the GIS
should be edited.

_II

Figure G.3. Electronic: planimeter.
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Sample Calculations

Stream Discharge
Hydrology can be influenced by factors outside of sub
unit boundaries if the subunit is no! a closed drainage
unit. Upstream characteristics such as slope, precipita
tion, and land use are examples of potential influences
on hydrology within a particular subunit Figure H.1
shows the PearlRiverBasinoverlaidwith subunitbound
aries; the basin contains two main channels. Subunits 1
and 5 are closed drainageareas, meaning that precipita
tionprovidestheonlyinputofwater. However,Subunits
2,3,and 4are notclosedbecause they receive hydrologic
input from upstream subunits in addition to rainwater
(Figure H.1). Streamflow in lhese subunits is cumula
tive, i.e., it is dependent on upstream subunits. We
illustrate how this can affect calculations by cakulating
the peak discharge for a 5O-year flood (QWfor Subunit
4. Q.50 can be estimated using the folloWIng regression
equation developed by the USGS (Landers and Wilson
1991),

where(~", is the peak dischmge (0' a 5O-yeal" flood in
ft3/s, AJ<..I::A is the watershed area (mi2), SWPE is the
mainstem channel slope (ft/mi), and l.ENGIH is the
mainstem channel length (mi). Note that English units
must be used with the independent variables, as the
regression was developed to calculateQso in ft3Is.

Because AREA represents lotal watershed area, not
'subunit area, AREA for Subunit 4 includes the entire
basin and is equal to the sum of the five subunit areas:

The ma.instemchannellength is thelength ofthe longest
channel and is therefore equal to the combined channel
lengths within Subunits 1 through 4:

:»::,:::r: ,LENGTH' ':,:,~fflf' 98.5,'';'i,,~;,74~ ;ififf-145~i:dTIi :'::,

':<:0-(:;'/::::--;:::':\,:" :,,', :, ":'__:':/iCfJ'aHi:m H.3

Note that the channel length ofSubunitS is not included
because it is not a part of the main stem. The mainstem
channel slope is similarly dependent on Subunits I
through 4. For Equation H.I, slope: must be calculated
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Am" 1785.10
lMIgth '" 145,8

ANa. "'mEt
lMIgth "mil"

Figure H.1. The Pearl River Basin with subunit boundaries.
Areas and lengths are for each individual subunit and are not
cumulative.

from pJints 10% and 85% up the mainstem channel
Q.anders and Wilson 1991), which in this example is at
JX>ints 40.0 miles (0.10 x 4003 mi) and 3402 miles (0.85 x
4003 mil up thechannellength. The elevationsal these
points are 3S and 340 feet, respectively, based on a
1:250)XXJ USGS rOJXlgraphic map. The length between
these points is 75% of the channel length (85% - 10%),
and SLOPE for Subunil4 is uallo:

Substituting the values of AREA, LENGIH,andSLOPE
inlo Equation H.l gives the following peak discharge
for Subunit 4 (values rounded):

"01
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0" = 648 x 8725.570.BS x 1.020.11 X400~·JI
= 226,602 fiJ/sec

Equation H.5

1be weighted percent annual change in population and
agriculture is then calculated for each join! area using
the following two equations:

This value can be converted to m3/s using a conversion
faclorofO.02832 m3/fP, giving a value of 6417mJIs. A
similar approach was used 10 calculate 7Q lQ values (7
day mean discharge for a lo-year recurrence Interval for
the State of Louisiana (Lee 1985a).

WTPQPCHG=

rJ POPaO· J POP70J
l:: (J POP70) 8x-

10 95

Equation H.B

where LVALUE is the joint value, VALUE is the county
value, and WEIGHT is the weighting factor from Equa
tionH.6. Jointvaluesarecalculated for 1970population,
1980 population, 1974 agricultural land, and 1982 agri
cultural land in Table H2.

Table H.l contains weighting factors calculated for the
five counties that overlap Washington Subunit 26. Us
ing these data, joint population or agriculture area (e.g.,
the estimated population for the portion of the county
within the subunit) is calculated using the following
general equation:

Future Risk
The calculation of future risk (or the State of Washing
ton (Equation 4.10 and Table 4.3) is based on recent
urban and agricultural growth. Because population
and agricultural census data are reported by rounty,
weighting factors must becalculated first (Appendix FJ
so county data can be prorated 10 the subunits needed
for the assessment. Weighting faclors (WEIGHTI are
calculated by dividing the joint county-subunit area
(LAREA) by total county area (AREA):

0.5928
0.5956
0.0316
0.1602
0.0017

Wl::IGIfT •

whereVVTPOPCHGand wrAGRa-IGarethe weighted
percent annual change in JXlpulation and agriculture,
respectively, and the other variables are as previously
defined. The terms are divided by the number of years
between the census dales 00 and 8 Cor population and
agriculture, respectively) to put the change on an an
nual basis. Because 8 and 87% of national wetland loss
has been due to urban expansion and agricultural con
version (Tiner 1984), these values are used as weights in
Equations H.8 and H.9lo account fortherelative impor
tance of the two impacts (8/95 and 87/95 are actually

Table H.l. Calculation of weighting factors for coun·
ties overlapping Washington Subunit 26.

:fJ':'A?R82' - J AGR7~
WTARGCHt" ';"'" t .(J 'AGR741 )( _fIl_

S 95

Equstion H.9

JflEA'

Cowlitz 1757.11 2964:,2
lewis 3816.26 6407.65
Pierce 135.98 4299.84
Skamania 700.03 4369.82
Yakima 18.81 11104.69
1 Joint county-subunit area in km2

2 County area in km 2

:JWeighting faclor from Equation H.6.

EQU8tiOnH.71

······1.' Equstion H.B

Ir ..•..•. J"VAlUE = VAlUE xWEIGfIT

Table H.2. Conversion of county census data into joint county-subunit values for counties overlapping
Washington Subunit 26.

Cowlitz 0.5928 68616 40675
Le\Yis 0.5956 45467 27079
Pierce 0.0316 411027 12998
Skamania 0.1602 5845 936
Yakima 0.0017 144971 246

79548
56025

485643
7919

172508

47155
33367
15358

1269
292

153.93
554.97
251.33
33.72

7155.05

91.25
330.53

7.95
5.-40

12.12

165.22
548.71
279.09
36.19

6942.55

97.94
326.80

8.83
5.80

11.76
1 Weighling factor from Equation H.6.
2 P0P70, POPBO, AGR74, and AGA82 are county values for 1970 populalion, 1980 populalion, 1974 agrjculturalland, and 1982
agriculluralland, respectively; areas in km2.
:I J_P0P70, J_POPBO, J_AGR74. and J_AGR82 are joint county·subunit values ror 1970 populalion, 1980 populalion, 1974
agricultural land, and 1982 agricultural land, respectively; areas in km2.
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used so that the factors sum to one; the remaining5% of
national loss is ignored). Table H3 contains data for
WfPOPCHG and WTAGROiG by jointarea and gives
totals for Subunit 26 (if either of the two subunit sums
were less than zero, the value would have been set to
zero since a loss of population or agricultural area

would not necessarily translate into a gain in wetlands).
Adding the subunit totals for VVTPOPCHG and
wrAGRCHG gives the actual risk factor forSubunit26:

RIsk = (9.41 + 24.731 x 10-3=34.14x 10-3

Eq:ustion H. 10
.

Table H.3. Weighted percent annual population change and agricultural change for joint county-subuni1areas of
counties overlapping Washington Subuni126lvalues roundedl.

Cowlitz 40675 47155 1.34 91.25 97.94 8.40
Lewis 27079 33367 1.96 330.53 326.80 -1.29
Pierce 12998 15358 1.53 7.95 8.83 12.6011
Skamania 936 1269 2.99 5.40 5.80 8.38
Yakima 246 292 1.60 12.12 11.76 -3.40
Total 9.41 24.73
I J_POP70 and J_POPSO are joinl county-subunit populations for 1970 and 1980, respectively_
2 Weighted percent annual change in population {Equation H.8l
3 J_AGR74 and J_AGR82 are joint county-subunil agricultural land areas lin km2J for 1974 and 1982, respectively.
4 Weighted percenl annual change in agriculture (Equation H.9)
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APPENDIX I

Information Form
To the Reader,

We hope you have found A Synop& Approach to Cumulative Impact Assessment valuable. In the event that we update
this report, we'd appreciate having your opinion about how it might be improved.

We'd like to get an idea of who OUI audience is, so please fill in the information below and mail it back to us. Feel
tree to make any other comments as well.
Many thanks for helping.

Wetlands Research Program
US. Environmental Protection Agency
200 SW 35TIJ Street
Corvallis, OR 97333

------------------------------------Name, _

Affiliation: _

Address, _

Phone: - _

Fax _

Educational Background: _

JobPosition: _

Is yom primary respons>biUty policy, regulatory,
technical, or other? _

What do you like least about A SynaptiJ; Approadi to
CumulativelmptUt Assessmenl?

What isn't in A Synoptic Apprcxuh to Cumulative Imput
Assessment that should be?

Primary reason you are interested in this approach:

Would you like to receive revisions of this document if
it is updated;or related reports as they become
available?

Do you plan on conducting a cumulative impact
assessment?

DYES D NO DYES D NO

If so, do you plan on using the synoptic approach?Would you like to receive the WRP update?

DYES D NO DYES D NO

What do you like best about A Synop& ApprotUh 1o
Cumulative Impact Assessment?

If you answered no, could you please tell us why you
felt the synoptic approach was inappropriate?
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